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BALANCED 

PERFORMANCE 
gives you highest overall sound recording quality 

at no extra cost 
CLUIEMCLRa has been designed, formulated and 
perfected to meet the most exacting requirements for 
modern, professional sound recording. Its mechanical 
and magnetic properties are carefully balanced to 
assure optimum overall performance in your record- 
ing machines. 

Output, frequency response, noise level and distor- 
tion are correctly proportioned for the most satisfac- 
tory end result - with no compromise on quality 
anywhere along the line. 

Perfected manufacturing techniques and high pro- 
duction volume enable this premium -quality tape to 
be offered to you at no increase in price. 

Here are some of Audiotape's extra -value features: 
More Uniform Frequency Response - Audiotape's out- 
put does not tend to fall off at the higher frequencies. 
Response remains excellent throughout the com- 
plete range of audible sound, requiring no special 
equalization. 
Low Noise Level - Extremely uniform dispersion of 
magnetic particles results in exceptionally low noise 
level - completely free from troublesome ticks and 
pops. Overall signal -to -noise ratio is entirely com- 
parable to that obtainable with average production 
of any premium price tape on the market. 
Low Distortion - Highest quality magnetic oxide, in a 
coating of precisely controlled uniform thickness, 
results in exceptionally low distortion over a wide 
range of bias settings. 

Maximum Uniformity - All 7" and 10" reels of plastic 
base Audiotape are guaranteed to have an output 
uniformity within the reel of ± 

1/4 db or better -and 
a reel -to -reel variation of less than ±'/z db. What's 
more, there's an actual output curve in every 5 -reel 
package to prove it. 

Complete Interchangeability - Since Audiotape re- 
quires no special equalization adjustments, Audio - 
tape recordings can be interchanged freely between 
radio stations and studios - played back perfectly 
on any machine. 

Highest Coating Adhesion -keeps the magnetic oxide 
coating from rubbing or flaking off. No danger of 
fouling heads and guides. 

Guaranteed Splice -Free - Plastic base Audiotape, in 
both 1200 and 2500 ft reels, is positively guaranteed 
to be free from splices. 

Low -Tension Reel Design - with 23/4" hub now stand- 
ard for all 1200 foot, 7" reels. By eliminating the high 
tension zone encountered at smaller hub diameters, 
this reel assures more accurate timing, more constant 
pitch, slower maximum reel speeds and reduced 
wear on heads and tape. 

COMPARE AUDIOTAPE in an end -to -end run 
with any other sound recording tape available. Com- 
pare the prices, too.You'll find that Audiotape speaks 
for itself - in performance and in cost! 

AUDIO DEVICES, Inc. 
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 

Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y, Cables "ARIAS" 
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ran NBC commentator, explains how the Tapak PM step -flux 
i many hours of editing time during his nine -week trip to 
ring -a trip which resulted in some 60 hours of tape 
Dm the battlefront. Tex had just been showing Al Travis, 
f the Tapak, a number of photos of how he recorded 
ws with men actually under fire, in the bunkers, and 
in a jet plane over the Yalu River. The recorder 
spring driven and its amplifiers operate from 
elf- contained batteries so it may be taken 
anywhere to obtain the on- the -spot re- 

cordings so important to present -day 
broadcast programming. 
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to the 

E.E. or 

PHYSICS GRADUATE 
with an interest 
or experience in 
RADAR or 

ELECTRON ICS 

Hughes Research and 
Development Laboratories, one 
of the nation's large electronic 
organizations, are now creating a 
number of new openings in an 
important phase of operations. 

Here is 
what one of 
these 
positions offers 
you 

OUR COMPANY 

located in Southern California, is presently 
engaged in the development of advanced 
radar devices, electronic computers and 
guided missiles. 

TNESE NEW POSITIONS 
are for men who will serve as technical ad- 
visors to the companies and government 
agencies purchasing Hughes equipment. 

YOU WILL BE TRAINED 

(at full pay) in our Laboratories for several 
months until you are thoroughly familiar 
with the equipment that you will later help 
the Services to understand and properly 
employ. 

AFTER TRAINING 
you may (1) remain with the Laboratories 
in Southern California in an instruction or 
administrative capacity, (2) become the 
Hughes representative at a company where 
our equipment is being installed, or (3) be 
the Hughes representative at a military base 
in this country -or overseas (single men 
only). Adequate traveling allowances are 
given, and married men keep their families 
with them at all times. 

YOUR FUTURE 

in the expanding electronics field will be 
enhanced by the all- around experience 
gained. As the employment of commercial 
electronic systems increases, you will find 
this training in the most advanced tech- 
niques extremely valuable. 

How 
to 
apply 
If you are under 35 years of age 
and have an E.E. or Physics 
degree and an interest or 
experience in radar or electronics, 

write 
to HUGHES 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES 

Scientific and Engineering Staff 
Culver City, 
Los Angeles County, California 
r 

Assurance is required that the relocation of the 
1 applicant will not cause the disruption of an 

urgent military project. 
1 

J 
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Check 

this new audio 

attenuator 

TYPE 8514 -B 

MIXING 

CONTROL 

V Finger -Tip Control 

Straight -Line Action 

51/4" Control Travel 

I/ Full 45 db control 

V Maximum attenuation 100 db 

V Smoothest Operation 

V Slide -wire construction 

1/ Ladder Circuit 

V 600 ohm Impedance 

r/ 11/2 x 7 x 6 Dimensions 

i/ Plug -In Construction 

Write today for 
Bulletin C.1025 

CINEMA ENGINEERING CO. 
1510 W. VERDUGO BURBANK, CALIF. 

IN NEW ENGLAND & UPPER N. Y., 
Samuel C. Hooker Co. 

METROPOLITAN N. Y., Audio -Video Products 
PHILADELPHIA, W. Henry Cordray 
CLEVELAND, Edwards -Lohse Associates 
MINNEAPOLIS, A. J. Warner Co. 
SEATTLE, Jas. J. Backer Co. 
DENVER, Dick Hyde Co. 
N. CALIF., David Ross Co. 
OTTAWA, CANADA, Samuel C. Hooker, Ltd. 
EXPORT, Frazar & Hansen 

II 

tEAffUlZ 
RICHARD H. DORF 

AS THE RADIO ART becomes more advanced 
and its evidences more widespread, the 
problem of economical use of the fre- 

quency spectrum becomes more acute. 
Available techniques permit use for radio 
tranmission of a wide but definitely limited 
section of the spectrum, from about 10,000 
cps to around 10,000 mc. While this looks 
like a large range -a million to one -it ef- 
fectively becomes smaller everyday as more 
and more services pry their way into it. 

The communications theorem states 
roughly that the minimum amount of spec- 
trum occupied by a given signal is directly 
proportional to the amount of intelligence 
the signal is carrying. Practically speaking, 
it is normally impossible to narrow the oc- 
cupied bandwidth of, say, a transatlantic 
radiotelephone link without decreasing the 
upper modulation frequency. But as soon as 
we limit modulation below about 3,000 cps, 
intelligibility begins to deteriorate and soon 
the link becomes useless. 

A highly interesting approach to the prob- 
lem is indicated in a patent issued recently 
to John C. Steinberg, No. 2,635,146, as- 
signed to Bell Labs. The system he dis- 
closes should make possible fully intelligible 
speech transmission while using a band- 
width of only a little more than 400 cps. 
To do this the inventor has recognized 
that much of the conventional speech band- 
width lies idle most all of the time ; at any 
instant the voice is producing only a small 
number of essential characteristics -per- 
haps eight -which summarize the sound 
being uttered at that instant. To transmit 
those in the original may require a band- 
width of several thousand cps; but to 

255 W. 84th St., New York 24, N. Y. 

analyze and summarize them requires a 
bandwidth of only about 50 cps per charac- 
teristic or perhaps 400 cps in all. The sum- 
mary, transmitted to the receiving end of 
the link, may be used to reconstruct the 
original voice with sufficient accuracy for 
practical purposes. 

The Formant Principle 

The Steinberg invention is based on the 
formant theory, which accounts for the 

SAND 'A' 
IN HAT 

0 
100 +000 5000 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 1. 

nature of sounds in a fundamentally simple 
way. Every voiced sound (those in which 
the vocal cords are used) consists of a 
complex waveform made up of harmonically 
related frequencies. The fundamental sound 
source is the vocal cords which produce a 
sawtooth waveform containing a funda- 
mental and all harmonics in an even pro- 
gression -the second harmonic having half 
the power of the fundamental, the third 
having one -third that of the fundamental, 
and so on. If we heard the fundamental 
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REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. C.0 
BRAND 

giver you 2 new recording firsts! 
(Ì) "Scotch" Brand 120ì "High- Output" Magnetic Tape 

NEW COATING! revolutionary magnetic material offers 
unparalleled sensitivity. 

GREATLY REDUCED HARMONIC DISTORTION can be achieved 
by recording at lower input level while still maintain- 
ing accustomed play -back levels, or- 

INCREASED OUTPUT! gain 8 to 12 db more output than any 
conventional magnetic tape with no increase in noise 
or harmonic distortion. 

NEW COLOR! dark green color unmistakably identifies. 
GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY! output variation within a 1200 - 

ft. reel at 1000 cps is less than plus or minus % db 
and is less than % db from reel to reel. 

NEW DRY LUBRICATION PROCESS minimizes head and 
machine wear, assures freedom from squealing, cup- 
ping, curling. 

100% SPLICE -FREE in all lengths including 2400 -ft. 

(2) "Scotch" Brand "V" Slot 7 -in. Plastic Reel 

Get Both from 
Your Distributor. 

EXCLUSIVE "V" SLOT! easiest, quickest threading device 
yet perfected. 

2'/4 -in. HUB! only large hub reel that takes standard lengths 
of all magnetic tapes, minimizes timing errors, elimi- 
nates tape spillage in rewind. 

WIDE SPOKES! 45% more plastic gives extra rigidity, pre- 
cision balancing. 

TAPERED FLANGES eliminate frayed tape edges, give 
smoother wind. 

EASIER LABELING! larger, unobstructed writing and label- 
ing surface. 

COSTS No MORE than ordinary reels! 

Magnetic Tape and "V "Slot Plastic Reel 
The acknowledged international standard of the recording industry 

high -Ou /pul and c TM 3M Co. The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademark' for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA 
MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. -also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tape', "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective 
Sheeting, "Safety -Walk" Non -'lip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can. 
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IF YOU WORK WITH ELECTRICAL 

OR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS... 

A color film with schematic animation 
and supporting narration ... to help you 
select connectors engineered to your re- 
quirements and operating conditions. 
Disconnect system? Number of con- 
tacts? Voltage? Amperage? These and 
other factors are covered in this helpful 
film. In addition you'll learn how the 
printed Cannon Plug Guide (below) 
leads you to the right connector for any CURRENT CAPACITY 

and its relation to contact spacing. 

job. Request your free showing today. 

CANNON PLUG GUIDE 
... An easy -to- follow graphic ald. 

SPACING AND NUMBER 

of contacts involves many factors. 

CANNON ELECTRIC 
since 1915 

Main office and plant, Cannon Electric Company, Los 
Angeles 31, California. Factories in Los Angeles, New 
Haven, Toronto. Representatives in principal cities. 

"Contact ", a 10- minute, 16mm 

Kodachrome sound picture, 
costs you nothing except 2 -way 
transportation charges. You 
furnish sound projector. 24- 
page printed Plug Guide will 
be furnished for each person 
viewing film. To avoid delay re- 
quest your booking for the film 
on coupon today. 

MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE, INC. 234 

45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. 
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sound produced by the vocal cords of many 
persons we could distinguish no substan- 
tial differences between them except pitch 
or frequency. 

The sawtooth waveform is modified, how- 
ever, by the various shapes and sizes into 
which we can form the cavities through 
which the sound must pass, principally the 
mouth. Because of the complex nature of 
the cavities, at any instant they have at 
least two, and often three or more resonant 
frequencies, each resonance having a partic- 
ular Q or figure of merit or efficiency. It 
is the resonances formed by the cavity 
shapes and sizes at any instant that deter- 
mine the character of the voiced sound being 
uttered. These resonances are termed 
formants. Their frequencies are practically 
the same for all individuals when making 
identical sounds. 

When making the sound "a" as in "hat," 
for instance, the resonance frequencies are 
roughly 750, 1500, and 2550 cps, and each 
of these resonances has a certain Q or 
efficiency factor. Figure 1 is a spectrum 
graph of the vowel sound in "hat." It shows 
the resonances and their relative Q's. The 
complex wave representing the sound itself 
will have a harmonic content depending on 
this spectrum. For instance, if the vocal 
cords are vibrating at 187 cps, the fourth 
harmonic (748) will be very strong, the 
eighth harmonic (1496) will be prominent, 
but less so, and the 13th and 14th harmonics 
(2431 and 2618) will be emphasized, but to 
a still less extent. If the fundamental is dif- 
ferent, the orders of emphasized harmonics 
will be different, but will still be at approxi- 
mately the same frequencies, because these 
are the speech- cavity- resonance frequencies, 
the formants, which always produce this 
particular vowel, when present in these 
relative efficiencies. 

To represent voiced speech, then, we can 
reduce the information transmitted to the 
following : (1) fundamental frequency and 
relative volume level, (2) at least two of 
the formant frequencies and their relative 
emphasis levels. For better intelligibility 
we can transmit information about three 
formants. 

Unvoiced or aspirated speech sounds are 
rushes of air which are given formant 
characteristics by resonances of lips, tongue, 
teeth, and so on. Typical aspirates and ex- 
plosives are f, ¢, h. The air rush, which is 
the source of sound itself, is equivalent to 
a random noise source with a strong pre- 
dominance of upper -frequency components. 
The formants which distinguish the un- 
voiced sounds from one another are also in 
the upper frequencies. 
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NEIN "V. P." MAKES G00 
Edison's new fashioned individual dictating instrument 

scores instantly on looks, size, ease of use and carrying 

Slim but sturdy, ti 
the V. P. is EDISO, 

daily desk use. I 
tures: automatic 
ing. push- button i 

ning, playback and 
transcribing as we 

y but tough. 
designed for 
genious fea- 
isc position- 

dexing. scan- 
ual use for 

as dictating! 

Tuck it under your arm or into 
a briefcase. No carrying cases to 
lug. Cross -town or cross -coun- 
try, take your V.P. along. Small- 
est, lightest, easiest to carry, it 
records as you go, like a high- 
speed, precision camera! L 

At *PI 

THE FIRST ANNUAL AUDIO ENGINEERING AWARD 

D 

Technical Excelknce in the 

Design and Manufacture of Dictating Instruments 

Thomas A. Edison. Incorporated 

V. P. E.1.on VoktuTilo 

1, Of n145014 rPC MONO ro 

..1.,1.r 
RMirrr.', AS 

,.yón,..,.,...., 

EDISON VOICEWRITER 

The superb EDIS. Diamond Disc captures the full tonal 
ran: a of EDISON gh Definition Recording. It is standard - 
and interchangea e-on all EDISON disc equipment. Thus. 
the V.P. integrat perfectly with EDISON TELEVOICE, the 
new -fashioned ph( le system of dictation. 

I N C O R P O R A T E D 

AUDIO ENGINEERING JULY, 1953 

STOP PRESS of Vat e 

rtfir 
of 

Popular vote Flnv of 

experts 
selects 

it as, 

i 

TAKE 11 MINUTES 

TO SEE IT IN ACTION! 
Well demonstrate the 
V. P. to you-in only 11 

minutes. No obligation. 
Fill in coupon or clip to 
your letterhead -or 
phone your local Thomas 
A. Edison representative. 

EDISON, 78 Lakeside Avenue. West Orange, N. J. 
O.K. Show me the V. P. -in eleven minutes! 

NAME 

TITLE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

COMPANY 

LONE STATE 
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Here's the new 

Its Versatility and 

"Hand -a- Bility" make 

it an ideal low - 

cost all- purpose 

microphone! 

ALL- PURPOSE 

CRYSTAL 

MICROPHONE 

LIGHT! The new "777" Slim -X Microphones are rugged little 
microphones weighing only 6 ounces! They are designed for 
good -quality voice and music reproduction. Their versatility 
and "hand -a- bility" make them ideal for use by lecturers, an- 
nouncers, instructors, and Hams; for audience participation 
shows; carnivals; panel and quiz shows; and use with home - 
recorders. When mounted on either cradle or swivel, the "777" 
can be removed in a flash (no tools necessary) -simply by 
lifting it out of the holder. This makes it an ideal "walk- around" 
hand -held microphone. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION: Smooth frequency response -60 
to 10,000 e.p.s.; special -sealed crystal element -for long operat- 
ing life; high impedance; 7' single- conductor cable, discon- 
nect type. Dimensions: (Microphone only) Length, 41/2 "; Diam- 
eter l'. Finish: Rich satin chrome overall. 
NOTE: Lavalier cord for suspension of Microphone around 

neck is available (optional). 

ACCESSORIES FOR "777" 
MODEL 538 STAND is a heavy die -cast base. Includes metal 
screw machine stud for connecting microphone adaptor to 
stand base. 

List Price: $3.00 
MODEL A25 SWIVEL ADAPTOR fea- 
tures a long -life, high -quality swivel 
connector. Is lined with a long -life 
nylon sleeve -for noise -free and 
scratch -free insertion and removal of 
microphone. List Price: $5.00 

6 

MODEL 777 
List Price $18.95 

MODEL 777s 
(with switch) 

List Price $20.95 
(Price includes 
cradle for mounting 
on stand) 

On S38 Desk 
Stand With 

A25 Swivel) 

On Floor 
Stand 

II' 
On 

4;0 
Dsk 

536 

Stand 

Fig. 3. 

Transmitting Equipment 
Figure 2 is a block diagram of most of 

the apparatus needed at the transmitting 
end of the link to analyze the eight neces- 
sary characteristics -frequency and level of 
fundamental and each of three formants- 
and produce d.c. control voltages represent- 
ing them. 

The speaker speaks into the microphone. 
His voice is amplified and fed through four 
filters to eight channels. Consider first the 
fundamental channel. Voice currents pass 
through F, which is a band -pass filter pass- 
ing the fundamental voice frequencies up to 
about 400 cps. Next this band is passed 
through F,, a low -pass roll -off filter whose 
output decreases with increasing frequency. 
The purpose of F, is to filter out harmonics 
of the fundamental voice wave so that the 
frequency counter will be actuated by the 
fundamental alone. 

From F, the voice currents go to a fre- 
quency counter which is diagrammed in Fig. 
3. The grids of gas tubes V, and V. are 
polarized by the voice- frequency voltages 
passing through transformer T, with op- 
posite polarities at every instant. Assume 
to start that the grid of V, is positive and 
that of V. negative. Then V, is ionized and 
saturation current is flowing through it, 
while no current is passing through V.. 
The cathode of V, is positive due to cur- 
rent passing through R,, and the upper end 
of C, is charged positively with respect to 
its lower end. 

At the next half of the audio cycle the 
grid polarities reverse. At the instant when 
the grid of V, becomes positive enough to 
fire the tube, saturation current flows in V, 
and the V, cathode becomes positive. This 
produces a pulse of positive voltage through 
C, to the cathode of V,. Added to the exist- 
ing positiveness of the V, cathode, the 
pulse makes the V, cathode more positive 
than its anode. This extinguishes the tube ; 

since the V, grid is now negative, the tube 
remains extinguished until the next half - 
cycle of audio causes a similar changeover. 

(Continued on page 44) 

SHURE BROTHERS, Inc. . MANUFACTURERS 
ST 

of MICROPHONES 

225 West Huron Street, Chicago 10, Illinois Cable Address: SHUREMICRO Fig. 4. 
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RMALLOY 

010 
riO1 i RES 

available) ?WAR CO aat 
data 

ovf 

(New 
technical 

n 

(N 

COMPLETE LINE OF CORES 

TO MEET YOUR NEEDS 

* Furnished n four standard 
permeabiliti as -125, 60, 26 
and 14. 

* Available it 
sizes to ok 
dactances 
mh, 1000 tui 

a wide range of 
tain nominal in- 
as high as 281 
ns. 

* These toroioal cores are given 
various typt s of enamel and 
varnish fir ishes, some of 
which permit winding with 
heavy Former( insulated wire 
without supplementary insu- 
lation over she core. 

HIGH Q TOROIDS for use in 
Loading Coils, Filters, Broadband 
Carrier Systems and Networks- 
for frequencies up to 200 K C 

For high Q in a small volume, characterized by low eddy current and 
hysteresis losses, ARNOLD Moly Permalloy Powder Toroidal Cores 
are commercially available to meet high standards of physical and 
electrical requirements. They provide constant permeability over a wide 
range of flux density. The 125 Mu cores are recommended for use up to 
15 kc, 60 Mu at 10 to 50 kc, 26 Mu at 30 to 75 kc, and 14 Mu at 50 to 
200 kc. Many of these cores may be furnished stabilized to provide 
constant permeability (± 0.1%) over a specific temperature range. 

'Manufacrured under license arrangements with Western Electric Company 

PE ARNOLD NGINEERING COMPANY 
SUBSIDIARY, OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION 

Géri"icgl Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois 
DISTAICT SALES OFFICES ... Boston: 200 Berkelei St. 

New York: 350 Fifth Ave. .J_os Angeles: 3450 Wilshire 3Ivd. 
.?Ra 
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RCA TAPE RECORDER 
Type RT'11B 

at 15 in see 

50 to 15,000 c.p.s. lt2 dbl at VA A s inks C 

50 to 10,000 c.p.s. ( 
type 

COMPLETE 
-with motor boord, plug-in 

back ar- 

recording amplifier, 
plug-in 

Isp aybackupaly power 

plifler, two standard NAB ree, 

and panel and shelf. 

Extremely accurate timing - 
with synchronous capstan 

Smooth tape runs -via 
sapphire guides 

Automatic tape lift for fast 
"forwards" and rewinds 

Microswitch "tape- break" 
control -no tape spills, snarls 

Interlock system for vital 
controls 
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PUSH -BUTTON CONTROL puts tape recording 
facilities at your fingertips. 

The RCA RT -116 
Ni,b-FiiIeIi/y Tape Recorder 
-Me money can buy! 

Kernels Control Unit, MI 11941. Available antre. 

low wow and 
are push -butt 
cueing -can b 

Design 
and RELIABI 
RT -11B Reco 
For example, y 

You can jocke 
out stopping. 
in one minute/ 

A sync 
recording tim 

This is the world's 
foremost professional 
tape recorder, the one 
recorder that has every- 
thing- accurate timing, 

utter, plus quick starting. All operations 
n controlled. All functions -including 
extended to remote positions. 

d for applications where operating TIME 
ITY are prime factors, the new Type 
er offers a number of exclusive features. 
u can start or stop the tape in 0.1 second. 
the tape back and forth for cueing with - 
ou can rewind a standard 101 /2 -inch reel 

ronous capstan makes it practical to hold 
to 121/2 seconds in a 30- minute run. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ENG /NEER /NG PRODUC'S DEPARTMENT CAMDEN. N.J. 

er 

ì>: 

And with synchronizing equipment ... for which pro- 
vision is made ... timing can be held to 0.3 second on 
any length program! 

Many more important features, too. 
Self -centering "snap -on" hub adaptors assure perfect 
reel alignment with either RMA or NAB reels. A com- 
plete system of control interlocking virtually eliminates 
the possibility of accidentally erasing a program -makes 
it impossible to snarl or "spill" the tape. "Microswitch" 
control stops the machine if the tape is severed - applies 
reel brakes instantaneously. The tape automatically lifts 
free and clear of heads during fast forward runs or re- 
winds. Tape alignment over the heads is held precisely 
by a floating casting. Starting wow is reduced to the 
vanishing point. 

BY ALL MEANS, call your RCA Broadcast Sales 
Representative for complete details. Or mail the coupon. 

MT, AM, ; 
Broadcast Audio Sales, 
RCA Engineering Products, 
Camden, New Jersey 

Send me more information (including price and delivery) on 
your new De Luxe Tape Recorder, Type AT-11B. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

STATION OR FIRM 

CITY STATF 
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Precision 
ey:ae.//41 

YOUR PRODUCTION AT ITS BEST 

CLOSE CHECK ON 
PROCESSING 

Constant analyses and sampling of 
every processing operation is the 
function of this department. Sen- 
sitometric operations test the re- 
sponses of raw stock emulsions; 
densitometry is employed to check 
on developing and printing results. 

YOUR ASSURANCE OF 
BETTER 16mm PRINTS 

15 Years Research and Specialization in every phase of 16mm processing, 
visual and aural. So organized and equipped that all Precision jobs are of the 
highest quality, 
Individual Attention is given each film, each reel, each scene, each frame - 
through every phase of the complex business of processing - assuring you of 
the very best results. 
Our Advanced Methods and our constant checking and adoption of up-to. 
the-minute techniques, plus new engineering principles and special machinery 
enable us to offer service unequalled anywhere! 
Newest Facilities in the 16mm field are available to customers of Precision, 
including the most modern applications of electronics, chemistry, physics, optics, 
sensitometry and densitometry - including exclusive Maurer -designed equip. 
ment - your guarantee that only the best is yours at Precision! 

Precision Film Laboratories -a di- 
vision of I. A. Maurer, Inc., has 14 
years of specialization in the 16mm 
field,consistently meets the latest de- 
mands for higher quality and speed. 

w 
n, 

HI 

PRE CISTON 
FILM LABORATORIES, INC. 

21 West 46th St., 

New York 36, N.Y. 
JU 2 -3970 

LETTERS 
When is it Finished? 

Browsing through back issues of Æ, I 
note the wealth of ideas it contains toward 
improvement of home music systems. While 
these articles are of immense help to both 
technical and not -so- technical readers, I 
wondered whether they did not constitute 
such an overabundance of riches that the 
individual hardly knows were to stop with 
his own system. In other words, when is a 
system finished? 

My own criterion for answering this 
question may be of some interest to oth- 
ers. The judgment can be made only by the 
owner of the system and then preferably 
when he is sincerely interested in high - 
quality sound, has investigated the field, 
and has heard a number of different sys- 
tems. It makes no difference whether he 
is a tyro who can't tell the difference be- 
tween a resistor and capacitor or a combi- 
nation of the ten best audio engineers rolled 
into one. 

The judgment is made like this: If at 
least two weeks have gone by since any al- 
terations were made and the owner sud- 
denly finds he is listening to the music and 
not to the audio system -don't touch it any 
more. This requires a small amount of in- 
trospection and is even more sensational in 
the case of the experienced audio engineer 
who has a hard time not listening to the 
system rather than the music. 

As a matter of personal experience, I 
feel that my system is finished. Today I 
hear audio only when the record is poor - 
the rest of the time I hear music. I have 
no urge to change this or that, and I re- 
sist actively any suggestion that I see 
whether adding Gimmick X might give me 
a little more bass. 

It may be a little difficult for eager fans 
to stop fiddling with the system, but I 
think we should all remember what we 
sometimes tend to forget -audio systems 
are about as useful as dinosaurs unless 
they enable us to enjoy the program ma- 
terial -music or what not -more. 

RICHARD H. DORF 
Audio Patents Dept., 
AUDIO ENGINEERING 

Control Amplifiers 

SIR: 
I learned about .E through the Saturday 

Review -Canby route. After subscribing in 
1949 my troubles began. 

I bought the highest priced hi -fi combi- 
nation that I could find and according to 
everyone who heard it, it was all wrong. 
But through the help of Æ and particularly 
Villchur's Handbook of Sound Reproduc- 
tion series, I have been able to put together 
a fairly acceptable hi -fi outfit. 

The main stumbling block has been the 
compensating control preamplifier. Each 
one seems to have some desirable features 
but leaves out others I consider necessary. 
Every manufacturer offers different con- 
trols, curves, and channels. As a user, I 
have some different ideas. 

First, I would like a selector switch to 
cover the record characteristics for at least 
three LP types and for the 78's that are 
needed (even though I never play them). 
These should be so labeled that they could 
be set by inspection because I -and a num- 
ber of my friends -do not, due to age, hear 
the higher frequencies. How can I set a 
variable treble control to compensate for 
the pre- emphasis when I can't hear it? 

Also, I would like two input channels for 
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TAPE DUPLICATION GOES INTO 

"MASS PRODUCTION" 
with the NEW AMPEX Tape Duplicator 

Whether you need thousands -or just a few at a time, high fidel- 
ity duplicate tapes can now be produced at a cost comparable to disc 

recordings. The extraordinary fidelity inherent in a good master tape 
is retained in the duplicates to as high a degree as a sensitive ear can dis- 

cern. The AMPEX Tape Duplicator is easy to set up, simple to operate 
and produces up to 80 hours of duplicate performance 

in 15 minutes operating time. 

Duplicate tapes open new opportunities 
RADIO BROADCASTING - "Tape networks" and programming 

services become practical supplements or alternatives to line networks. 
BACKGROUND MUSIC -Tape becomes the best medium for 

background music in that it provides higher fidelity, longer 
playing and lower attendance costs. 

RECORD MANUFACTURE -With mass duplication of tapes now 
feasible, all performances currently sold on Lp records 

can also be offered on tape. 
EDUCATION - Systemwide duplication and distribution of educational 

tapes, music and outstanding school performances becomes practical. 
COMMERCIAL DUPLICATING SERVICES -With this efficient 

equipment now available, excellent business opportunities 
exist in setting up tape duplication services. 

Features of the AMPEX Tape Duplicator 
One to ten simultaneous duplicates (slave recorders can be 
purchased one at a time as needed) 
Time saving speedup during duplication (as much as 32 to 1) 
15,000 cycle response on 7% in /sec. duplicates 
*45 to 50 db signal -to -noise ratio 
Duplicate tapes of any standard speed from any master 
Single or double track duplicates in one pass 
Any standard reel sizes up to 14 -inch 
Centralized pushbutton controls 

*From master tapes of suitable quality. 

Write Today 

for fnrlber infonnalion i Dept. $-/704 

AMPEX 
MAGNETIC RECORDERS 

AMPEX ELECTRIC FORPORATION 934 Charta Street REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA 

AUDIO ENGINE :RING JULY, 1953 

Distributors in principal cities t N 4. 
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you'll want this 

new guide to 

ewo't&s 

fou guest 

Send for 

the new 

TRANSFORMER AND 

FILTER REACTOR CATALOG 

easier to use, more complete than ever 

You'll find more than 500 units 
listed in the new CHICAGO Catalog 

. transformers for every application 
... presented in one complete, 
easy -to -use specification guide, 

covering the following categories: 

MIL -T -27 Hermetically -Sealed 
Transformers 

New Equipment Transformers 
Television Replacement Transformers 

General Replacement Transformers 
Control 8 Power Circuit 

Transformers 

You'll want this new CHICAGO 
Catalog for handy reference. It 
provides a wealth of terse factual 
information on CHICAGO 
Transformers for original or 
replacement use in the radio, 
electronic, electrical, aeronautical, 
geophysical, and automotive 
industries. Use this Catalog as your 
buying guide to the World's Toughest 
Transformers ... depend on your 
CHICAGO distributor for prompt, 
efficient service. 

free 
Send 

for it! 

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER 
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION 

3501 W. Addison Street Chicago 18, Illinois 

magnetic pickups with a terminal strip ar- 
ranged so that resistors could be installed 
readily to match each type of pickup. I use 
two turntables, and it would be convenient 
to be able to switch from one to the other. 
Most present models of preamplifiers pro- 
vide for different types of pickups when 
two or three inputs are offered. 

I would also like a series of filters that 
cut off rather abruptly at 4000, 7000, and 
10,000 cps, for example. These could be 
used for playing some of the older long - 
playing records. I find it practically im- 
possible to cut out the disagreeable fuzz 
of some of the soprano voices on the older 
LP's with the conventional treble rolloff 
control. 

But so what -my speaker is still 1- - - y. 
E. E. BENEDILT, 
3318 Calle Fresno, 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 
(Suggested solution- design and build 
your own. Then when you are satisfied, 
we'll be glad to publish the story about it. 
ED.) 

Information, Please 
SIR: 

In an old moving picture about the life 
of Mozart- "The Mozart Story" -a short 
part of one of his quartets is played. I 
would be grateful if someone would tell 
me from which of the quartets that part 
was taken. 

Here is a suggestion that might add to 
the value of 2E-add a Question and An- 
swer department. Audio hobbyists usually 
have many questions that they would like 
to have answered, and undoubtedly many 
of them would be of general interest. 

DAVID FONSECA, 
555 Notre Dame Ave., 
Chattanooga 11, Tenn. 

(We answer questions by mail now, pro - 
vided they arc accompanied by a self -ad- 
dressed, stamped envelope. Does anyone 
agree that a Q & A department would be 
worthwhile?' En.) 

Stereo Photos 
Sir : 

Some months ago you started running 
stereoscopic photos and implied that this 
would be a continuing feature of our valu- 
able publication. Having just received the 
current issue of . E and again noted the 
absence of the interesting variety afforded 
by stereo pictures, I am moved to write and 
say that here is one reader, at least, who 
would be pleased to see this instructive 
editorial feature revived... . 

CARLETON C. LONG 
138 College Ave., 
Beaver, Penna. 

(So far, no contributor has offered any ar- 
ticles with stereo photos. We should still 
be pleased to accept them, however, and 
shall carry on this idea with some future 
staff -written articles. ED.) 

Presented by 

THE AUDIO FAIR 
HOTEL NEW YORKER 

341h ST b Buh. AVE NEW YORK CITY 

OCTOBER 14.15.16.17.1953 
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Photographin the celebrated Columbus 

Boychoir and ounder- Director Huffman 
in action, ith the Maurer "16:' 

From Maine to Texas ..,71LSIf STRANGELY SWEET 

THE MAUR R 16MÚ., designed specifi- 
cally for professional use, equipped 
with precision high -power focusing 
and view - nder. Standard equipment 
includes: 5' dissolving shutter, auto- 
matic fad4 control, view finder, sun- 
shade and filter holder, one 400 -foot 
gear -drive* film magazine, a 60cyc'e 
115 -volt synchronous motor, one 8- 
frame har4dcrank, power cable and a 
lightweight carrying case. 

A glorious twentieth century American cultural 

accomplishment is the founding, training and development of the 

Columbus Boychoir. Singing to packed houses in America's finest 

concert halls, and in hundreds of cities and towns throughout the land, 

"America's Singing Boys" are bringing the joy of music to millions. 

"Movies, records and radio have brought our story to the 

public thousands and thousands of times, "says Founder- Director 

Herbert Huffman, "Now we want a record of our own, so we bought the finest camera 

we could find, the Maurer '16'." 

J. A. MALTRER, ine. 
37 -01 31st Street. Long Leland City 1, New York 

1107 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles S5, California 

Cable Address: JAMAURER 

maurer 9rrP+eo w 1sL0ccort ,vKLO. 
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ultra -fidelity 
ultra -utility with ultra -smart 

HEAR the difference, SEE the difference 

in the neaddnd model 1826 

ultra- fidelity ensemble 
The proof of unprecedented 

superiority of the new RAULAND 
Ultra- Fidelity Ensemble is in 
its unmatched performance. 

That proof awaits you now at 
your Hi -Fi dealer. The Master 

Amplifier is of matchless 
quality. The unique self -powered 

"Libretto Remote Control -Preamp, 
with its amazing flexibility, 

is an ingenious innovation. The 
laboratory tests are a revela- 

tion, but the ultimate proof of 
superiority is in the thrilling 

listening and operating experience. 
The specifications summarized 

below can only hint of the quality 
of this new dimension in sound. 

rl -.r 

the master amplifier 
A truly superb instrument 

with frequency response of 
±0.3 db, 20 to 40,000 cps at rated 20 

watts output. Harmonic distortion less than 
0.5% at rated output, less than 0.3% at 10 
watts. Intermodulation distortion less than 
0.4% at I watt (home level), 0.7% at rated 
output (measured at 60 and 7,000 cycles 4 to 1 

ratio). Output imp., 8 and 16 ohms. 4 -post- 
tion input selector -for magnetic pickup, crys- 
tal pickup and 2 auxiliary. Dimensions: 14' 
x9'x8'high. 

the LIBRETTO 

remote control 

A true remote control, com- 
pletely self -powered and capa- 

ble of operation several hundred feet from 
amplifier. Uniquely fashioned in the form of 
a luxuriously bound book (only 8s44 x 11 x 2' 
thick). Backbone lifts to provide easy access 
to tuning controls. Operates flexibly in either 
horizontal or vertical positions. 

CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
1. 6- position crossover control (flat, 150, 300, 
450, 700, 1000 cycles). 2. 6- position roll -off con- 
trol (flat, -5, -8, -12, -16, -24 db at 10,000 
cps). 3.Volume Control- instant choice of convention- 
al control or loudness control. 4. Bass Tone, +24 db 
to -20 db at 20 cps (db calibrated). 5. Treble Tone, 
+18 db to -30 db at 10,000 cps (db calibrated). 

Custom -Engineered, Custom -Styled 
For Audio Connoisseurs 

See the RAULAND 
1826 Ullra- Fidlity 
ensemble at your Hi-fi 
dealer, or write for 
NI details. 

RAULAND -BORG CORPORATION 
351S W. Addison Sr. Dep. AD Chngo 18 III 
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Feedback from Output 
Transformer Secondary 

NEGATIVE OR INVERSE FEEDBACK has made 
possible extensive improvement in the 
performance of amplifier circuits. 

That form known as secondary feedback 
has been employed in many audio power 
amplifiers, and consists of sampling the out- 
put transformer secondary voltage and 
applying it in degenerative phase to an 
early portion of the amplifying system. 

Whether the output voltage should be 
sampled at the primary, secondary, or 
tertiary winding is the outcome of many 
considerations ; no one connection is best in 
all respects. Simply stated, principle would 
appear to support secondary feedback as 
the universal choice, because it includes the 
output transformer in the feedback path. 
Experience shows, however, that the im- 
provement in fidelity made possible through 
choice of this form of feedback is often 
worth less than its added cost for equivalent 
stability and utility. 

Briefly and broadly, amplitude variation, 
phase shift, and harmonic distortion are re- 
duced through degenerative feedback 
roughly by the factor 1/(1 -A5 ), where 
Au is the amplification in the absence of 
feedback, and 13 is the portion of amplifier 
output voltage fed back for comparison at 
the beginning of the feedback loop. In gen- 
eral, and particularly with secondary feed- 
back, the original amplification Au is a 
complex quantity ; i.e., there is phase shift 
as well as change in amplitude. If fl is real 
only (readily realizable in audio amplifiers 
with either primary or secondary feedback), 
then the gain with feedback is also real to 
the extent that A1ß »1. Both phase shift 
and variations in amplification may be re- 
duced by negative feedback methods. 

The Case For Secondary Feedback 

Features advantageous in principle, and 
accounting for attractiveness of the method 
are: 

* 311 IV. Oakland Ave., Oaklyn 6, N. J. 

i. Assuming given gain reduction with 
feedback, the bandwidth over which re- 
sponse of fine flatness may be obtained is in 
general greater with secondary than with 
primary feedback. So long as the feedback 
factor Art) can be maintained negative and 
materially greater than unity over the re- 
quired band, over -all amplification is essen- 
tially independent of the forward gain Au, 
which of course includes the transformer. 

2. At low frequencies, lower distortion 
due to core nonlinearity is obtainable with 
secondary feedback than in a primary feed- 
back circuit having the same gain reduction, 
because of more favorable X/R ratio.' 

3. Hum due to last -stage power- supply 
ripple is reduced by secondary (or tertiary) 
feedback. In contrast, hum at the load 
terminals due to this source is worse with 
primary feedback than with no feedback at 
all. 

4. Feedback to single -ended (unbalanced) 
input stages from a push -pull output stage 
is more simply accomplished with second- 
ary feedback than with primary feedback 
of satisfactory form for high- quality appli- 
cation. 

5. For given gain reduction, amplifier 
internal output impedance is lower with 
secondary feedback than by other simple 
feedback methods, because as far as regula- 
tion is concerned, winding resistances are 
lumped in with the tube plate resistances, 
and effectively reduced by the feedback 
action. 

Problems in Development of Secondary - 
Feedback Amplifiers 

Difficulty far greater than mere loss of 
amplification with application of feedback 

(Continued on page 45) 

' Audiology, "Output transformer design 
consideration," AUDIO ENGINEERING, April 
1953. 

SECONDARY FEEDBACK 

INPUT TO 

LAST STAGE 

Fig. 1 (left). Simple equivalent circuit of transformer. Fig. 2 (right). Expanded circuit to 
represent impedances at frequency extremes, referred to the transformer primary. 

AUDIO ENGINEERING JULY, 1953 
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PRESTO'S 
Model RC -7 

with RA -t 
reel adapter 

" N G P LAY I N G " 
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER 

The PRESTO R 

its size availab 
and heavy dut 
type machines. 

Now, with the 
becomes an in 
ing studio. Wi 
diameter, prov 

If you are co 

you see the Pa 

it's the best b 

B 

Present PRE 

this ad. 

7 has already been acclaimed "the finest tape recorder of 

." Although portable in size, the RC 7 embodies features 

construction found only in larger, more expensive, studio- 

ew RA -1 reel adapter, this precision recording instrument 

spensable piece of equipment for every station and record - 

this adapter, the RC -7 accommodates reels up to 101 /" 
ing continuous long- period recording or playback. 

emplating a portable tape recorder, don't buy any -until 
To RC -7 with 101 /w reel adapter (RA -1). Without a doubt, 

in professional tape equipment! 

I 

I 

o RC -7 owners may convert their machines with 

.ter for just $39.00. Write today for details! 

xport Division: 

Ca adían Division: 

WORLD'S L 

RECORDING CORPORATION 

PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y. 

Walter P. Downs, Ltd. 
Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal 

RGEST M UFACTURER OF PRECISION RECORDING EQUIPMENT AND DISCS 

Compare the RC -7 with any 

studio -type recorder 

Instantaneous speed accuracy 

Dynamic range better than 50 
db. at 3% distortion 

Three -motor drive 

No friction clutch or friction 
bra kes 

Heavy duty construction 
throughout 

Separate erase- recording- 
playback heads 

Twin speed: 7'/" /sec or 
15 "/ sec. 

Frequency response to 15,000 
cps. 

Reel size: to 101/2" (with RA -1 

adapter) 
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EDITOR'S REPORT 

NEW RECORDING CHARACTERISTIC 
AGOOD TWENTY -FIVE per cent of the correspondence 
received each month deals with recording charac- 
teristics -the principal question in the minds of 

the writers being "What characteristic is the Doakes 
Recording Company using at the present time ?" Our 
regular answer to questions of this type is that it does 
not make any difference what characteristic is being 
used -simply provide enough flexibility in the repro- 
ducing system for all characteristics and then adjust the 
controls so the reproduction sounds good. 

This answer -we will admit frankly -is not just 
what the correspondent wants. He would usually prefer 
that we would state the turnover frequency in cps, the 
rolloff in db at 10,000 cps, and the bass pre- emphasis, 
if any. We have endeavored to state on every occasion 
where the question comes up that such information is 
not only unobtainable -as it apparently isn't in most 
instances -but that the movement of a microphone by 
as little as three feet will make more difference than 
the few -db changes in_the recording characteristic that 
occur as the art of recording is advanced. 

Part of this misunderstanding stems from the defini- 
tion of "recording characteristic," but we believe firmly 
that Bob Moyer has answered all the questions at once, 
at least with respect to RCA Victor records, and has at 
the same time explained just what is meant by the term. 
We commend for careful reading by every, user of rec- 
ords the article commencing on page 19. 

In considering the recording characteristic, it should 
be pointed out that the AES playback curve endeavored 
to clarify the requirements at the time it was first intro- 
duced. The fundamental premise behind the AES curve 
was that a fixed basic reproducing characteristic should 
be employed by every manufacturer in his monitoring 
circuits, and that the records should be so recorded that 
they would sound right (to the producer) with a sys- 
tem equalized in this manner. Variations to suit the in- 
dividual listener could then be introduced by means of 
the bass and treble tone controls, and, if desired, by 
sharp cutoff filters. While the AES playback curve re- 
ceived considerable support from many of the record 
manufacturers, it is admitted that not all of the manu- 
facturers went along, and for several valid reasons. 

The vast majority of phonograph records are repro- 
duced on equipment which is not entirely free from 
rumble. With the AES curve, low -frequency equaliza- 
tion continued to increase, reaching 26 db at 20 cps, and 
still more as the frequency lowered. Furthermore, due 
to circumstances beyond anybody's control, low -fre- 
quency response from crystal pickups began to drop off 
somewhere below 100 cps when used with practical 
values of grid resistors. Therefore, improved low -fre- 
quency response could be obtained if a small amount of 
low- frequency pre- emphasis were introduced. This 
would result in less hum and rumble with even the 
highest quality equipment, and in better bass response 

16 

with crystal pickups -which everyone knows outnum- 
ber the magnetics by a factor of at least 10 to 1. 

The old NAB recording characteristic has come in 
for its share of criticism during the last few years -the 
main objection being excessive high- frequency pre -ern- 
phasis. However, a new recommendation has been cir- 
culated by NARTB and it seems probable that this 
recommendation will become a standard within a short 
time, eliminating the AES playback curve and the old 
NAB curve. The proposed NARTB standard is iden- 
tical with the New Orthophonic curve now in use by 
RCA Victor and fully described by Mr. Moyer. Maybe 
this will end forever the difference in recording char- 
acteristics and simplify equipment design and operation. 

TRANSISTOR CONTEST 
To encourage development and experimentation in 

the use of transistors, the Receiving Tube Division of 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company has announced a 
contest with a first prize of $5000 and sixteen other 
prizes ranging downwards to $100. Contest rules may 
be obtained from any of Raytheon's Special Purpose 
Tube Distributors, but the requirements are, briefly, 
that a contestant must obtain a CK722 transistor and 
design and build a piece of electronic equipment which 
employs one or more of these devices. Further require- 
ments are that the contestant must then mail a photo- 
graph of the unit and a short constructional article, to- 
gether with a completed official entry blank to Ray- 
theon. The contest closes at midnight of August 31, 
1953 -almost two months to go. 

The transistor is unquestionably a fascinating device, 
and 2E is also interested in equipment which employs 
one or more. We would be pleased to receive short sto- 
ries about audio applications- either independently 
from those entered in the contest or perhaps such ar- 
ticles as may possibly have been entered without win- 
ning a prize. We do not wish to detract in the slightest 
from Raytheon's contest -so perhaps we should be 
content to wait until it is over. However, this is a con- 
tinuing offer, with no closing date. 

GIVEAWAYS 
Many of the giveaways distributed at the various 

shows have varying degrees of usefulness, but few have 
come into our hands that were more useful to the audio - 
man than The Ballentine Rule which was first distrib- 
uted at the IRE show in March. On one side, this item -a form of slide rule -shows decibel differences be- 
tween 0.1 my and 100 volts, levels with respect to 1 and 
6 mw in 600 ohms and with respect to 6 mw in 500 
ohms. The other side indicates decibel conversions for 
gains and losses referred to both current and voltage 
ratios. The Ballentine Rule is available free upon re- 
quest to Ballentine Laboratories, Inc., Boonton, N. J. 
and is an extremely useful addition to the "tools" of the 
audio engineer or experimenter. 
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PROFESSIONAL 
AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 

BALANCED COMPONENTS /MAXIMIZE PLAYBACK PERFORMANCE 

THE MODEL 190 ARM ... 
is designed primarily for use with microgroove 
records. Its design has been recognized b) 

leading audio engineers as that which 
incorporates all of the desirable tracking 
characteristics. Analysis has shown that f)r 
maximum performance with LP records the 
vertical mass of the moving arm element mast 
be held to a minimum and further, that the arm 
must be counterbalanced about the vertical 
axis This permits minimum stylus or cracking 
force and provides maximum record life. 
The Model 190 Arm embodies these all important 
features necessary for proper microgroove 
record playback. 

MODEL 

applications requiring accurate low noise 

PICKERING CARTRIDGES .. . 

are the choice of audio engineers throughout the world. They are universally 

acclaimed because of their high output, wide range performance and low distortion. 

They are used wherever a fine cartridge is required in radio stations, recording studios 

and for purposes of quality control by leading record manufacturers. 

MODEL 410 AUDIO INPUT SYSTEM .. . 

is designed to provide a complete audio control center. Model 410 may be used 

in any high quality playback system. Three input channels are provided -one for 

magnetic cartridges and 2 "flat" channels for other audio circuits. A 3- position 

equalizer network is built into the magnetic cartridge channel and provides accurate 

equalization for LP, AES and 78 rpm recording characteristics. Separate bass and 

treble controls are also provided. These are of the step -type and permit boss and 

treble adjustments in 2 db increments. The tone control circuits are intended to 

compensate for record characteristics and for listener- environment acoustical 

conditions. They are not intended to compensate for amplifier and /or loudspeaker 

deficiencies. Model 410 is intended for use with the highest quality professional type 

playback equipment. The output of the Model 410 is fed from a cathode -follower 

circuit and will work into any high quality audio or line amplifier having o high 

impedance input. It may also be used with a transformer for the purpose of feeding 

a 500 ohm line. Because of its flexibility, low noise and low distortion level, it is ideally 

suited for bridging and monitoring purposes and for critical listening applications. 

MODEL 132E RECORD 

230H EQUALIZER- PREAMPLIFIER .. COMPENSATOR ... 
is unique in its accuracy of equalization and 

frequency response. The intermodulation 

distortion is .2 per cent at normal output level. 

It is intended for use with high quality 

amplifiers having gain and tone controls. 

When used with the Pickering Model 132E 

Record Compensator the 230H is ideal for 

radio station and recording studio use and for 

and distortion free playback. 

is designed to be used in conjunction with a 
magnetic cartridge preamplifier such as the 
Pickering 230H or any preamplifier which 
provides 6 db per octave bass boost. Six 
playback positions are incorporated, 

1- European 78 rpm Records 
2- Victor 45 rpm and Decca 78 rpm Records 
3 -No high frequency roll -oft, 

500 cycle turnover 
4 -All Capitol Records new Victor 331/2, 

Audio Engineering Society Curve 
S- Columbia, London and most LP Records 
6 -To remove the hiss from old noisy records 

Precision elements are used in its construction 
to give accurate compensation. The 132E is 
inherently a low distortion R -C device. 

PICKERING PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

e CCJ//! ,P,Cr%G ev!!'B 

...Demonstrated and sold by Leading Radio Parts Distributors everywhere. 

For the one nearest you and for detailed literature, write Dept. A -2. 

0 DICKERING and company incorporated Oeeanxide, L./., New York 
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Birthplace 

of the 

Transistor 

The Transistor, that revolutionary new electronics device, 
is a product of telephone research. k was conceived, in- 
vented and developed at Bell Telephone Laboratories by 
men in search of ways to improve telephone service. It 
was announced just five years ago. 

The Transistor can do most of the things that vacuum 
tubes can do -and others, too -but it is not a vacuum 
tube. It works on entirely new physical principles. Rugged, 
simple and tiny, the Transistor uses incredibly small 
amounts of power -and then only when actually operating. 

Transistors promise smaller and cheaper electronic 
equipment and the spread of electronics where other equip- 
ment has not been able to do the job as economically. They 
are already at work in the Bell System, generating the sig- 
nals that carry dialed numbers between cities, and selecting 
the best route for calls through complex switching systems. 
Engineers see many other possibilities: for example, as 
voice amplifiers in telephone sets to aid the hard of hearing, 
and as switches. 

Bell Telephone Laboratories at Murray Hill, N. J. Other labora- 
tories are in New York City and at Whippany and Holmdel, N. J. 

Recognizing the tremendous possibilities of the 
Transistor in every phase of the electronics industry, the 
Bell System has made the invention available to 40 other 
companies. Thus, again, basic research to improve telephony 
contributes importantly to many other fields of technology 
as well. 

TRANSISTOR SUMMARY 
Basically, a Transistor is a tiny wafer of germanium with three 
electrods, over -all about the size of a coffee bean. 

It can amplify signals too,000 times on much less power than 
a pocket flashlight requires. This opens the door to its use in 
smaller telephone exchanges where vacuum tube equipment would 
be too costly to operate. 

Unlike a vacuum tube, the Transistor has no vacuum and no 
filament to keep hot. It operates instantly, without "warm-up" 
delay. The Transistor can also be used as an electric eye and to 
count electrical pulses. 

BELL TELEPHONE 
LABORATOR I ES 

Improving telephone service for America 
provides careers for creative men in scientific and technical fields. 
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Evolution of a Recording Curve 
R. C. MOYER 

A discussion of the reasons for the existence of "recording curves" and a presentation of 
the official specifications for the "New Orthophonic" curve currently used for RCA Vic- 
tor records and well on the way to universal adoption by all record manufacturers. 

TPRIMARY FUNCTION of any home 
phonograph record is to provide en- 
tertainment for the consumer. That 

this entertainment may be provided in 
its best possible form has been one of 
the prime objectives of every record 
manufacturer since the start of the busi- 
ness at the turn of the century. The de- 
gree of success attained in this direction 
is judged largely by the sound of the fin- 
ished record as reproduced on a typical 
or standard reproducer. The quality and 
balance of this sound is determined by 
the characteristics of the reproducer, the 
recording system, and to a very large 
extent, microphone placement, orches- 
tra seating, and studio acoustics. Thus 
there are in effect three areas, any one 
or all of which may be made variable, 
to change the sound heard by the lis- 
tener. It is the first two of these three 
areas, namely the over -all reproducing 
and recording characteristics, with 
which we are primarily interested. 

During the period from approximately 
1900 to 1925 when acoustical recording 
was used, both of these areas were rela- 
tively fixed ; that is, balance, separation, 
etc., were being accomplished as well as 
possible by placement of the artists in 
relation to the horn of the recorder. 
With the advent of electrical recording 
equipment, great flexibility which had 
hitherto been impossible was provided 
for the recording director in making 
records. Flexibility in reproducing rec- 

RCA Victor Division, Indianapolis, Ind. 
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Fig. 1. The actual disc recording character- 
istic is defined as the characteristic of Area 2 
alone. It includes the fixed high- and low -fre- 
quency pre -emphasis and crossover curve. All 
variable components are grouped in Area 1 and 

are used to obtain desired musical effects. 

Hints for playing 
RCA VICTOR records 

Use of the "New Orthophonic" 
curve is recommended for all RCA 
Victor records and records released 
by RCA Victor since August, 1952. 
With a few exceptions in the early 
6000, 7000, and 9000 series, this ap- 
plies to all LM, WDM, and DM rec- 
ords or albums above 1701, and LCT 
and WCT above 1112. It also in- 
cludes all LHMV, WHMV, LBC, 
WBC, and Extended Play 45's. Rec- 
ords issued prior to that date should 
be played with the same crossover 
and high- frequency characteristic, but 
without the roll -off at low frequen- 
cies. A 4- to 5 -db increase in response 
at 50 cps, usually obtainable with a 
low -frequency tone control, is sug- 
gested for these records. 

ords was also provided with the intro- 
duction of the electric phonograph with 
tone and volume controls. 

Although the improvements in gen- 
eral quality and frequency range ob- 
tained with the new equipment were 
outstanding, this added flexibility led to 
a period of confusion for the disc manu- 
facturer, the phonograph manufacturer, 
and the consumer. The difficulty was 
that the record companies tried to make 
discs sound right on what they consid- 
ered the best phonographs of the day, 
while the phonograph manufacturers 
were bringing out new models which, in 
their opinions, sounded best with all 
types of records. Whether or not this 
was a healthy condition is questionable. 
However, eventually a certain degree of 
standardization resulted largely because 
all companies had a common objective, 
namely, to bring the customer the best 
possible sound from the available repro- 
ducers. 

The recent increasing interest of the 
audio engineer and owners of wide - 
range phonographs in the subject of disc 
recording and reproducing character- 
istics, and the many conflicting opinions 
now prevalent on the subject make it 
desirable that the past and present prac- 
tices of one of the oldest record manu- 
facturers be presented. Traditionally, the 
exact recording characteristic in use has 
been a closely guarded secret of each 
company ; just as in the early days of 
disc recording a particular sound box 
was often the personal property and 
secret of success of a recording techni- 
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cian. While these ideas of the past have 
been changed materially through the 
efforts of RTMA, AES, and the record 
companies themselves, there still exists 
in the mind of the public considerable 
confusion on the subject. 

Definitions 
Much of the past confusion in the rec- 

ord and phonograph industry has risen 
from the lack of satisfactory and gen- 
erally accepted definitions of expressions 
commonly used by the recording engi- 
neer; and still complicating the problem 
(both nationally and internationally) is 
the difficulty in making absolute meas- 
urements. 

If a recording- reproducing system is 
divided into sections according to func- 
tion, four general areas will result as 
shown in Fig. 1. Area 1 includes the 
studio, microphones, orchestra seating, 
mixers, variable equalizers, and ampli- 
fiers feeding the recording bus and 
monitor speaker. Area 2 contains tape 
or disc recorders and their associated 
amplifiers which produce certain mag- 
netization vs. frequency characteristics 
on tape or velocity vs. frequency char- 
acteristics on disc with constant voltage 
input applied to the recording bus. Area 
3, the manufacturing operation, may be 
disregarded in this discussion -its func- 
tion, of course, is to provide finished 
records which duplicate the quality and 
frequency range recorded on the origi- 
nal lacquer master. Area 4 includes the 
finished record and the reproducer. 

The fidelity of a recording is often 
judged in terms of the naturalness of the 
reproduced sound and the degree that 
it recreates the sound heard in the 
studio or the concert hall. The objective 
in modern phonograph recording is not 
always in that direction, however. Spe- 
cial acoustic effects, changes in normal 
balance among instruments and soloists, 
and in some cases-especially in "pop" 
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Fig. 2. Relative frequency response of an early 
Victor acoustic phonograph based on an ideal 

frequency record with 500 cps crossover. 
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recordings -unusual electronic sound 
effects are often used as devices to create 
a particular over -all effect desired by 
the conductor, artist, or musical direc- 
tor. In these cases, all of the variable 
items included in Area 1 are used as 
tools to obtain the desired result on the 
monitor speaker. The criterion, then, for 
judging recording fidelity is the degree 
that the reproduced sound matches the 
sound heard in the monitor speaker at 
the recording session rather than the 
sound that was heard in the studio itself. 

From the foregoing discussion it can 
be seen that two definite advantages re- 
sult from a grouping of recording com- 
ponents as shown in Fig. 1. First, all 
variable effects of studio, mixers, equal- 
izers, etc. may be evaluated at the moni- 
toring point and adjusted at will to ob- 
tain the desired sound. Secondly, the 
disc recorder and reproducer, although 
physically separated, may be considered 
as a unit whose sole function is to bring 
the same sound heard in the monitor 
speaker into the home of the listener 
through the medium of the record. 

Unfortunately, the situation has not 
always been that simple and straightfor- 
ward. In many early recording installa- 
tions fixed and variable components 
were, of necessity, often intermixed 
throughout the system. An example of 
-this in the early Victor electrical re- 
cording systems may serve to illustrate 
the point. Condenser microphones used 
at that time are known to have a sharply 
rising response characteristic at high 
frequencies. The point has never been 
completely resolved, but presumably due 
to speaker deficiencies, the high -fre- 
quency balance was satisfactory with 
these microphones. Liter when ribbon - 
type velocity microphones replaced the 
condenser types, high -frequency pre -em- 
phasis was added to in the preamplifier 
to preserve the former balance. Finally, 
when wide -range monitor speakers were 
installed, the pre- emphasis was removed 
from the preamplifiers and placed after 
the recording bus. Thus, at different 
times we have had the saline fixed pre - 
emphasis in three different parts of the 
channel: in the microphone itself ; after 
the microphone, but ahead of the moni- 
tor speaker; and finally after the moni- 
tor speaker. In each case it contributed 
the same effect to the over -all character- 

i 
R -F POWER 

GENERATOR 

Fig. 5. R.f. induction heating applied to sap- 
phire recording stylus. A small iron band 
slipped over the sapphire supplies the heat to 

the cutting tip by conduction. 

istic on the record. In other words, it 
was always part of the effective record- 
ing characteristic. 

Recording Curve 

In discussing a recording curve it is 
important to keep in mind the elements 
which are combined to form any con- 
ventional disc recording characteristic. 
First, we have the electromagnetic cut- 
ter response which ideally produces a 
constant- amplitude cut at low frequen- 
cies, changing gradually to a constant- 
velocity cut (decreasing amplitude) at 
high frequencies. The primary reason 
for maintaining constant -amplitude re- 
cording at low frequencies is to limit the 
modulation amplitudes (lateral groove 
excursions) to some practical value 
which can be successfully recorded and 
reproduced. The crossover (the transi- 
tion point between constant -amplitude 
and constant -velocity recording) is de- 
fined as the intersection of the asymp- 
totes to the two straight -line portions 
of this curve. Secondly, we have the 
high- frequency pre- emphasis and in 
some cases a moderate low- frequency 
pre- emphasis which are both added elec- 
trically in the recording amplifier. 
High -frequency pre- emphasis in record- 
ing is added in order to obtain a reduc- 
tion of record noise by using a corre- 
sponding high- frequency attenuation in 
the reproducer. This pre- emphasis in 
recording is possible because the high 
frequencies in actual music and speech 
are attenuated with respect to the lower 

frequencies. Low -frequency pre- empha- 
sis in recording, also possible because 
of actual attenuation of very low fre- 
quencies in music, permits the use of a 
corresponding low- frequency attenua- 
tion in the reproducer, thereby reducing 
hum and rumble. 

When these two or three curves are 
added together the resulting curve gives 
what was generally considered to be the 
recording characteristic. This was true 
for all practical purposes when record- 
ing on wax discs, but is not necessarily 
true at high frequencies for lacquer 
discs due to recording losses which will 
be discussed later. It is largely due to 
the existence of these recording losses 
that the term "recording characteristic" 
is now defined as the actual velocity vs. 
frequency characteristic recorded on a 
disc with constant voltage input applied 
to the recording bus. Specifically, it is 
the over -all characteristic of Area 2 in 
Fig. 1 which involves the response -fre- 
quency characteristic of the recording 
amplifier after the bus, any fixed record- 
ing equalizers, the recorder itself, and 
the cutting properties of the stylus and 
disc material. 

It is important to realize that for any 
given recording, the type of music, vari- 
ations in microphone placement, studio 
acoustics, and recording equalizers will 
affect the actual velocity- frequency char- 
acteristic recorded on the final disc. 
However, if the consumer desires to re- . 

produce the sound as originally heard 
from the monitor speaker, the recording 
characteristic and the reproducing char- 
acteristic must remain fixed and com- 
plementary. 

One might conclude then that, pro- 
vided they are matched, these character- 
istics in themselves are unimportant, 
serving only as a means to an end. This, 
in fact, would be true, were it not for the 
mechanical limitations of disc recording 
and reproducing and the question of 
record and system noise. These then be- 
come the real contributing factors in 
selecting a specific recording character- 
istic. Gradually as techniques and equip- 
ment have improved, the range of re- 
corded and reproduced frequencies has 
been increased, making certain changes 
in the basic recording characteristic 
desirable for best over -all results. 
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IA) (B) 

Fig. 6. The recording loss at 10,000 cps across 
a 12 -in. LP record using a burnishing -type 
stylus is illustrated in (A). Use of a heated 
wax -type stylus eliminates this loss as shown 
by the light pattern in (B). The outer and 
inner bands are 1,000 cps tones recorded for 

reference purposes. 

Early Victor Characteristics 

As previously stated, with early me- 
chanical recording techniques, playing 
the record on a phonograph offered the 
only satisfactory method of judging 
record quality, since monitoring at the 
recording session was impossible. Con- 
tinuous experimentation with sound 
boxes, horns, recording and reproduc- 
ing styli, etc. resulted in gradual im- 
provements in clarity of tone and in- 
creased volume. In each case, however, 
the result of a change in equipment or 
in studio setup was evaluated in terms 
of playback results; the objective, of 
course, being to provide the consumer 
with the best possible sound. 

Specific information concerning the 
characteristics of the various acoustical 
recorders used for the early Victor re- 
cordings is limited. Recent measure- 
ments of the frequency response of an 
early Victor acoustic phonograph shown 
in Fig. 2 give some idea of the over -all 
results obtained in those days. Actually 
the recorded range was somewhat 
greater than indicated by these repro- 
ducer curves. On December 29, 1924 the 
last Victor acoustic recordings were 
made, and on May 5, 1925 the first re- 
cording session with electrical record- 
ing equipment was held. 

The electromagnetic recorder used 
was developed by Bell Telephone Lab- 
oratories. It is usually referred to as 
the "wax recorder" or "rubber -line 
recorder." It had a cross -over frequency 
of about 200 cps and a high- frequency 
cut -off of about 4,500 cps, as shown in 
Fig. 3, Curve A. Subsequent modifica- 
tions by Bell Telephone Laboratories 
resulted in an extension of the high - 
frequency range to about 5,500 cps as 
shown in Curve B. During the early 
and middle '30's further development by 
RCA Victor engineers resulted in an 
extension of the high -frequency range 
to 10,000 cps or better and a smoothing 
out of the low -frequency range as shown 
in Curve C. The fact that intermodula- 
tion distortion at full 78- r.p.m. level is 
in the order of 2 to 3 per cent gives 
ample proof of the excellent design and 
performance of these recorders. 

The over -all recording characteristic 
using the wax recorder and condenser 
microphone are shown in Fig. 4, Curves 
A and B. The actual effective low end 

of these curves is subject to some ques- 
tion, however, since it was common 
practice to use a rather elaborate "bass 
filter" to reduce the low- frequency re- 
sponse in order to obtain the best sound 
on average reproducers. 

The change from condenser micro- 
phones to ribbon -type velocity micro- 
phones and new preamplifiers with high - 
frequency pre- emphasis built in was ac- 
complished during 1932. The resulting 
over -all curve remained essentially un- 
changed. 

In 1938 the improved RCA version 
of the wax recorder and completely new 
and improved recording channels were 
placed in operation. At that time the 
adjustable bass filter was discarded, 
pre- emphasis was removed from the 
preamplifier and added after the record- 
ing bus, and an 8,500 -cps low -pass filter 
was added primarily to reduce noise and 
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Fig. 7. At the lower recorded velocities, play- 
back from the metal mold and light pattern 
measurements are in good agreement. At 5.5- 
cm /sec. level obtained with the heated stylus, 
playback output falls slightly below the indi- 
cated velocity due to curvature limitations to- 
ward the inside of the disc. Playback losses 
due to deformation of the record material exist 
in either case and are overcome by diameter 
equalization when recording music or speech. 

distortion effects resulting from play- 
back turntable flutter, pickup tracking, 
and manufacturing methods. The re- 
cording characteristic then became that 

Fig. 8. Impedance or 
admittance e i t h e r 
rise or fall at the 
rate of 6 db per oc- 
tave. The asymptotes 
to the two straight - 
line portions of these 
curves intersect at a 
frequency f1tI, often 
referred to as the 
turnover or crossover 
frequency. The exact 
frequency is deter- 
mined by the time 
constant of the net- 

work. 
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of Curve C, Fig. 4. With the introduc- 
tion of improved reproducers and manu- 
facturing techniques after the war, the 
8,500 -cps filter 'was removed from the 
channel, resulting in Curve D. Finally, 
after the installation of feedback re- 
corders with further improved high - 
frequency response, the "New Ortho- 
phonic" characteristic has been adopted. 
Examination of the curves of Fig. 4 will 
show that -except for the questionable 
low- frequency portion used in the early 
days of electrical recording- character- 
istic changes introduced throughout the 
years has been essentially extensions of 
range, the general curve throughout the 
middle range of frequencies being held 
constant. Furthermore, it may be as- 
sumed that the early electrical record- 
ings (Curves A and B) also had ap- 
proximately a 500 -cps crossover point, 
since the change to the new equipment 
in 1938 was accomplished with no loss 
of bass on the finished records. Recent 
studio experience in rerecording many 
of these older records for the Collectors 
and Treasury series reissues has shown 
that a 500 -cps crossover frequency rep- 
resents about the best average charac- 
teristic for satisfactory reproduction of 
these records. 

Hot -Stylus Recording 

With the introduction of lacquer re- 
cordings for instantaneous playbacks 
and rerecording purposes, it became ap- 
parent that high -frequency recording 
losses existed which were not present 
when recording on wax. These losses 
are due largely to the elastic properties 
of lacquer recording materials and to 
the burnishing edges of lacquer record- 
ing styli which are required to obtain 
quiet cuts. Once again modifications were 
made to the wax recorder which largely 
overcame these recording losses on 
lacquer at 78 r.p.m. However, at the 
lower groove velocities encountered in 
33 -1/3 r.p.m. recordings it was found 
that the desired high -frequnecy equali- 
zation could be maintained on the disc 
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only with additional electrical high - 
frequency pre -emphasis in the record- 
ing channel. The amount of additional 
pre- emphasis varied with styli and, of 
course, increased considerably with de- 
creasing groove velocity. Since the re- 
cording amplifiers were capable of more 
than adequate power, no harmful dis- 
tortion effects could be detected from 
the use of what appeared to be more 
than normal pre -emphasis at high fre- 
quencies. Due to the recording losses, 
this pre -emphasis did not appear on the 
disc. 

During '1950 recording on lacquer 
with an electronically heated wax -type 
stylus was introduced. R.f. induction 
heating is used as shown in Fig. 5 where 
the work coil, sapphire stylus, and thin 
surrounding band are illustrated. One 
of the outstanding advantages of the 
heated wax -type stylus over the burn- 
ishing -type stylus is that high -frequency 
recording losses when cutting lacquer 
at low groove velocities are completely 
eliminated as can be seen from the light 
pattern photographs in Fig. 6. The up- 
per part of this figure shows a heated 
stylus recording of a 10,000 -cps tone 
recorded in bands across the entire play- 
ing surface of a typical twelve inch 
33 -1/3 r.p.m. LP record. The photo- 
graph in the lower part shows a similar 
recording made with a cold burnishing - 
type stylus. It can readily be seen that 
the width of the reflected light bands 
remains constant in the first case, while 
in the second photograph the width 
decreases toward the center of the 
record, indicating recording losses at 
the lower groove velocities. 

Playback losses, of course, still exist 
and are compensated for by the addition 
of sufficient diameter equalization in re- 
cording to maintain constant high -fre- 
quency response across the playing sur- 
face of the record. These playback losses 
are a function of pickup construction, 
stylus size, and record material. The 
output voltages obtained from a modern 
high -quality pickup when playing the 
metal mold (sometimes called "mother ") 
and vinyl pressing are shown in Fig. 7. 
The equivalent groove velocities and 
losses for 45 r.p.m. records are also 
indicated in this figure. It can readily 
be seen that the playback loss obtained 
from the rigid metal record is negli- 
gible, whereas the loss due to compound 
deformation amounts to some 5 or 6 db 
from the outside to the inside of the 
record. 

Among the other advantages of heated 
stylus recording are: 

1. Elimination of horns at the top edges 
of the grooves which are character- 
istic of recordings made with burn- 
ishing -edge styli. This improvement 
makes possible the use of slightly 
higher recording levels without dam- 
age to adjacent grooves and also re- 
sults in finished pressings somewhat 
less susceptible to scuffing. 

2. Reduced cutting noise, especially at 
the low groove velocities encountered 
toward the inside of fine -groove re- 
cordings. This reduction in cutting 
noise, of course, results in reduced 
surface noise on the final product. 

TABLE I 

Relative Velocity vs. Frequency 
"New Orthophonic" Curve 

feps Vdb feos Vd1, 

5000 + 17.2 3000 + 4.8 
4000 + 16.6 2000 + 2.6 
3000 
2000 

+ 16.0 
+ 15.3 1000 + 0.0 

1000 + 14.5 700 - 1.2 
0000 + 13.7 400 - 3.8 
9000 + 12.9 300 - 5.5 
8000 + 11.9 200 - 8.2 
7000 + 10.8 100 - 13.1 
6000 + 9.6 70 - 15.3 
5000 + 8.2 50 - 17.0 
4000 + 6.6 30 - 18.6 

New Orthophonic Characteristic 

It has been customary to refer to re- 
cording curves in terms of crossover 
frequency and amount of pre -emphasis 
at 10,000 cps relative to 1,000 cps. Un- 
fortunately, these two factors alone do 
not adequately define a recording char- 
acteristic. When more information about 
a curve is required, a graph showing 
relative velocity vs. frequency is usually 
supplied. The obvious difficulty with a 
curve alone is that the true crossover 
frequency and pre- emphasis are usually 
obscured, making the design of suitable 
equalizers possible only by the cut and 
try method. To overcome these difficul- 
ties, recording curves now are often 
defined as conforming to the impedance 
or admittance of one or more electrical 
networks. 

The impedance or admittance curves 
of simple two -element networks con- 
sisting of a resistor and capacitor or a 
resistor and inductor are all similar in 
shape when plotted with frequency on 
a logarithmic scale and impedance or 
admittance in decibels on a linear scale. 
These curves approach a 6- db -per- 

TRIODE EQUALIZER: 

RL 

cl 

R 

C2 

R, 0.17 MEG 

Rr 28,000 OHMS 
RB 0 68 MEG 

PENTODE EQUALIZER: 

B 

L C2 

OI O.I,1 
Cr 0.0015rf 
CS 001,1 

R2 

CI 

C, 

R, I5.000 OHMS CI 0.02,I 
RZ 0 I MEG C2 0.1,1 
R, 0 68 MEG CS 500r,1. 

Fig. 9. When using magnetic pickups, simple 
RC equalizer circuits may be incorporated in 
a voltage amplifier stage to obtain the "New 
Orthophonic" characteristic. Additional ad- 
justment of high- and low -frequency tone con- 
trols should be made to correct for pickup and 

tone arm characteristics. 

octave slope at one end and a limiting 
of fixed value at the other end, as shown 
in Fig. 8. The transition frequency or 
point of intersection of the two asymp- 
totes to the curve is determined by the 
time constant of the circuit as follows: 

1 f(r) - T = RC or LR 2nT' 
Where fr = Transition frequency in cps 

T = Time constant in micro- 
seconds 

R = Resistance in ohms 
C =Capacitance in microfarads 
L = Inductance in microhenries 

At the frequency fr the magnitude of 
the reactance of the capacitor or in- 
ductor is equal to the magnitude of the 
resistor. Also at this frequency the ab- 
solute value of the impedance or admit- 
tance is either 0.707 or 1.414 times its 
constant -impedance value, i.e. 3 db above 
or below the "flat" portion of the curve. 

These curves have a general shape 
that fits the requirements of disc record- 
ing and reproducing characteristics. 
They are also curves that are easily 
obtained in amplifier designs either 
separately or in combination. It follows 
then that impedance or admittance 
curves provide an ideal method of ex- 
pressing or defining a recording or re- 
producing characteristic. 

To illustrate their use, three specific 
examples are cited here. These examples 
when combined form the "New Ortho- 
phonic" recording characteristic. 

The expression "75- microsecond pre - 
emphasis" indicates that high frequen- 
cies are pre -emphasized according to a 
curve which conforms to the admittance 
of a parallel resistor and capacitor net- 
work, (B) of Fig. 8, with a time con- 
stant of 75 microseconds. The curve is 
+3 db at 2,120 cps and + 13.7 db at 10,- 
000 cps relative to low frequencies. 

An ideal cutter characteristic as de- 
fined earlier may be represented by a 
curve which conforms to the admittance 
of a series RC network, (A) of Fig. 8, 
where the time constant defines the cross- 
over frequency. For a 500 -cps crossover 
point T = 318 microseconds. In a simi- 
lar manner, low- frequency pre -emphasis 
may be expressed as a curve conform- 
ing to the admittance of a parallel re- 
istor- inductor combination, as in (D) 
of Fig. 8. For 3 -db rise at 50 cps, for 
example, the time constant of the net - 
work is 3,180 microseconds. 

Any of the above curves may just as 
well be expressed as conforming to the 
impedance of suitable two -element net- 
works, although use of the admittance 
curves is more generally accepted. 

By algebraically adding the ordinates 
of these three curves, an over -all curve 
will be obtained which accurately de- 
fines the "New Orthophonic" recording 
characteristic. The relative velocity val- 
ues for the over -all curve arbitrarily 
referenced to "0" db at 1,000 cycles are 
shown in Table I. 

In making comparisons between the 
former RCA Victor curve and the 
"New Orthophonic" characteristic, sev- 

(Continued on page 53) 
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The Lateral Mechanical Im- 
pedance of Phonograph 

Pickups 
J. G. WOODWARD AND J. B. HALTER 

Part 2. Using the equipment and methods described in Part 1, the authors present a 

series of typical measurements on pickups made during the years from 1901 to 1951. 

INSTR U MENTATION and techniques for 
measuring the lateral mechanical im- 
pedance of phonograph pickups were 
described in the first part of this paper.' 
We shall now present the results of 
measurements made on a number of 
pickups. These pickups are representa- 
tive of certain stages of phonograph de- 
velopment over the period between /901 
and 1951. The data will be presented 
chronologically and will give a sys- 
tematic, quantitative description of prog- 
ress in phonograph pickup design. In 
order to limit the presentation to a 
reasonable length we have chosen (with 
one exception to be noted later) to give 
data only for pickups representative of 
those used in quantity for home phono- 
graph systems, and which were sold 
as part of complete home -phonograph 
systems or record players. This means 
that the particular type of pickup tested 
is not necessarily the best available in 
the year in which it was first marketed, 
since transcription pickups and many 
of the pickups used in custom installa- 
tions are excluded on this basis. While 
data will be presented for pickups made 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 
J. G. Woodward and J. B. Halter, "The 

lateral mechanical impedance of phono- 
graph pickups. Part I," AUDIO ENGINEER- 
ING, June 1953. 

by several manufacturers, we cannot 
designate the pickups by model or manu- 
facturer, the only exceptions being two 
or three obsolete types. 

The data for mechanical impedance 
will be shown as curves of resistance 
and reactance vs. frequency. In the same 
figure with the impedance characteristic. 
the measured response- frequency char- 
acteristic will be given. This is the re- 
sponse which the pickup would have 
when playing a test record having con- 
stant amplitude below 500 cps and con- 
stant velocity above 500 cps with a 
smooth transition between the two 
ranges. As an aid in evaluating the 
pickup response characteristics, an 
idealized response curve has been indi- 
cated along with each characteristic. 
The response characteristics were meas- 
ured with the pickups (except acoustical 
types) connected to an effectively in- 
finite electrical impedance. 

Since the general aspects of the 
mechanical- impedance characteristics 
have been discussed previously, the 
characteristics of the various pickups 
can be given here with a minimum of 
comment. In comparing the impedance 
characteristics of different pickups it is 
important to note the ordinate scale used 
in plotting the impedance. The ordinate 
scale factors differ by 20 to 1 between 
certain earlier and more recent pickups. 

AUDIO ENGINEERING JULY, 1953 

Fig. 6. One of the 
earliest "talking ma- 
chines," made in 
1901. The character- 
istics of its repro- 
ducer are shown in 

Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Frequency response curve (above), and 
resistance and reactance curves (below) for 
the reproducer used on the instrument of Fig. 6. 

1901 

The oldest phonograph tested was 
manufactured by the Victor Talking 
Machine Company in 1901. This ma- 
chine is pictured in Fig. 6. The imped- 
ance and response characteristics are 
shown in Fig. 7. This machine is a mu- 
seum piece and was in a damaged condi- 
tion when received for testing. Because 
of this condition the impedance data 
below about 400 cps are not considered 
to be valid and, therefore, are not shown 
in Fig. 7. There is reason to believe that 
above 400 cps the impedance and re- 
sponse data shown give a reasonably 
accurate picture of the performance of 
the machine when new. 

1918 
A more recent type of acoustic phono- 

graph is shown in Fig. 8. This instru- 
ment was manufactured in 1918. Its 
response and impedance characteristics 
are given in Fig. 9. It is reassuring to 
find that our measured response curve 
is in good agreement with that published 
by Maxfield and Harrison" in 1926 

8J. P. Maxfield and H. C. Harrison, 
"High- quality recording and reproducing of 
music and speech," Bell Sys. Tech. J., 5, 
493 -523; July, 1926. 
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Fig. 8. A high - quality acoustic phonograph made 
in 1918. Its characteristics are shown in Fig. 9. 

(compare with the dashed curve of their 
Fig. 20.) 

In the neighborhood of the antireson- 
ance at 60 cps the mechanical impedance 
becomes very large. However, it does 
not become infinite as the curves sug- 
gest. In this instance, as in a number of 
others, the magnitude and phase angle 
of the voltages measured with the test 
equipment changed so rapidly with fre- 
quency near antiresonances that it was 
not feasible to obtain data sufficiently 
accurate to close the curves. The general 
form of the impedance characteristic at 
an antiresonance is always like that de- 
picted between 1000 and 2000 cps in 
Fig. 7. 

1929 

One of the earliest types of electrical 
phonograph reproducer is shown in Fig. 
10. The pickup is an electromagnetic 
type having a balanced armature. It was 
first incorporated in home phonographs 
in 1929. Its response and impedance 
characteristics are given in Fig. 11. A 
thorough analysis of the electrical and 
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Fig. 9. Frequency response and impedance 
curves for the instrument of Fig. 8. 
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mechanical behavior of this pickup has 
been made by Kellogg,9 and the re- 
sponse characteristics of Fig. 11 is in 
close agreement with his data. 

1939 

The characteristics of an early type 
of crystal pickup are given in Fig. 12. 
This pickup used a twister -type crystal 
configuration and employed a replace- 
able steel needle. It was first marketed 
in 1939. The measurements were made 
with the pickup mounted in the pickup 
arm of a record player with which this 
type of pickup was originally sold. 

1944 

A rather similar type of crystal pick- 
up, but the product of another manu- 
facturer and first offered for sale about 
1944, was mounted in the pickup arm 
of an automatic record changer with 
which the pickup was frequently used. 
The results of tests of this system are 
given in Fig. 13. This pickup, like the 
previous one, used a replaceable steel 
needle. 

1945 

The response and impedance charac- 
teristics of a crystal pickup first mar- 
keted in 1945 are shown in Fig. 14. This 
pickup was among the first to use a per- 
manent sapphire stylus and to provide 
vertical compliance in the stylus arm. 
During the tests the pickup was mounted 
in the arm from a record changer with 
which this type of pickup was originally 
sold. A description of the construction 
and performance of this type of pickup 
has been published by A. D. Burt.10 

1949 

The characteristics of a crystal pickup 
with a sapphire stylus for microgroove 
reproduction were given in Fig. 3 and 
will not be repeated here. This pickup 
was first marketed in 1949. As pointed 
out, the pickup was tested in two differ- 
ent arms. Pickup arm "A" is the arm 

9 E. W. Kellogg, "Electrical reproduction 
from phonograph records," Trans. A.I.E.E., 
46, 903-912; Oct. 1927. 

lo A. D. Burt, "The reduction of record 
noise by pickup design," Electronics 16. 

90-93 Jan. 1943. 

Fig. 10. One of the 
early electric phono- 

graphs -1929. 
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Fig. 11. Characteristics of the pickup used on 
the electric phonograph shown in Fig. 10. 

of a record player in which the pickup 
was customarily used. Pickup arm "B" 
was a special laboratory model. 

(Continued on page 42) 
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Audio for Leisure Hours 
Suggestions for a few possible methods for increasing enjoyment of 
a hi -fi installation by transporting the loudspeaker to the listener. 

SUMMERTIME is often considered the 
time when one's usual interests in the 
home change to outdoor activities, but 

there are some hours when one can't swim, 
play golf, go fishing, or engage in usual 
summer sports. Occasionally one just wants 
to relax in a cool patio or garden, enjoying 
the evening breezes. During such times, it 
is possible -nay, even probable -that many 
of Æ's readers would also enjoy listening 
to their favorite symphony, radio program, 
or dance band while relaxing. And for 
those areas where the evenings are suitable 
for outdoor sitting for a greater part of 
the year, the advantages of an outdoor 
loudspeaker may be still more important. 

For the occasional time when such en- 
tertainment is desired, the obvious method 
is simply to move the entire speaker en- 
closure somewhere convenient to the leisure 
area -connecting extension cords from the 
regular location to the new one. This can 
be done easily when the loudspeaker is 
small, so long as it is a separate unit, but 
when it gets up to the size often used by 
the serious listener this can be somewhat 
of a problem. If the speaker is simply to be 
rolled out onto a porch, it is suggested that 
casters be affixed to the bottom -or pos- 
sibly that a small dolly be constructed upon 
which the unit may be placed. 

For garden parties, for example, the 
speaker can be transported anywhere in 
the yard -as shown in the photo. Such a 
solution is certain to be temporary, since 
few of us would subject a valuable speaker 
to the weather: even overnight. Still other 

PP» 

solutions involve the use of a built -in ar- 
rangement such as that shown in the draw- 
ing. This involves a simple weatherproof 
housing in which a speaker can be mounted 
and left permanently -or at least during 
the season when it is to be used most. 
Similar ideas would occur to anyone who 
really wanted to have his music where he 
wanted to be. Of course, one could simply 
open the windows and turn the volume up 
higher, but this is not the most desirable 
solution. 

One of the simpler installations involves 
the mounting of a conventional sloping - 
front speaker baffle in a protected location 
close up under the eaves. This will usually 
be considered adequate if the principal use 
is for following a ballgame on the radio, or 
even for most of the whodunits and dra- 
matic presentations. Most critical listeners 
would not be satisfied with this type of 
speaker for music reproduction, however, 
and would probably be just as content with 
small portable radio sets adjacent to their 
easy chairs. 

In those locations where it is possible to 
gain access to the attic or to a closet -or 
even to the garage -the speaker can be in- 
stalled in the wall, making sure to provide 
sufficient protection against the weather. It 
has been suggested by some readers that 
a speaker could be installed in the ceiling 
over a covered porch provided there was 
space available to make the installation. 
This type of mounting might entail suitable 
acoustic treatment behind the speaker. 

Electrical Preparations 

A few simple suggestions relative to the 
method of making an outdoor installation 
may be of interest. Considering the current 
in the voice -coil circuit, it is important 
that wire of sufficiently large cross section 
be employed. For short temporary runs, or- 
dinary zip cord is satisfactory, and the 
use of either 14 or 16 ga. is recommended. 
When the installation is to be permanent, 
14 -ga. solid wire is preferred -the type 
used in house wiring. For a neat installa- 
tion, conduit can be laid across the yard 
from under the house near the normal 
speaker location, terminating in a weather- 
proof outlet box with a suitable receptacle. 
If the speaker is to be installed in a housing 
that can be left out the year around, a sim- 
ilar method should be allowed, though it is 
not necessary to provide for easy detach- 
ment. 

At the indoor speaker location, a heavy - 
duty d.p.d.t. switch should be installed, so 
that the circuit can be transferred readily 
to the outdoor speaker when it is to be 
used. If both speakers are to be used at the 
same time, it will be necessary to provide 
for impedance matching. 

Like most changes or improvements in a 
home music system, this type of installa- 
tion entails some work, but when completed 
it will provide many hours of pleasurable 
listening in surroundings which are best 
suited for "music under the stars." 

Left: For temporary use, a standard loudspeaker cabinet can be 
moved to a suitable location in the garden, although better -grade 
furniture is not well adapted for continuous outdoor use. Below: If 
the listening area is close to the house, it may be sufficient simply 
to move the speaker cabinet out onto a covered porch. Lower left: 
The drawing originally suggested by George Augspurger, shows a 
permanent installation in a corner of a garden wall. Photographs 

furnished by Philip Kelsey. 
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Handbook of 
Sound Reproduction 

EDGAR M. VILLCHUR' 

Chapter 12 -The Power Amplifier. Part I. 

AN AMPLIFIER, as the name implies, 
is a device to make things bigger 
-more precisely, to increase the 

size of energy- patterns. In common 
with the other components of sound 
reproducing systems it is an energy 
transmission device, the general name 
for which is transducer. But while the 
speakers and mounting devices that 
have so far been discussed always re- 
lease energy in an amount that is some- 
what short of that contained by the 
input stimulus (giving them the desig- 
nation of passive transducer), an ampli- 

' ELECTRON FLOW ELECTRON FLON, 

SIGNAL j 4 SIGNAL t 

TO SPEAKER 

Fig. 12 -1. Push -pull output circuit. Currents 
in the two halves of the transformer are 
opposite in both phase and direction, effec- 
tively putting them in phase across the whole 

primary. 

fier performs a sort of engineering 
sleight -of -hand; its output -seemingly 
the same in identity to the received 
stimulus-contains more energy than 
its input. For this reason amplifiers are 
called active transducers. 

Passive transducers -mechanical le- 
vers, electrical transformers, or acousti- 
cal horns -are designed to shape a 
given amount of power' to the forni 
most suitable for the job at hand. They 
increase the efficiency with which a 
source of power can be harnessed, but 
add nothing of their own. When modern 
technology became concerned with the 
transmission and reproduction of vibra- 
tory energy, there came a point when 
the most efficient passive transducers 
that could be designed were inadequate. 
The human voice mechanism, the vi- 
brating phonograph stylus, or the radio 
transmitter's spark oscillator did not 

Contributing Editor, AUDIO ENGINEER- 
ING. 

1 The term Power refers to energy per 
unit of time. 
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possess enough driving power for the 
desired results, even with the improved 
horns and antennas that reduced energy 
waste. The solution to the problem was 
to inject additional outside energy into 
the systems : to amplify. 

The need for amplification arises 
when vibratory power must be increased 
without disturbing the time sequence 
and pattern of its oscillations. As in 
the case of the passive transducer, the 
amount of amplifier output energy is 
always less than the total energy sup- 
plied- losses due to friction, viscosity, 
or electrical resistance are inevitable - 
but a small input stimulus is able to 
borrow and direct power from an inde- 
pendent second source, shaping this 
independent power to its own pattern. 
The outside source with which we are 
almost exclusively concerned here, of 
course, consists of the electric com- 
pany's generators. 

Modern amplifiers may be designed 
for mechanical, acoustical, or electrical 
applications, but the input energy is al- 
ways converted to electrical form before 
it is amplified. The vacuum -tube has 
been the heart of almost all amplifying 
devices until recently, when transitor, 
magnetic, dielectric and other types of 
amplifying devices have been developed 
and used. All of these devices, however, 
work on the same basic principle; a rela- 
tively weak signal voltage or current 
controls another current, drawn from a 
source capable of releasing much greater 
power. This control is exerted at some 
point or area astride the path of output 
current flow. 

It will be seen from the above that 
all amplifiers are power amplifiers. The 
technical term "power" amplifier, how- 
ever, is reserved for those stages in 

which the amount of power that is regi- 
mented to the input pattern is apprecia- 
ble -when the output is used, for ex- 
ample, to drive a loudspeaker, recording 
cutter or radiating antenna. When the 
amplifying stage is designed. for the 
primary purpose of increasing signal 
voltage, without the corresponding de- 
crease of current that must be sacrificed 
with a transformer, it is called a "volt- 
age" amplifier. 

All of the stages of a complete audio 
amplifier are normally voltage amplifiers 
except for the final or output stage. The 
input signal is subjected to tone control, 
voltage amplification, and phase split- 
ting, all for the purpose of being made 
suitable and of sufficient voltage to drive 
the relatively insensitive power am- 
plifier. 

The Push -Pull Output Stage 

The output or power amplifier stage 
is usually the greatest danger point in 
the amplifier from the point of view of 
degradation of quality. One of the meas- 
ures taken to decrease distortion in this 
stage is the universal use, in quality 
units, of the "push- pull" circuit. The 
most common form of this circuit ap- 
pears in Fig. 12 -1. 

If the two grids are fed out of phase 
(that is, if one grid is stimulated by the 
negative half of the signal cycle at the 
same time that the other grid receives 
the positive half) the current flowing 
in one tube will be increased while the 
current in the other is decreased. This 
effect may also be described in terms 
of signal current, by which is meant 
the change in the flow of electrons, ig- 
noring the magnitude and direction of 
actual flow. From the point of view of 

Fig. 12 -2. Cancellation of even- harmonic (asymmetrical) distortion generated within a 
push -pull stage. Since the plate currents are in opposite directions in the transformer primary, 
a current decrease in the lower half is plotted with the some upward slope as a current in- 

crease in the upper half. 
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the tubes the two signal currents, repre- 
sented by the solid arrows, are out of 
phase; from the point of view of the 
output transformer the signal currents 
are in phase across the whole of the 
primary winding. A decrease of elec- 
tron flow through the lower half of the 
primary has the same a.c. effect as an 
increase of electron flow into the upper 
plate. Currents induced in the secondary 
are thus additive, and the two signals 
are recombined in phase into a- single 
output current. 

The use of more than one tube in the 
output circuit increases power capabil- 
ity, but there are special advantages 
when the tubes are connected in push - 
pull rather than in parallel. If the two 
halves of the circuit, including tubes, are 
balanced so that they are operating iden- 
tically, the even- harmonic distortion 
generated in one tube is cancelled by 
that generated in the other. The signals 
from the two halves are recombined in 
such a way that any distortion com- 
ponents introduced into one signal half - 
cycle must be symmetrical to those intro- 
duced into the other half- cycle, a con- 
dition in which we have seen (Chapter 
9) even -harmonic orders cannot be 
present. 

Figure 12 -2 illustrates graphically 
this cancellation of even harmonic dis- 
tortion. It will be seen that the even - 
harmonic or asymmetrical distortion 
impressed on one particular half of the 
input signal is the same in form but 
alternate in time for each tube, creating 
distortion symfnetry in the final output. 
It will also be seen that the odd -har- 
monic distortion, symmetrical to begin 
with, is unaffected. The cancellation, 
besides reducing distortion under given 
conditions, makes possible the use of 
operating conditions for higher power 
which would create intolerable distor- 
tion in a single -ended stage. 

In addition to the cancellation of 
even -harmonic distortion the push -pull 
circuit cancels hum generated in each 
half (assuming the two tubes each gen- 
erate the identical kind of hum). It is 
also apparent that the d.c. component 
of the output current flow, represented 
by the dotted arrows in Fig. 12 -1, is 
out of phase as far as the transformer 
is concerned, and the core -saturating 
effect of the d.c. current in one half of 

the primary winding is opposed by that 
of the other. The d.c. current rating of 
the transformer primary must cover 
only half of the total plate current flow- 
ing, unlike the case of the transformer 
used for single -ended or parallel con- 
nections. 

The push -pull circuit has no effect 
on distortion or hum generated else- 
where in the amplifier, and has no direct 
effect on odd -harmonic distortion gen- 
erated within its own tubes. Operating 
conditions may be chosen, however, 
which place the major part of the gen- 
erated distortion in the even -harmonic 
orders. Tube manuals normally list two 
sets of operating conditions for an out- 
put tube, one for minimum total distor- 
tion in single -ended use, and the other 
for minimum odd -harmonic distortion 
(often with higher total distortion in 
the single tube) in push -pull use. 

Fig. 12 -4. Push -pull -parallel circuit, includ- 
ing grid and plate stopping resistors Rog and 

RI, respectively. 

Balancing the Push -Pull Stage 

Actual realization of the advantages 
listed above is dependent on the degree 
of balance that can be achieved in prac- 
tice between the two halves of the push - 
pull circuit. Such balance may be se- 
cured by adjustment of circuit values 
under operating conditions. 

There are two types of adjustment 
that can be made; balance of d.c. in the 
two halves of the transformer primary 

EARPHONES, 

OSCILLOSCOPE OR 

A. C. METER 

Fig. 12 -3. Method of balancing push -pull circuit; R, balances direct currents in tubes, R, 
provides dynamic balance. 

LOAD 

Fig. 12 -5. Basic circuit of "single- ended" 
push -pull output stage. The arrows indicate 
the relative phase of the signal in each half 

of the circuit. 

under quiescent conditions, and balance 
of the output signals of each tube. Fig- 
ure 12-3 illustrates methods of making 
these adjustments.2 The relative bias 
voltage on each tube is adjusted first, 
by the slider of R,. This is for d.c. bal- 
ance with no signal on the tube grids. 
When the currents through the top and 
bottom of the transformer primary are 
equal, the d.c. voltage drop across the 
whole of the primary will be zero. The 
adjustment is made under the assump- 
tion that the d.c. resistances of the wire 
in each half of the primary are sub- 
stantially equal, an assumption which 
can, in any case, be easily checked with 
an ohmmeter. 

Dynamic balance is achieved next. 
This procedure involves control of the 
amplitude of one or both of the input 
signals; in Fig. 12 -3, R, varies the 
relative input to each grid. The adjust- 
ment is made for equal signal strength 
in each half of the output circuit rather 
than for equal stimuli at each grid, so 
that inequalities in output tube ampli- 
fication are compensated for. The index 
of optimum operation is minimum signal 
in the secondary of T: (an ordinary 
cheap output transformer reversed), 
since the signal currents combine out of 
phase when they enter the common B+ 
line. 

Occasionally there will be a very bad 
match between the two tubes themselves. 
In such a case the substitution of a tube 
with characteristics closer to those of 
its mate will facilitate the task of bal- 
ancing. 

Load Impedance for a Push -Pull Stage 

The value of the load impedance pre- 
sented to the output stage determines the 
amount of power that will be absorbed 
by the load. The load which will accept 
maximum power from a generator has 
an impedance which is equal in value 
to the source impedance of the generator 
(in this case the plate resistance of the 
tubes), but such a value of load im- 
pedance for an output tube is not neces- 
sarily the proper one from the point of 
view of minimum distortion. Tube 
manuals list optimum load impedances 

2 D. T. N. Williamson, "High- quality 
amplifier: new version." Wireless World, 
v. 55 p. 282 August, 1949. 
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Fig. 12-6. (A) Plate- loaded stage, and 
analogous circuit. (B) Cathode -loaded circuit 
(not a cathode follower) and analogous cir- 

cuit showing basic identity to (A). 

for given output tubes used under vary- 
ing operating conditions. Since the low - 
impedance loudspeaker that constitutes 
the load of the power amplifier stage 
is not suitable for direct insertion in the 
plate circuit, an output transformer is 
used. This steps up the effective im- 
pedance presented by the speaker to the 
output tubes, or, looking at the trans- 
former from the opposite direction, it 
steps down the effective value of the 
generator source impedance to which 
the load is matched. The transformer 
also keeps d.c. out of the speaker voice 
coil. 

Output transformers are rated for 
given primary and secondary imped- 
ances. Transformer specifications; for 
example, may list a "plate -to-plate" pri- 
mary impedance of 5000 ohms and a 
secondary impedance of 8 ohms. This 
does not imply that the impedance of 
the primary winding is 5000 ohms or 
that the impedance of the secondary is 
8 ohms. It does mean that if an 8-ohm 
load is connected across the secondary 
winding, the plates connected to the 
primary will "see" a 5000 -ohm load, 
which we say is reflected into the pri- 
mary. 

The two halves of the load presented 
to a push -pull circuit of the type shown 
in Fig. 12 -1 are in series, each half 
to one tube. The total load must there- 
fore have an impedance with twice 
the value of the correct single -tube load 
under the same operating conditions. A 
parallel connection of two output tubes, 
on the other hand, requires a load im- 
pedance with half the value of the 
single -tube load. 

The selection of a load impedance for 
a given output stage is based on the 
above principles. For example, a single 
25L6 calls for a load impedance of 2000 
ohms for optimum single -ended opera- 
tion. Two 251.6's in push -pull, operating 
under the same conditions, will thus re- 
quire a 4000 -ohm load. However, if the 
load impedance per tube is reduced to 
1500 ohms the major part of the distor- 
tion generated is shifted from odd to 
even orders, at the price of a slight rise 
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in total single -ended distortion. These 
conditions are more favorable for push - 
pull operation, and the optimum push - 
pull load for 25L6's becomes 3000 ohms. 

Push -Pull- Parallel Circuits 

The power capability of a given push - 
pull stage may be doubled by connect- 
ing additional tubes in parallel with the 
original output tubes, as in Fig. 12-4. 
This connection halves the required 
value of the load impedance and of the 
cathode bias resistor, if the latter is 
used. The output voltage remains the 
same, as in the case of batteries con- 
nected in parallel, but since the load 
impedance is halved the output power 
is doubled. It will be seen later that 
when the output requirement is in- 
creased signal voltage, additional stages 
are connected in cascade rather than in 
parallel, like the series connections of 
batteries designed for higher voltage. 

Push- pull -parallel circuits are espe- 
cially susceptible to a type of instability 
called parasitic oscillation. These os- 
cillations may occur at high audible 
frequencies or in the supersonic range, 
and may be either steady or erratic. 
When they break out during signal 
peaks only, they often create an effect 
very similar to speaker rattle. Measures 
taken to prevent parasitic oscillation 
include: 

1. The use of "stopping" resistors in 
the grid and plate circuits, as shown in 
Fig. 12-4, wired close to the socket 
pins. Typical values are 500 ohms for 
the grid resistors, and 50 ohms for the 
plate resistors. 

2. Careful layout of the circuit to 

Fig. 12 -7. Cathode follower circuit. Unlike 
the circuit of (B) in Fig. 12-6, the load in 
the cathode is common to both grid- cathode 

and plate -cathode circuits. 

prevent coupling between the output 
circuit of one half of the push -pull 
stage and the input circuit of the other 
half. 

3. Shielding of input and/or output 
signal leads. 

The "Single- ended" Push -Pull Stage 

A new circuit configuration for the 
push -pull output stage has been devel- 
oped recently,' which presents certain 
advantages from the point of view of 
operation at power levels in excess of 
those ordinarily drawn from the tubes, 
and from the point of view of direct 
(transformerless) coupling to the loud - 

(Continued on page 50) 

B Arnold Peterson and Donald B. Sin- 
clair, "A single -ended push -pull audio 
amplifier," Proc. I. R. E., v. 40, No. 1, p. 
7, January 1952. 
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Fig. 12 -8. Reduction of distortion by negative feedback. A fraction of the distorted output 
of (A) is re- introduced out -of -phase at the input. This produces a new input signal, shown 
at (B) in solid line, which is partially pre -compensated for the distorting influences that it 

will encounter in the amplifier. 
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eon2ediars a? 

Frequency Response Variations 
Caused by Magnetic Head Wear 

KURT SINGER and MICHAEL RETTINGER 

Increased gap reluctance due to wear causes a lowering of head inductance and a consequent 
variation in performance which can be restored to normal by an adjustment of bias current. 

IT HAS BEEN NOTICED in the past that 
wear on a magnetic recording head 
results in a decrease of high -fre- 

quency response of the over -all magnetic 
recording /reproducing system and also 
in a change of head sensitivity. The 
information and data contained in this 
article explain the reasons for the 
change in frequency characteristic and 
offer a simple expedient for correcting 
the losses and thereby extending the 
useful life of magnetic heads. 

While the benefits of a high -frequency 
bias current employed in magnetic re- 
cordings have been described in nu- 
merous publications, it is not frequently 
noted that the use of too much bias 
entails the loss of recorded high fre- 
quencies. This is due to an erase action 
produced by the bias flux at the front 
gap of the recording head. As the re- 
cording medium moves past the gap, it 
is subjected to a rapidly alternating 
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Fig. 1. Frequency characteristic at initial bias 
current with a head inductance of 4.9 mh; 45 

ft. per minute 

magnetic field, which tends to restore 
the medium to its neutral or virginal 
state, wherein the magnetic dipoles are 
oriented heterogeneously. This effect is 
more pronounced for the high frequen- 
cies than for the lows and appears to 
be associated with the recorded wave 
length. 

Wear on a magnetic recording head 
reduces the front -gap pole -face depth 
and thereby produces an increase of 
the gap reluctance. This in turn pro- 
duces a higher effective bias flux which 
has, as noted above, an erase action and 
thus tends to attenuate the high fre- 
quencies as they are being recorded on 

RCA Victor Division, Radio Corpora- 
tion of America, Hollywood, California. 

Presented on May 1, 1953 at the SMPTE Con- 
vention in Los Angeles, California. This article 

will also appear in the SMPTE journal. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency characteristic vs. initial and 
optimum bias current for a head inductance 

of 4.5 mh at 45 ft. /min. 

the recording medium. It should be 
noted that this higher front -gap re- 
luctance is due only to the decrease in 
front -gap pole -face depth and not to 
any widening of the gap, which with 
our type of magnetic head construction 
remains constant. 

It is the purpose of the following to 
present these performance variations as 
a function of the lowered inductance 
associated with head wear and to show 
how, simply through a correction of bias 
current, proper performance can be re- 
stored. 

To permit a ready evaluation of the 
test results, it is desirable to describe 
the method of testing. First, a frequency 
recording was made with an Mí- 
10795-1 Head hereinafter called the 
test head. The film speed was 45 ft. per 
minute (9 in. per sec.) and the initial 
bias current 16 ma at 68 kc. The re- 
cording was then reproduced on a sim- 
ilar head and the properly equalized out- 
put from it was taken as an indication 
of the performance of the test head as 
a record head. Next, the recording was 
reproduced on the test head and the out- 
put from it was taken as an indication 
of the performance of the test head as 
a combination record -reproduce head. 
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> 
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Fig. 3. Frequency characteristic vs. initial and 
optimum bias current for a head inductance of 

4.2 mh at 45 ft. /min. 
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A frequency film which had been made 
previously was then reproduced on the 
test head and the output from it was 
considered an indication of the per- 
formance of the test head as a reproduce 
head. The three frequency character- 
istics thus obtained are shown on the 
curves of Fig. 1. The top, center, and 
bottom curves show the initial test head 
performance as a record, record- repro- 
duce, and reproduce head respectively. 

The test head was then removed from 
the recorder, lapped until its inductance 
was lowered by 0.4 mh, that is, reduced 
from an initial 4.9 mh to 4.5 mh. The 
entire test was then repeated, thereby 
obtaining a new set of performance data 
on the test head as a record, record - 
reproduce, and reproduce head. It was 
noticed that the change in frequency 
response (loss of highs) resulting from 
the lowered inductance was greater 
when the head was used as a record 
head than when it was used as a repro- 
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'11111I111111=1111 
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I111111111111111111II 
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ig. 4. Frequency characteristic vs. initial and 

optimum bias current for a head inductance 
of 3.85 mh at 45 ft. /min. 

duce head. To restore the frequency re- 
sponse of the record head to normal, the 
bias current had to be reduced to 14 ma. 
The frequency characteristics obtained 
from the test head with its inductance 
reduced to 4.5 mh are shown on the 
curves of Fig. 2. The upper and center 
curves show head performance as a 
record and record- reproduce head with 
the initial bias of 16 ma and the reduced 
bias of 14 ma (dashed line). The test 
head was then removed again from its 
mount, lapped so that its inductance was 
lowered again by a certain amount-in 
this case from 4.5 to 4.2 mh -and the 
tests were repeated. The frequency 
characteristics obtained from this series 
of tests are shown on the curves of Fig. 
3. Again it should be noted that the 
reduction of bias current to 12 ma for 

(Continued on Page 46) 
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Equipment Report 
CONCERTONE MODEL 1501 -S TAPE RECORDER 

DESIGNED to be readily installed in the 
system of a serious audio experi- 
menter or music lover who wants 

good recording quality, the Concertone 
1501 -S is one of the simplest machines 
available. While this instrument can be 
obtained in several forms for various ap- 
plications, the basic chassis is ideally suited 
for a high -quality home music system. 

There are many instances where the user 
wants to be able to record a full hour at 
7% in. per sec. or even to record for a half 
hour at 15 ips, and this requires the ability 
to handle 10 -in. reels. While most recorders 
in the medium -price class are satisfactory 
from the standpoint of frequency response, 
few are able to accommodate the standard 
NAB tape reels. 

From the illustration of Fig. 1 it will be 
seen that this unit is built on a cast alu- 
minum chassis which mounts all of the 
necessary switches for its operation. It is 
14 by 22 in. and requires a 5 in. space be- 
low the panel and a clearance of only 3 in. 
above. It may be had simply as a chassis, 
as shown, which may be installed in an ex- 
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isting cabinet or built into a suitable piece 
of furniture, or with a console tray which 
protects the mechanism and amplifier while 
offering mounting facilities. For those who 
wish a portable model, a carrying case is 
available, either with or without a moni- 
toring amplifier and speaker ; a metal con- 
sole cabinet is also obtainable which pro- 
vides space for amplifiers or for convenient 
tape storage. 

The chassis employs three motors -a 
two -speed model to drive the capstan, and 
torque -type motors to drive each of the 
reels. By a simple switching arrangement, 
the two reel motors are connected in series 
across the a.c. line during recording, with 
a resistor across the supply motor (see 
Fig. 2). This provides suitable torque for 
take -up and somewhat less to hold back the 
supply reel, thus eliminating the need for 
friction clutches of any kind. The brakes 
are employed only for stopping. A pressure 
roller holds the tape against the capstan 
during recording, the tape being free -run- 
ning during rewind or fast forward. One 
three- position switch controls the a.c. and 

Fig. 1. The Concer- 
tone 1501 -S Tope 
Recorder, unmounted. 

selects the desired tape speed -7% or 15 
ips. The lever -type knob on the housing at 
the front of the panel actuates the pressure 
roller, and when in the record position, the 
rewind control knob is mechanically inter- 
locked to prevent operation. Similarly, 
during rewind or fast -forward, the capstan 
lever cannot be operated. 

Measured rewind or fast -forward time 
was 64 seconds in either direction for a 
2500 -ft. reel, and brake operation is so ar- 
ranged that no tape spill occurred at any 
time when the machine was stopped, even 
though the tape was being wound at high 
speed ; loading is simple, the tape being 
simply dropped into a slot on the housing: 
Heads are readily interchangeable, so the 
user could shift from single -track to dual - 
track recording with a minimum of trouble. 

Electronic Circuits 
The Concertone is a three -head machine 

-thus recording and playing back simul- 
taneously so as to provide a check of the 
material being recorded. This requires two 
separate amplifiers, as shown in Fig. 2, 
both being on a chassis mounted under the 
main panel. Record and playback levels are 
independently adjustable, and the recording 
amplifier has sufficient gain to provide full 
recording level with an input signal of 
.004 v. The output signal is approximately 
1.0 v. Measured IM distortion through both 
amplifiers and the recorded tape was 42 
per cent at the normal recording level. 

The amplifiers are so arranged that the 
recorder may be connected permanently 
between a tuner and the control amplifier 
of a home system. When the selector switch 
is in the STANDBY position, the circuit be- 
tween tuner and control amplifier is nor - 
malled through; in the RECORD position, the 
incoming signal is recorded on the tape, 
and played back through the output cir- 
cuit- giving a continuous check on re- 
corded quality. The selector switch is pre- 
vented from being turned to the RECORD po- 
sition unless a safety button is depressed, 
a feature which reduces the possibility of 
inadvertently erasing a recorded tape. 

Because of its excellent listening quality, 
its ease of operation, and the practical 
method of connecting into a music system, 
this recorder is considered a desirable ad- 
junct to any high- quality installation. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of Concertone tape recorder. The power supply is shown at the upper left, the a.c. wiring at the lower left, and the amplifiers 
at the right. Note that d.c. is employed on the low -level amplifier stage heaters. 
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Cable Address: Telephone LAckawanna 9.3723 
"AUDAX" New York 

Hudak, Company 
INC. 

500 FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK 36, N. Y 

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE AUDIO INDUSTRY 

The advent of the LP record and jewel stylus, along with their 
acknowledged blessings, has greatly accentuated a problem which 
is now very serious for home -music lovers -- i.e., needless de- 
terioration of fine records through causes of which the average 
layman is naturally uninformed. 

In the "Crystal Age," remember...when HOW MUCH was almost all 
that mattered...the pickup was cased inside the arm itself, 
eliminating the expense of a presentable housing. This was an 
economic need in the mid- 30's...but NOT SO TODAY! 

Today's LP stylus is sharp as a sewing needle -- a very angel 
of good or evil. Stylus ALIGNMENT is tremendously important 
-- yet in more than 40% of cases recently observed, the stylus 
was found to be misaligned, riding the delicate groove walls 
at an angle, to the right or to the left -- ruining the per- 
formance of these records -- and the users are unaware of the 
situation, because the stylus is concealed from view. 

The Audio Industry, of course, wants to do the right 
thing by its trusting public. There are arms on the 
market with the usual crystal -type mounting holes and 
covered sides -- but with an open front. Such an arm 
should be sufficient to aid the owner in keeping the 
stylus aligned. This letter, however, calls specific 
attention to arms still on the market that are en- 
closed on all sides, completely concealing the stylus 
from view. It is this type which the writer feels 
should be corrected. 

There are several simple solutions which engineers will readily 
recognize. The above sketch is one of these solutions. 

President 

CREATORS OF FINE ELECTRONIC- ACOUSTICAL APPARATUS FOR OVER 25 YEARS 
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Equipment Report (Contrd) 

SARGENT- RAYMENT SR68 AM -FM TUNER 

INCORPORATING quality of sound reproduc- 
tion with excellent workmanship and a 
new type of AM detector, the Sargent - 

Rayment SR68 AM -FM tuner offers an in- 
teresting study in design, in addition to 
being an excellent tuner. 

Not since the early days of "high fidel- 
ity"-when the term was created to apply 
to sets which could reproduce up to 7500 
cps -has there been available a manufac- 
tured radio receiver which provided AM 
quality which approached FM. Undoubt- 
edly it was FM itself that caused this, be- 
cause for those listeners in metropolitan 
centers the FM receiver gave better quality 
than most super -heterodynes, and for 
those in outlying areas, the interstation 
squeal was usually sufficient to preclude 
the use of wide -range AM receivers. Fur- 
thermore, unless the designer resorted to 
relatively expensive circuitry, detector dis- 

tortion was high. However, in the SR68 
most of these objections have been over- 
come in the AM section and in addition a 
high -quality FM receiver has been added. 
While the Sargent -Rayment line includes 
the SR58 AM tuner and the more modest 
SR51 -B AM -FM tuner and with tone con- 
trols, the SR68 is the one tested and the 
leader in the group. There are also a pre- 
amplifier -tone control unit, two power am- 
plifiers, and a simple one -tube preamp. 

The principal limitation to good quality 
in AM receivers is usually one of atmos- 
pherics -for everyone knows that with a 
wide -range t.r.f. tuner the quality of repro- 
duction approximates that of a good FM 
tuner. However, as the bandwidth increases 
the susceptibility to atmospheric noise also 
increases, and monkey chatter and inter - 
station whistle (10,000 cps) become ob- 
jectionable, especially if the tuner is used 
at any appreciable distance from the trans- 
mitter. 

With the SR68, most of this trouble has 
been eliminated because two bandwidths 

are available -10 and 18 kc. In the 
SHARP position, therefore, the au- 

dio signal extends only to 
about 4000 cps, while in 

the BROAD position, the 

Fig. 1. Sargent -Ray- 
ment Model 5R68 

AM -FM tuner. 

Fig. 2. Complete schematic of SR68 AM -FM tuner. The AM section is at the top, with the 
FM section below. The power supply is shown at the lower right. 
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response is essentially flat to 9000 cps. This 
increase in bandwidth is obtained by detun- 
ing four circuits in the two -stage i.f. am- 
plifier. 

With an increased bandwidth, the effect 
of detector distortion becomes more ob- 
jectionable unless steps are taken to lower 
this distortion at the source. The two-tube 
circuit employed in this tuner shows a dis- 
tortion of less than 0.5 per cent at 100 per 
cent modulation. Essentially the circuit 
consists of a diode which is direct coupled 
to a cathode follower. This arrangement 
presents a minimum loading across the di- 
ode resistor, which results in the very low 
distortion shown. The output of the cath- 
ode follower is then fed through a 10-kc 
filter which consists of an inductance, two 
capacitors, and a balancing resistance which 
is adjustable for maximum suppression at 
the resonant frequency. The listening qual- 
ity of the AM receiver in the BROAD posi- 
tion compares favorably with the FM sec- 
tion on the same program material. 

The FM section of the tuner -an entirely 
independent circuit -except for the tuning 
capacitor, tuning indicator, and power sup- 
ply is equally well built. The selector switch 
indicates BROAD and SHARP for the FM cir- 
cuit, inspection indicating that in the 
BROAD position the a.f.c. circuit is operative. 
The i.f. amplifier employs the Armstrong 
circuit, using two limiters and a discrim- 
inator. Additional a.v.c. voltage is obtained 
from a crystal diode rectifier deriving its 
signal from the junction between the two 
limiters. 

The SR68 is self contained, and pro- 
vides power for the preamplifier -tone con- 
trol unit, or for the simpler preamp previ- 
ously mentioned. The power circuit switch- 
ing is convenient when the entire S -R line 
is employed. The incoming a.c. line feeds 
into the preamplifier -tone control unit in 
which is located the ON -OFF switch. A 
socket on this chassis feeds the tuner, and 
a socket on the tuner chassis feeds the 
main amplifier which also has a socket to 
feed a record changer. Thus one switch op- 
erates the entire system without any effort 
being required to connect it up. 

The selector switch on the tuner includes 
a PHONO position and a SPARE posi- 
tion, which may be used for other inputs. 
In normal use the output of the preamplifier 
is fed to the PHONO input on the tuner; 
the output of the tuner chassis is fed back 
to the preamp -tone control chassis to pro- 
vide for bass, treble, and volume controls, 
and the output from this chassis is then 
fed to the power amplifier. This again 
provides for a simple interconnecting 
process. 

The SR68 chassis is 15 in. wide, 12 in. 
deep, and 6% in. high, and is provided with 
a brushed brass panel. Only two knobs are 
used -the selector switch and the tuning 
control, the latter having a heavy flywheel 
to give the "velvet" touch in tuning. The 
entire chassis is finished in a dark brown 
enamel, and is provided with mounting 
brackets for attaching to a panel or to a 
shelf, or to both. A power supply socket 
provides 6 volts a.c. and 200 volts of well 
filtered d.c. for a preamplifier. 

FM sensitivity is somewhat better than 
5 microvolts for 30 db of quieting and 
equivalent full output from the discrim- 
inator. 

Although relatively high priced, this 
tuner will be considered particularly de- 
sirable for the listener who may be limited 
to AM reception but who wants better 
quality of reproduction than is usually 
available with more conventional AM 
tuners. 
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HEREWITH a continuation of last month's 
remarks on musical notation and 
score -following for the audio fan and 

the lover of recorded music. Let me re- 
mind you that in this discussion I'm taking 
the somewhat novel viewpoint that there 
are now two co -equal methods of preserv- 
ing the musical art, complementary to each 
other and equally important for all of us- 
first, the written note and second, the re- 
corded sound. 

Written music has the awesome sanc- 
tion of a thousand -odd years of history. 
For that time and longer it has been the 
officially acceptable means for passing 
along the evanescent musical art from one 
generation to the next ; its prestige among 
musicians, historians, librarians, musicol- 
ogists, is enormous. Electrical recording. 
as a new -fangled kind of music preserver, 
is still in a horse and buggy stage of ac- 
ceptance among those who are the powers 
in the musical world. Librarians and musi- 
cologists have a huge amount of work to 
do in the near future merely to set up a 
system that can even remotely compare to 
the vast organization of the printed musical 
note, through world libraries, publishers. 
collectors, music dealers and in the hands 
of actual performers. We have hardly made 
a beginning here -but before we can do 
much better a lot of musicians, librarians 
and the rest must come to accept the re- 
corded form of music as something more 
than an ingenious plaything or a low -caste 
interloper! That is why I insist that, as of 
right now, the two forms of preservation 
are of equal importance and of equal dig- 
nity. 

On the other hand, the new generations 
of musical people who have acquired their 
knowledge and their love of music entirely 
through records and radio -and this is the 
great musical force today -must recipro- 
cate, from the other side of the fence. 
They will do well to discover for them- 
selves (as the ads say) the usefulness of 
printed music as an adjunct to listening, 
the timeless values inherent in the score 
that, by their very nature as rather spe- 
cialized generalities, can never be found in 
any recorded performance. 

*780 Greenwich St., New York 14, N. Y. 

EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

Keeping the Score II. Rhythm 

Unpindownable 

We must keep always in mind the para- 
dox that written notation is the ultimate 
source for correct information on a work 
of music mainly because it is imprecise in 
many respects, because it defines not the 
exact, mechanical form of a piece of music 
but, rather, the inexact and flexible area 
of variation within which every good per- 
formance of the music will lie. Remember 
that music is a uniquely transitory art, 
sounded forth in the medium of time. A 
work of music is an abstract conception, a 
highly flexible entity, defined by no one 
actual performance but relating to all per- 
formances. 

Musical composition is, I suppose, most 
nearly paralleled by ballet choreography. 
Neither of these arts can be pinned down, 
on paper or any other way, to an exact 
formula reproduceable at will. Both depend 
very largely for their practical existence 
on the performers who do the re- creating 
from the abstract pattern. The fact that 
ballet is only beginning to find practical 
notation merely dramatizes what is es- 
sentially the same situation in music. 

As I suggested last month, even such 
recent and well known music as that of 
Beethoven is perhaps 85 per cent literal 
in the paper form, and that includes a 
vast amount of oral tradition that helps 
us to know how Beethoven's music should 
sound. For earlier music the percentage 
of mechanical accuracy goes down fast -I 
hazarded a rough 20 per cent or so for the 
great music of the Renaissance and I'd 
put the accuracy of the surviving music 
of Ancient Greece (only a few frag- 
ments) as perhaps 5 per cent if that. Not 
even a piece of music written yesterday 
and played today under the composer's 
direction is 100 per cent encompassed in 
the printed or written notation. 

Isn't this self- evident? Who ever said 
notation was exact? No musician of a 
practical turn of mind ever had such a silly 
idea, but I feel that the point must be 
pushed hard, to answer that persistent 
urge among audio men and engineers that 
I run into again and again, to reduce 
music in all its aspects to a scientific for- 
mulation. Analyze a piece of music, or a 

hundred pieces, take the essence of same 
and work out a formula of scientific pre- 
cision for the manufacturing of music by 
rule! With persistence, these optimistic 
souls think, we should be able to by -pass 
the composer and make music by push- 
button. Similarly, we should be accurate 
enough in our notation system so that a 
composer should be able to write his music 
once and for all, in terms of such extreme 
exactness that duplicate performances 
would be available as like as so many 
musical peas. 

A fine conception and it is merely the 
natural result of our scientific training of 
the mind. But it won't work in music be- 
cause music isn't that sort of stuff. No 
work of musical art can ever be pinned 
down to such exact terms, nor ever will 
be. It's in the nature of music to be to 
some extent abstract, universal. The entity 
which we speak of when we refer to a 
"piece of music" or a "work" has an ex- 
istence independent of any performance; 
it is itself a sort of prototype for all the 
performances, yet not any one of them; 
it is both an abstract ideal towards which 
every performance aims and at the same 
time a practical guide which determines 
the very sound of those performances- 
none of which are "it" but merely in- 
dividual interpretations of this strange 
super- music, the unattainable "original." 
When we speak of "Beethoven's Fifth 
Symphony," then, we speak in the last 
analysis of the abstraction that exists 
within the written limitations of the 
printed score -not of the sound of this or 
that performance. The performance is not 
the symphony but an interpretation of the 
symphony, which remains inviolably ab- 
stract. How's that for an engineering con- 
cept? 

So let's get this straight for good: a 
recording may preserve a single perform- 
ance with very great faithfulness, in far 
greater and more specific detail than any 
conceivable score could do- indeed, ex- 
cept for the problem of monaural repro- 
duction, it is that performance. But the 
preserved performance is never the work 
itself, which is necessarily an abstraction, 
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now you can tell 

when to 

uhailge stylus 
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IN MUSIC, LISTENING QUALITY IS EVERY- 
THING. It is the NO. 1 MUST. Without it every- 
thing else becomes meaningless. The AUDAX 
CHROMATIC has that quality to a degree not 
equalled by any other pickup -this according to 
the thousands of AUDAX users, themselves. 

Since all jewel- points wear out, replaceability of 
the stylus -at home -is of the greatest practical 
importance. Audax not only provides for this 
important replaceability, but each AUDAX stylus 
is replaceable independently OF THE OTHER. 

But only YOU can decide what sounds best, 
therefore -See and Hear the AUDAX CHRO- 
MATIC and ... you be the judge. 

Available with the new Compass -Pivoted arms 
and for higher quality record changers 

Pointer No. 39 in Weil's "ELECTRONIC PHONO 
FACTS "* reads: "No jewel -point is permanent, be it 
diamond or sapphire. Therefore, periodic checking is 
necessary if good reproduction and the record disks 
themselves are to be preserved...." The variation in 
durability of jewel -points (any jewel point) gives ex- 
treme importance to the ever present question: 

WHEN TO CHANGE STYLUS 

1 microscope will show a flat on any diamond (much 
sooner on sapphire) after 40 or so hours of play, yet the 
jewel is in good playing condition. Hence, in diagnosing 
wear, it is the presence of actual cutting edges that is im- 
portant. This makes a microscope ($15.00 to over 
$100.00)- almost useless to an untrained observer. He 
can see, but he can't judge. (See April issue of HIGH 
FIDELITY) The Audak Company has developed the 
STYLUS -DISK which makes home -analysis of any jewel - 
point very simple. This AUDAX -DISK is made of a 
special soft material. One side is made for LP, whereas 
the other side is for standard grooves. 

A highly ingenious method has been devised to put extra 
pressure on each side of the stylus so that any cutting 
edge is immediately exposed. To accomplish this, the 
grooves are recorded eccentrically. If worn or defective, 
the stylus will scrape the delicate surface of the grooves, 
leaving a visible indication. 

If directions are followed, this new STYLUS DISK 
should have a life -span of many years. Yet it costs only 
$3.90 net. If your favorite store hasn't yet a shipment 
of STYLUS- DISKS, write direct to us. 

AUDAK Stylus-Disk 

*Be sure to obtain a copy of 1953 ELECTRONIC 
PHONO FACTS from your dealer. 

AUDAK COMPANY 
500 Fifth Avenue New York 36 

"ator, of Fine Audio -Electronic apparatus for over 25 years 
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Y-ot a 96,ezéezd. 

ON ANY STRINGED INSTRUMENT 

).pee,eA 746. Qeat 
AMPERITE "KONTAK MIKE " 

THE ONLY NO- DISTORTION "KONTAK MIKE" 

SKH 

Anthony Anton., widely known 
os "the most versotile artist 
of the frets ", is on enthusiastic 
user of Amperite Kontok Mikes. 

Used with most ampli- 
fiers, including most 
electric guitar amps. 

No changes in amplifier, 
instrument, or strings. 
Attached without tools. 

The Amperite "Kontak Mike" improves the tone 
and volume of any Stringed or Fretted Instru- 
ment - also Pianos, Accordions, Harmonicas, 
etc. It is the only "Kontak Mike" that does not 
introduce peaks or distortion. 
Model Slat hi -imp List $12.00 
Model KM 

(with hand volumo control) List $18.00 

AMPERITE 
STUDIO MICROPHONES 

at P. A. PRICES! 
Teeeagen CLOSE TALKING 

or DISTANT PICKUP 
You can shout right into it, or 
stand away; in either case, the 
quality will be perfectly natural. 
Model RBLG (200 ohms) List $42.00 
Model RBHG (hi -imp) List $42.00 

AMPERITE CARDIOID 
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 

Models PGH -PGL List $32.00 

AMPERITE Company, Inc. o e Faiae.psé 

561 Broadway New York 12, N. Y, 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W., Toronto 2B 

indeterminate in detail, adjustable and 
adaptable. 

The printed notation system is not only 
un- precise, inexact, but is that way of 
necessity and by its very nature. Not all 
the King's men nor all the mathematicians 
and engineers and gadgeteers and inventors 
together ever will endow it with the ob- 
jective accuracy of a recording. Yet in the 
printed score is always the music itself, 
specifically in its very indefiniteness as well 
as in those few aspects that can be rigidly 
defined. The score is the algebraic n, where 
n equals any and all performances that 
come within its rather wide tolerances. 

Kilomiles and Quarter -notes 

With that idea under our skulls, let us 
proceed to some of the fine specific ab- 
stractions that constitute this abstract mu- 
sical notation. As described last month, the 
two major aspects of musical sound that are 
represented on paper are both proportions. 
Pitch, a system of audio -frequency propor- 
tions, is represented by the vertical dimen- 
sion on paper. (Pitch is pinned down fairly 
exactly -never absolutely -for reasons that 
are external, mainly the characteristics of 
instruments which are tied to fixed pitches. 
Folk dances, popular song tunes, etc. are 
heard at any and every pitch which con- 
venience dictates.) Rhythm, a system of 
time proportions, is represented by the left - 
to -right dimension. Of these two elements 
the system of notating rhythm is the most 
flexible and perhaps a shade easier to grasp 
at the beginning. 

Engineers are in a nice position to ap- 
preciate the peculiar abstractions that we 
in music use for rhythm writing. In Amer- 
ica and Germany the terminology is strictly 
fractional and the "unit" time value is, 
moreover, very seldom in evidence at all; 
nor has it- or any of its fractions -any 
concrete existence whatsoever ; the whole 
thing is an abstract relationship expressed 
by the fractional numbers. 

This is simple enough, from an engineer- 
ing viewpoint. There exists an arbitrary 
term, without value, which is called unity, 
the "whole" -note, as we call it. In terms 
of this x, other time values take on frac- 
tional values -half- notes, quarter- notes, 
and the rest. The whole -note is virtually 
never the practical unit for operating pur- 
poses ; it merely sets up the system, men- 
tally speaking, so that the rest can fall 
into a proportionate pattern. The frac- 
tionality, at least, is no different from that 
found in the audio or electronic fields. The 
bel is a unit, but the decibel is the practical 
"unit" for general use in spite of its name. 
We have µf, µµf, mm, even such pleasant 
terms as the kilomile, the kind of mile that 
rockets and jets and high powered sports 
cars use. 

In musical notation, as in these scientific 
terms, the "unit" of practicality is almost 
always a fractional one, a pure abstraction 
that merely sets up a good, clean relation- 
ship of proportion. Our most common time 
"unit" today is the quarter -note, which 
isn't a quarter of anything in practice - 
especially in waltz time, (3') where it is 
a third, or in jig time (6/8), where it is 
two thirds of a half! 

Fractions are for convenience, then, and 
we can forget about unity except in terms 
stated clearly at the beginning of every 
musical score, that define the rhythmic 
unity for that particular music. But be- 
yond mere fractionality we must further 
understand the extreme flexibility which 
can make in actual practice, a sixteenth - 
note in one Beethoven movement roughly 
equal to a half -note in another ! We not 
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only must set down the unit -of- the -moment, 
but we must give it a rough time value for 
performance purposes -and that value is 
never precise, in any score. More often than 
not it is extremely vague. 

Actual time values, for performance, are 
incredibly casual in notation. They may be 
indicated very loosely by the written time 
signature, if any - allegro, andante, Sehr 
rasch, deep blues, etc. or, failing that (and 
most older music has no indication at all), 
by the position of a movement in a work, 
its style or content, the sense of the har- 
mony or the kind of melody, demanding a 
certain general speed or slowness ; these 
values, expressed or merely implied, very 
further from composer to composer, from 
period to period, from performance to 
performance (often as greatly as 2:1) and 
from concert hall to concert hall -acoustics 
having much to do with the optimum speed 
at which a piece may be played. Moreover 
they must vary, for that is the nature of 
music. It's up to the performer's good 
judgment in a given situation. 

In very few cases is an exact or even 
approximately exact tempo (speed) ever 
indicated and agreed to by all, for a given 
piece. The Metronome? An ingenious and 
precise gadget -and for that very reason 
virtually never taken literally. (If corn - 
posers occasionally do, then performers do 
not. They feel, rightly, that music cannot 
be pinned down by any such diabolically 
accurate device.) Metronome readings are 
occasionally indicated by the composer 
(more often by well meaning editors whose 
authority is unacceptable) but nobody with 
sense would take these as more than pre- 
liminary guides as a working basis for 
experiment. 

The value of a given rhythm -term, say 
a quarter -note, may vary according to this 
system over a vast range, perhaps 20:1, 
and so with the entire system of rhythm 
notation. Luckily, common sense, common 
traditions and general understanding of the 
musical art makes the musical rhythm sys- 
tem fairly practical. But I'd hate to try 
to read our music from scratch, like the 
archeologists, along about 2400 A.D. 

We'll finish this discussion on musical 
notation next month -space is rapidly 
drawing to an end, so on to the new records. 

RECORDING -OF- THE -SEASON 

Haydn: The Seasons. RIAS Symphony 
Orch., RIAS Choir and Choir of St. Hed- 
wig's Cathedral, Soloists, Ferenc Fricsay. 

Decca DX -123 13 ) 

"Best" recordings, so designated by Commit- 
tees, individuals, publicity agents, magazines like 
2E, or even by a sort of general surge of feeling 
among the customers, have a peculiar fascination 
for us, akin to that engendered by the well 
known public opinion polls. Nobody really can 
say for keeps which is "the" best recording, 
or the best TV show, or the best toothpaste, 
but there is something legitimate about the de- 
sire we all seem to have for a spotlighting of 
values. 

"The Seasons," then, is my current selection 
as Best, and will remain so until something else 
challenges it in my experience. Best, because it 
is a superb performance of music that hasn't 
previously had even a good job done on it. Best, 
because it is a fine technical job of recording. 
Best, because it is one of the most all- satisfying 
great works of music you can imagine, combing 
ineffable heights of musical beauty with a de- 

lightfully earthy humor. This last is the key to 
this performance -humor, in the midst of great 
musical expression. We have absurdly pompous 
ideas of "oratorio," and earlier versions have 
fallen for the malarkey that great music on a 
big scale must be stuffy and solemn and heavy ; 

not this performance, and not this music. 
More specifically, "The Seasons," Haydn's last 

big work, is actually a non -religious oratorio, 

SHIPPING 
WT. 30 LBS. 

Shipped 
Express 
Only 

A new concept 

of recorded music 

THE HEATHKIT 

neat 
RECORD 

PLAYER KIT 
Dual matched speakers for room 
filled perimeter sound 

Plays all record sizes, all speeds 

Newly developed ceramic car- 
tridge 
Automatic shut off for changer 
and amplifier 

Here is a new introduction to 
quality record reproduction. A 
simple to operate compact table 
top model with none of the spe- 
cialized custom installation prob- 
lems usually associated with high 
fidelity systems. Two matched 
speakers mounted in an acousti- 
cally correct enclosure reproduce 
all of the music on the record. Re- 

production with the unique sensation of being 
in a halo of glorious sound. 

The world famous VM Tri -O -Matic record 
changer plays all three record sizes at all three 
speeds. Automatic shut off for both changer and 

amplifier after the last record is played. A wide range ceramic cartridge features 
an ingenious "turn-under" twin sapphire stylus for LP or 78 records without 
turning the cartridge. Simplified easy to assemble four tube amplifier featuring 
compensated volume control and separate tone control. Proxylin impregnated 
fabric covered cabinet supplied completely assembled. You build only the amplifier 
from simple step -by -step instructions. No specialized tools or knowledge required. 

The Heathkit Dual Kit includes cabinet, VM player, speakers, tubes, and all 
circuit components required for amplifier construction. If a kit project has ever 
tempted you, here is the perfect introduction to an interesting and exciting pastime. 
Build the Heathkit Dual and enjoy unusually realistic room filling reproduction of 
fine recorded music. 

C T H E R 7CU%LQ:CQ 
H E A T H K I T A M P I I I E R S 

TiE HEATHKIT 6 WATT 
A M P L I F I E R K I T 

Model A -7B 

s145.0 
Ship. W-. 10 lbs. 

-The Heathkit Mod- 
el A -7B Amplifier 
features separate 
bass and treble lone 

controls - two compensated inputs - 
three output impedances 4, 8, and 16 
ohms -frequency response 11/2 db 

I from 20 to 20,000 cycles - push pull 
I beam power output at full 6 w;n r.. 

Heathkit Model A -7C with 
pr- .amplifier stage $1 6.50 
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1 

tiA111 $355.0 Iv !'.- Model A -9A 
Ship. Wt. 17 lbs. 

HEATHKIT 1 'e:94 FIDELITY 

A M P L I F I E R K I T 

IS 
4,6 A 20 watt high fideli- 

ty- amplifier especially 
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stallations. Low hum and noise level 
9 pin miniature dual triodes in pre- 
amplifier and cone control circuits. 
Four switch selected inputs. Frequen- 
cy response ± 1 db 20- -to 10,fí00 
cycles. Output impedances of 4, H- 
and 16 ohms. - 
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FREE!! 
COMPLETE RADIO and TV 

SERVICE TOOLS 
CATALOG SECTION 

as reprinted from Radio's Master 

Alignment Tools Pliers 

Screw Drivers Soldering Irons 

Send coupon today! 

Get this big Radio and TV Service Tools catalog 
section absolutely free -as reprinted from the In- 
dustry's Official 1220 page Radio's Master, 17th 
edition. 

Whether you buy, sell or specify, you will find this 
handy booklet extremely helpful for quick refer- 
ence. It catalogs in detail the products of the lead- 
ing Radio and TV Service Tools manufacturers 
with complete descriptions, specifications, and 
i llustrations. 

This offer is 
made possible 
by a special 
arrangement 
between Audio 
Engineering 
and the 
publishers of 
RADIO'S 
MASTER. 

Represented in RADIO'S MASTER 

RADIO and TV SERVICE TOOLS 

Booklet are the products of the follow- 
ing manufacturers: 

American E Inc rica I Heater 

Drake Electric Works 

Electric Soldering Iron Co. 

General Cement Mfg. Co. 

General Electric Co. 

Greenlee Tool Co. 

Hecacon Electric Co. 

I nsul ine Corp. of America 

Kraeuter Ps Co. 

Kwik heat Mfg. Co. 

Moody Machine Products 

Walter L. Schott Co. 

Ungar Electric Tool Co. 

Utica Drop Forge and Tool 

Vaco Products Co. 

Weller Electric Co. 

Xeelite Inc. 

MAIL TODAY 

AUDIO ENGINEERING 
P. O. BOX 629, Mineola, N. Y. 
Please send me, without cost or obligation, the RADIO and TV 
SERVICE TOOLS booklet reprinted from RADIO'S MASTER. 

Name 

Address 

City 

celebrating the four periods of the year and the 
parallel ages of man's life- youth, maturity, old 
age, and the eternal Hereafter, a second and 
permanent youth. But the work, while full of 
the earthiness of country living, the drinking 
and lovemaking, the sowing and the harvesting, 
is at the same time profoundly reverent and 
deeply religious. Here I'd say, is just about the 
ultimate expression of the truly civilized man. 
We could do with a lot more of the same. Listen 
to this at leisure, on good equipment and with 
the text in hand. It'll be a hard -boiled man - 
creature who won't be moved by it, by the end 
of a couple of sides. 

BLUEBIRD 

The Basic Library discussed as a prin- 
ciple by Irving Kolodin on the backsides 
of the latest batch of Bluebird records 
(RCA's low -priced line) is presumably 
illustrated by the records themselves. If so, 
then this particular Library is merely a 
pot -pourri of glorified dinner music, back- 
ground audio, operatic tid -bits and familiar 
concert pieces that reminds me rather 
strongly of my dentist music -the stuff I 
have to listen to on my dentist's perma- 
nently tuned radio while the drilling goes 
merrily on. (His radio operates 12 hours 
a day on one station and he never hears 
a single trace of what it plays, as far as I 
can see. Sheer background torture music.) 

Seriously, if this is the sort of Basic Li- 
brary considered proper for us morons, 
then we'd better revert to Basic English 
as our most likely speech. The parallel 
isn't too far -fetched. This music is service- 
able enough and plenty of it is basically 
sound ; but its promoters have made sure 
that either it is very, very familiar .or very, 
very easy, or both. Baby food, for us sup- 
posed grown -ups. 

No offense intended to the individual 
items, taken as a non -basic non -library. 
Herewith a few: 

Schumann: Carnaval Ballet Suite (arr. 
arch.). Philharmonia, Irving. Delibes: Syl- 
via Ballet Music. Paris Opera orch., Fou- 
restier. Bluebird LBC 1025 
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto. Borries; 
Berlin Philh., Celibidache. "Italian" Sym- 
phony. Hallé Orch., Barbirolli. 

Bluebird LBS 1049 
Most record buyers have long since found out 

that a cheap record today isn't necessarily a poor 
one (and vice versa), just as a small company 
isn't necessarily a punk one. The two caveats 
that should apply to cheap-label buying are, first, 
as to content and performance they will tend to 
range wildly from the very good to the very bad 
-quality control is somewhat less than strict; 
and, second, in regard to technical quality the 
very same thing applies -you may expect any- 
thing from superb to terrible. Indeed, it's safe 
to say that, musical politics and legal com- 
plexities aside, the low- priced label is simply 
one that allows a wider over -all tolerance, from 
best to worst. The average remains pretty high. 

It's amusing to hear the solid, personal Ger- 
manic expression of Schumann s famed piano 
piece, Carnaval, turned into typical ballet music 
of the Franco -Russian school I It works, but those 
who know Schumann for himself will be flabber- 
gasted at the easy transformation. You can al- 
most see the ballet itself onstage, so typically is 
this performance in ballet style. A fine hi -fi rec- 

ord, Bluebird or no; it has on the Schumann 
side a full -bottomed, brassy and clean sound, 
somewhat metallic, on the Delibes side (Paris 
Opera) a typically French liveness -just a bit 
too dead and close for average U.S. tastes. A 
fine disc. 

The Mendelssohn disc illustrates the hazards 
of low -priced buying. The Violin Concerto is 
fine, the quality excellent, the performance good 
enough; but the "Italian ", with Barbirolli, has 
a dismal 5000 -cps cutoff, or equivalent, and a 
thin, screetchy sound that reminds me strangely 
of the early Columbia Barbirollis of around 1940. 
No good. 
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Tchaikowsky: Piano Concerto 4 1. Cicco- 
lini; Paris Conservatory, Cluytens. 

Bluebird LBC 1020 
The old war horse in an odd Italo- French per- 

formance that seems to me rather dry and rattly 
-might as well make this piece thunder in 
earnest, or let it pass. Dryish recording, ex. 
cellent quality, not unlike the Delibes above. 

Chopin: Preludes; Scherzi. Moiséiwitsch 

(piano). Bluebird LBC 1038 
This pianist with the unspellable name is a 

wizard and turns out a high powered mixture 
of Rubinstein (for the muscle work) and Cortot 
(for the delicate fire) that makes for exciting 
Chopin, above average in musicality. Piano is 
clean, rather distant and without much bass - 
but it signally lacks the hard edge of some earlier 
RCA piano discs and is much the better for it. 
Why is this a Bluebird and not a Red Seal? Not 
for any reason that matters to you and me. 

Orchestral Music from Grand Opera. (Ros- 
sini, Saint -Saens, Spontini.) Asstd. Orches- 
tras. Bluebird LBC 1039 

You may be sure that the Red Seal never 
sported such a pot -pourri as this on one disc! 
Here's the center -piece of my dentist music 
(above), perfectly fit for Wired Music or back- 
ground to you -know -what. Only piece I find 
titillating to the intelligence is the Spontini over- 
ture to La Vestale; probably because I'd never 
happened to have heard it, and liked its Beetho- 
ven- period sincerity and melody. The rest are 
old favorites. 

SCOTCH 

Mendelssohn: Scotch Symphony, #3. 
A. Pittsburgh Symphony, Steinberg. 

Capitol S -8192 
B. London Symphony, Solti. 

London LL -708 
Strange -having discussed these two once else- 

where, after much playing of both, I now come back 
to them a few weeks later with a different audio 
"system" in a different room, and find the balance 
upset. Previously I had preferred the London 
version because of the closeness of its typically 
ffrr strings, a recording technique beautifully 
adapted to Mendelssohn, who wrote a very special 
kind of string music full of wonderful detail work 
that is lost in a big, distance liveness such as 
you'll find on the Capitol version. London's is 
close -up in a golden liveness ; Capitol's is evi- 
dently one -mike, at an unusually great distance 
and with a monumental blur. 

I then called the Steinberg (Capitol) perforas. 
ance "furious " -I agree with myself now, except 
that I must add, on this re- hearing, that it is 
not only furious but tremendously effective in 
putting over the serious and beautiful content 
of this unusual Mendelssohn -his last symphony. 
True, the detail work is considerably blurred, not 
only by the acoustics but by some rapid tempi. 
But the over-all impression -at least in my cur- 
rent listening room -makes up for the lost detail 
work. 

However -the London performance still holds 
up on the former grounds : the intimate and in- 
credibly smooth inner gear- workings of this com- 
plex score are clear as crystal and by their very 
presence in such clarity a pleasure to hear. If the 
long string melodies of the slow movement 
sound a bit ragged, we can blame the close -by 
mikes, which have a habit of unblending an as- 
semble of sound that at concert hall distance 
might come to the ear as smoothly balanced as 
mayonnaise. 

Which is the "best "? What a preposterous 
question I The best performance, assuming that 
both were somehow heard under neutral and 
similar acoustical conditions? The Steinberg - 
Capitol without any doubt. But these are two 
phonograph records, not two concert perform- 
ances, and we must take all factors into judgment 
including the musical effect of the engineering 
technique. For some, then, London's clarity will 
count most of all. I should worry; I'm lucky 
enough to own both. (For the affluent: by all 
means buy both for yourself. Well worth it.) 

MAKES IT EASY FOR ANYONE TO 

VISUALLY MONITOR ANY RECORDER 
ith the neN% tapeMaster VU meter, 

you can visually determine the correct 
recording level . You can properly 
control the recorded signal to prevent 
distortion ... You can emphasize or de- 
emphasize any particular passage and 
put your individual interpretation into 
any recording. Swing of the indicator is 
at a slower rate. This permits quick, 
more positive reading of average power 
-and makes the tapeMaster VU meter 
simpler for everyone, even the unskilled 
recordist, to use with any recorder. Com- 
plete with instructions and calibration 
data. 

Model 10 tapeMaster VU Meter $ 
7 

00 
Net Resale, 

Model 10 -L. Some with 
internal illumination 

Net Resale, 
$19.00 

(Prices slightly higher west and south 

See it at your 
tapeMacter Distributor 

SEND NOW FOR 
FREE BULLETINS 

F.lpo,t: 
Scheel International, Inc. 
Chicago 18, U.S.A. 
Cable: Harscheel 

Designed for easier visual 
recording control 

Standard VU scale and sen- 
sitivity 

Color - differentiated easy 
reading scale 

Uses full wave instrument 
bridge rectifier 

Dual impedance for high or 
low imp. circuits 

3 1/2" rectangular semi -flush 
mounting 

New Model PT150 Dual Speed 

SELFCONTAINED. PORTABLE 

TAPE RECORDER 

TapeMaster quality features 
at low cost. Complete with 
push -pull supersonic bias -erase 
oscillator, audio amplifier, 
speaker and microphone, in 
compact carrying case. Ready 
to plug in and use anytime, 
anywhere. Net resale, 5124.50 

(slightly higher west and tooth) 

tapeMaster, inc., 13 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 10, III. 
)'lease send the following: 

Free Bulletin No. 110 Free Bulletin No. 105 on 
on VU Meter PT -l50 Tape Recorder 

ame 

Address 

Zone State 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
High -Fidelity AM -FM Tuner. Many pro- 

fessional features are included in the new 
Fisher Model 50 -R AM -FM tuner, which 
Incorporates a two -band superheterodyne 
circuit with completely independent r -f 
channels for AM and FM. FM sensitivity 
affords 30 db of quieting for 2 %- micro- 
volt signal input with 72 -ohm antenna. 
AFC may be disabled at will. Frequency 

response is 20 to 20,000 cps within '_ 1 db. 
Distortion is less than 0.04 per cent for 1 
volt output. Heterodyne interference on 
AM is minimized with 10 -kc whistle filter. 
Hum level is down 90 db with volume 
control on full. Cathode -follower output 
permits operation up to 200 feet from am- 
plifier. Circuit of the 50 -R contains 14 
tubes, including tuning eye and rectifier. 
The unit is self -powered and features 
shielded construction throughout, with 
components fully shock- mounted. Size is 
14%" wide x 8%" high x 9yß" deep, and 
weight is 17 lbs. Fisher Radio Corpora- 
tion, 41 E. 47th St., New York 17, N. Y. 

New Recording VII Meter. A new VU 
meter for easy visual recording control 
of any recorder has just been introduced 
by TapeMaster, Inc. This instrument per- 
mits the operator to adjust the recording 
level accurately to the optimum value, 
thus reducing the possibility of overload 
on the tape with attendant increase In 
distortion or, , r aversely, ensuring that 

Improved 25 -Watt General- Purpose Am- 
plifier. Although similar electrically to its 
predecessor, the new Bell Model 3725 -B 
amplifier contains several new design fea- 
tures, including an additional microphone 
input. A newly -designed all -steel case is 
trimmed in chrome, with a sloping, lighted 
control panel. Plastic dial pointers glow 
when the unit is in operation, and are in- 

plug is inserted. Shock -mounted preampli- 
fier includes 60 -kc bias and erase oscilla- 
tor. For commercial usage, such as indus- 
trial exhibits and advertising displays, 
there is a model which operates at 3% 
ins. /sec. and has a maximum playing time 
of two minutes with frequency response 
to 5000 cps. For complete technical speci- 
fications and prices write to Magneloop 
Division, Amplifier Corp. of America, 398 
Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

Polydireottonal Condenser Microphone. 
Many new possibilities in recording and 
broadcast technique are opened by the 
new Type C -12 microphone, whose direc- 
tional characteristics may be altered by 
remote control even while the unit is in 
operation. The microphone proper consists 
of the electrostatic transmitter head, a 
Type 12AU6 tube, and an output trans- 
former, all of which are contained to a 
metal housing 15 in. long by 1% In. in 
diameter. Interconnection cable to the 
power supply unit may be up to 600 ft. 

the recording level does not ever go be- 
low a satisfactory minimum. The ballistic 
characteristics of the instrument differ 
from the standard VU meter, but are 
claimed to be more easily read, particu- 
larly by the unskilled recordist. The scale 
and sensitivity are equivalent to that of 
the standard meter, and the instrument Is 
available with or without internal illumi- 
nation. For further information, write for 
Bulletin No. 110 to TapeMaster, Inc., 13 
W. Hubbard St., Chicago 10, III. 

e ladles -Tape -Loop Recorder -Reproducer. 
Designed primarily as an automatic sta- 
tion break announcer, the Magneloop re- 
corder- reproducer may be used wherever 
there is need for repeating recorded mes- 
sages. The unit meets NARTB secondary 
standards, and will handle messages up to 
60 seconds in length with frequency re- 
sponse 50 to 7500 cps at 7% -ins./ sec. 
tape speed. Equipped with remote -control 
start and automatic stop, the Magneloop 
operates from an endless loop of standard 
re movable m vablert caridge.lIttis ae housed in a 

equipped with 
high -impedance microphone input and un- 
grounded bridging input which is discon- 
nected automatically when microphone 

40 

long. There is a separate cable connecting 
the power supply with the remote direc- 
tional control unit. By means of this unit 
the polar curve may be varied from omni- 
directional to unidirectional to bidirec- 
tional (with all intermediate positions) 
during recording. Frequency range is 20 
to 15,000 cps. Output level is minus 42 db. 
Output impedances are 30, 250, and 500 
ohms. Power requirements are 117 volts, 
60 -cycle a.c. Further information will be 
supplied by the manufacturer, Akustische 
und Kino- Oerllte Ges.m.b.H., Nobilegasse 
50, Vienna XV, Austria. 

Polonium Regulators. Recommended for 
the regulation of d. c. voltages of the or- 
der of 1.5, the new Type D -568 selenium 
regulator is the first in a series to be de- 
veloped recently by International Rectifier 
Corporation, 1521 E. Grand Ave., El Se- 

gundo, Calif. Now in production, the D -568 
consists of two specially- processed sele- 
nium plates connected in series on a 
mounting bracket, and constitutes the 
basic design of similar units for various 
low- voltage regulation requirements. 

directly driven from six control knobs lo- 
cated beneath the panel. Separate controls 
are provided for treble and bass, as well 
as for three microphones and one phono. 
A wide range of output impedances, in- 
cluding 70 -volt constant -voltage tap, per- 
mits matching to any speaker load. Fre- 
quency response Is 30 to 18,000 cps within 
± 2 db and output power rating Is based on 
less than 5 per cent distortion. For addi- 
tional information write Bell Sound Sys- 
tems, Inc., 655 Marion Road, Columbus 7, 
Ohio. 

Test -Point Jacks. Color -coded insulators 
for circuit identification are featured in a 
new line of test -point sacks recently intro- 
duced as the 45 -E Series by Cannon Elec- 
tric, 3209 Humboldt St., Los Angeles 31, 
Calif. Designed to accommodate standard 
0.081 -in. diameter phone tips, the new 
sacks have extended Nylon insulation at 

the rear of the fitting to afford high flash- 
over values. Capacitance is 5 to 7 µp& and 
contact resistance is 6 to 8 my /amp. 

Klipsch "Rebel" Corner Enclosure. 
Available both as a finished unit and as 
a kit, this Klipsch -designed enclosure is 
suitable for all standard 12- and 15 -in. 
speakers. Manufactured by G & H Wood 

Products Company, 75 N. 11th St., Brook- 
lyn 11, N. Y., the cabinet is known as the 
Klipsch Rebel IV by Cabinart. Attrac- 
tively styled to blend with any interior 
decor, the enclosure may be purchased in 
a variety of wood finishes. 
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HARVEY the House of Audio 
The NEW 

PICKERING 
TURN -OVER PICKUP 

Model DD -260 with $6fl00 
diamond sfylii 7 
Engineered and constructed with the core and craftsmanship which 
have gained Pickering Cartridges a position in the top ranks, the new 
model DD -260 hos been designed to ploy standard as well as micro- 
groove records at 331/x, 45, and 78 rpm. It consists of a cartridge, 
swivel- mounted, and provided with a leverknob for convenient turn. 
over. The model D1)-260 is provided with 2 diamond stylii. The entire 
unit fits easily into standard tone arms. 

NEW BOGEN 
HIGH FIDELITY UNITS yam.! FM -AM TUNER 

Model R604 
An all -superheterodyne AM -FM Tuner 
with 5 microvolt sensitivity for 30db 
noise reduction on FM, and rated output 

on AM. FM frequency response: 50 to 15,000 cps ±1db. Has built -in 
power supply with power receptacle for control of main amplifier and 
other units with master power knob on tuner. Supplied with indoor loop 
antenna. Has terminals for external 300 ohm antenna. AFC provides 
complete stability. External socket permits simple switch installation 
for optional AFC cut -out. Dimensions: 10 "w 111/2 "d 7 "n. 
Complete with tubes, escutcheon plate, and $97.35 instructions 

20 WATT AMPLIFIER 
Model 0820 

A high quality amplifier with features 
providing complete control of sound 
reproduction. Exclusive Loudness Con 
tour Selector permits instant selection 
of desired frequency response to com 
pensate for losses revealed by the 

Fletcher -Munson curves. Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cps ±0.7db. 
Ten position selector switch provides inputs for phono, tuner, TV, tape, 
and other signal sources. Separate Boss and Treble Controls permit 
continuous boost and attenuations: +17 to -18db at 40 cps and +15 
to -21db at 15kc. 7 equalisation positions permit matching of preamp 
section to characteristics of most record types. Has built -in power 
supply furnishing dc to preomp heaters. Dimensions: 15 "w s 91/4"d s 8 "h. 
Complete with tubes $99.00 

A New High in High Fidelity Recording 

pW tel COOK RECORDS 

aOu 
331/3 rpm Microgroove 

V Full Frequency Range Full Dynamic Range 
Each record in Sealed Vinyl Jacket 
Playback Curve Indicated on each Record 

Recent 10" Releases each 

BIZET: Introduction to Act I (Carmen) 

ROSSINI: Overture (La Garza Lodro) 

MENDELSSOHN: Scherzo (Midsummer Night's Dream) 

vonWEBER: Overture )Euryanthe) 

(MOZART: Symphony «40 in G Minor 

RIMSKY- KORSAKOV: Dance of the Butions 

STRAUSS: Emperor Walls 

SAINT- SAENS: Danse Macabre 

BRAHMS: Hungarian Dance No. 6 

#2064 

It2065 

1.'2066 

$oso 

Write for 
FREE 

literature 

Visit the HARVEY AUDIOtorium 
If you want to See and Hear the 
finest . the widest selection of 
high fidelity equipment ... be sure 
to visit the HARVEY AUDIOtorium. 
It will thrill you. 

NOTE: Prices Net, F.O.B., N.Y.C. 
Subject to change without notice. 

The NEW 

AU DAx 
STYLUS TEST DISK 

For easy home -analysis of any jewel point, the Audak Company has 
developed this disk providing a simple, precise, and reliable test for 
stylus wear. One side tests microgroove, and the reverse side, standard 
groove styli. A single tone, approximately 5000 cps, is recorded on these 
grooves, simulating playing conditions during the test. In addition, the 
grooves are deliberately eccentric to the spindle thereby creating greater 
pressure, alternately, to each side of the stylus. This eccentricity also 
provides an excellent test for arm compliance /tracking). If worn or 
defective, the stylus will scrape the glossy surface of the groove walls 
and leave a visible indication. An additional band is recorded on the 
standard side which reproduces o low frequency note. This is intended 
for checking turntable 'wow'. The record may be used over and over 
again except where it is marred by a defective stylus, and there are a 
sufficient number of bands to permit the detection of 20 worn styli. This 
disk will discover o defective stylus before it can do irreparable damage 
to valuable recordings. 

Each á390 

ALTEC 
DUPLEX 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
and SPEAKER ENCLOSURE 

After ten years of research, Altec has perfected three speakers to provide 
wide frequency range, smoother response, and lower distortion than has 
been previously attained. These speakers are unconditionally guaranteed 
by the manufacturer to reproduce all frequencies from 30 to 22,000 
cycles when mounted in a suitable enclosure. 
These speakers are all effectively self -contained two -way systems and are 
supplied with dividing networks. The Model 601A and the Model 602A 
are respectively 12 and IS inches in diameter. Impedance in both cases 
is 8 ohms and power rating is 20 watts (30 watts peak). Crossover fre- 
quency 3000 cycles. 

The Model 604C (illustrated) is designed for high power handling re- 
quirements with a rating of 35 watts 150 watts peak). Diameter of speaker 
is 15 inches; impedance, 16 ohms, and crossover frequency, 1600 cycles. 

Model 601A $89.00 
Model 602A . 114.00 
Model 604C 156.00 

The Model 606 Co Cabinet was designed and engineered spe- 
cifically for use with the duplex speaker. Available in,either mahogany, 
walnut or blond, its appearance and finish will harmonise with the interior 
and furnishings of the home. 
Dimensions: Height, 361/2 "; Overall Width, 36'; Depth to Corner, 231/2" 

Mahogany or Walnut .. ._..$118.00 
Blond . 128.00 

Specify for 12 or 15 inch speaker 

The NEW 

MAGNECORD 
VOYAGER 

One -Case Portable TAPE RECORDER 

Model PT6 -VAH 
A professional -quality portable unit designed for 
use wherever top-quality recording and reproduction ore required. Oper- 
ates at either 15" /second or 71/2" /second, with a frequency response 
within 3 db from 50 to 15,000 cycles at 15" /second. Has high as well 
as low impedance inputs. Output is 600 ohms. Provided with earphone 
monitor jack which is in the circuit for both record and playback. Dimen- 
sions: 73/ s17o/.a191/c inches. Weight: 42 lbs. - 

f49950 Power requirements: 110v., 60 cycles A.C. 

103 W. 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y. 
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LATERAL MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE 

1950 
Figure 15 gives the response and im- 

pedance characteristics of a variable - 
reluctance pickup fitted with a micro- 
groove sapphire stylus, and marketed 
in 1950. During the measurements the 
pickup was mounted on a special arm 
which was superior to those usually 
found in home phonographs. Conse- 
quently, the pickup -arm resonances 
occur at somewhat lower frequencies 
than was the case in many of the pre- 
ceding examples. 

(from page 24) 

1951 

Figure 16 gives the response and im- 
pedance characteristics of a frequency - 
modulation type of pickup which was 
first offered for sale in 1951. During 
tests this pickup was mounted on the 
same special arm as was used for the 
variable -reluctance pickup of Fig. 15. 
This FM pickup is actually not in the 
same class with the other pickups tested 
since it has never been incorporated in 
production -model home phonographs, 
and has been used only in custom instal- 

From 
Station Break 

to Feature... 
the NEW 

is doing a 
whale of a job 

every day! 

"BALANCED" 
TV TRIPOD 

mounted on 
3 -wheel 

portable 
collapsible 

dolly 
illustrated. 

We THREW THE book away and engineered a 

brand new "BALANCED" Tripod for every photo- 

graphic and video need. The resutt-o revela- 

tion in effortless operation, super -smooth tilt 
and 360° pan action. 

PERFECT BALANCE prevents mishap if the lock 

lever is not applied. Quick release pan handle 

locks into desired position. Mechanism is en- 

closed, rustproof, needs no lubrication. Ten- 

sion adjustment for Camera Man's preference. 

Built -in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan 

handle. We defy you to get anything but the 
smoothest, most efficient operation out of this 

tripod beauty. 

WE CALIBRATE LENSES Precision 'T STOP CALIBRA- 

TION of all type lenses, any focal length. Our method is 

approved by Motion Picture Industry and Standard Com- 

mittee of SMPTE. lenses coated for photography. 
Special TV coating. 

WE RENT AND SERVICE 

CAMERAS MOVIOLAS 

DOLLIES Complete line 

of 35mm and 16mm equipment available for rental. 

MITCHELL: Standard, Hi- Speed, BNC, NC, 16mm. Bell & 

HOWELL: Standard, Shiftover, Eyemos. MAURER: 16mm 

Cameras. ARRIFLEX. MOVIOLA: Editing machines, Synchronisers. 

WE DESIGN and manufacture Lens 

Mounts and camera equipment for 

16mm - 35mm and 7V cameras. 

FRANK C. ZUCKER 

GAIrIERA E9UIPI11EnT C. 
1600 BROROWRg f1EW gORK CAT'S 
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IF YOU WORK WITH FILM .. . 
It will pay you to get to know us. 

The country's foremost 
professionals depend upon our 
portable, versatile, adaptable 

equipment. 
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Fig. 13. Characteristics of another pickup simi- 
lar to that of Fig. 12, but made by a different 

manufacturer. 

lations. However, we include it here as 
a matter of interest since it represents 
another type of pickup and one in which 
more than ordinary steps were taken 
to reduce the mechanical impedance to 
a low value. 

Conclusions 
We have presented the results of 

measurements of the lateral mechanical 
impedance of a group of phonograph 
pickups which we believe to be repre- 
sentative by type of pickups widely 
used in home phonographs. These pick- 
ups represent different stages of de- 
velopment in the period from 1901 to 
1951. One feature made readily apparent 
by many of the impedance characteris- 
tics is the very large values of mechani 
cal impedance occurring in the neigh 
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Fig. 14. Characteristics of a permanent -sap- 
phire- stylus crystal pickup of 1945. 
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Fig. 15. Characteristics of a variable - reluctance 
pickup with a microgroove sapphire stylus. This 

model was first marketed in 1950. 

borhood of pickup -arm resonances. This 
indicates the desirability of a comple- 
mentary design of pickup and pickup 
arm to remove or reduce such reson- 
ances in the audio -frequency range. 

It is clear that the lateral mechanical 
impedance of a phonograph pickup 
mounted in a pickup arm cannot be ade- 
quately described in terms of a simple 
compliance. However, if the pickup is 
mounted on an arm for which no reson- 
ances occur within the audio -frequency 
range, the mechanical impedance of the 
pickup itself can often be characterized 
as a simple compliance over a con- 
siderable range of low frequencies, i.e., 
until the stylus -arm resonance is ap- 
proached. At this resonance the react- 
ance passes from negative through zero 
to positive values. In modern pickups 
this usually occurs between 1000 and 
3000 cps. 

An examination of the impedance 
characteristics shown herein reveals that 
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Fig. 16. Characteristics of a frequency- modula- 
tion type of pickup made in 1951. 

in every case the region near 400 cps 
is free of major resonances and anti - 
resonances. It is therefore tempting to 
make a direct comparison of the pickups 
on the basis of their compliances at 400 
cps. The compliance in each instance 
is obtained by taking the reciprocal of 
the 400 -cps reactance as read from the 
impedance characteristic, and dividing 
by 2n x 400. When the compliance so 
obtained is plotted as a function of the 
year in which the pickup was first sold, 
the curve given in Fig. 17 results. 

Figure 17 shows in a rather striking 
manner the trend of progress in the 
design of phonograph pickups. It makes 
almost inevitable the question, "Where 
do we go from here -and how soon ?" 

24 
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Fig. 17. Curve showing the trend in phono- 
graph- pickup compliance over a 50 -year period. 

V -M 935HF Record Changer 
936HF on metal pan 

"all the music is all you hear" 

LAMINATED TURNTABLE 
WITH PRECISION -FORMED 
CONCENTRICITY! (Exclu- 
sive in this price range! 
Assures constant -speed op- 
eration, eliminates WOW. 

FOUR POLE. FOUR COIL 
MOTOR! ATother V -M ex- 
clusive teat 
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TWO PLUG -IN TONE ARM 
HEADS! of die cast alumi- 
num, are adaptable to these 
leading cartridges, GE 
"turn about" RPX050, GE 
RPX040, GE RPX041, Pick- 
ering single -play and turn- 
over, and Clarkstan. 

t r j n tm_¡x BLS 
935HF 

HIGH FIDELITY RECORD CHANGER 
WRITE FOR COMPLETE DATA ON THESE EXCITING, 
NEW, 935HF FEATURES! 

PLEASE MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

Learn how the V -M 935HF r 
meets your personal and 
professional specifica- 
tions. 

G 

GENTLE TRI-O - 
MATIC SPINDLE! 
Lowers records to 
spindleshelf, holds 
them flat for silent, 
air -cushion drop to 
turntable. 

V -M 45 SPINDLE 
included! 

Pre -amplification 
stage required. 

ALUMINUM DIE CAST 
TONE ARM! a V -M exclu. 
sive, is resonance -free, 
counter balanced. 

MUTING SWITCH for si- 
lence during change cycle. 

V -M CORPORATION, 
BENTON HARBOR 6, 
MICHIGAN 

Please send me all data and illustrated litera - 
lure on the new V -M 935HF high fidelity record 
changer. 

Nome 

Address 

City State 

L _.J 
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New Portable 
Battery -Operated 

Spring -Motor 
Tape Recorder 

For all field recording without AC power! 
Smaller and lighter than a portable type- 
writer, the Magnemite actually makes 
field recordings that can be played on any 
studio console equipment. Completely 
self- powered, the Magnemite' does away 
with bulky and cumbersome generators, 
storage batteries and rechargers. 

Just check these unusual features: 

Noiseless and vibrationless governor - 
controlled spring -motor assures constant 
tape speed. 

100 operating hours per set of inexpensive 
flashlight -type dry cell batteries. 

Earphone monitoring while recording, and 
earphone playback for immediate quality 
deck. 

Operates in any position, and is unaffected 
by movement or vibration during operation. 

Warning indicator tells when to rewind, 
aid shows when amplifier is on. 

Broadcast models weigh 15 pounds. Slow - 
speed models weigh only 10 pounds. 

Requires no more desk space than a letter- 
head, measuring only 11 x8Va x51/2 inches. 

There's a choice of 5 different models for 
any recording need. High fidelity units, 
meeting primary and secondary NARTB 
standards, which record and play back 
frequencies up to 15,000 cycles, are avail- 
able for broadcast stations, critical music 
lovers, and scientific research. For investi- 
gation, missionaries, reporters, and general 
dictation while traveling, there are units 
which play up to 2 hours per reel of tape. 

AMPLIFIER CORP. 
of AMERICA 

398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y. 

'Teak Mark Reg 
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PATENTS 

(from page 6) 

Obviously, each half -cycle of audio causes 
a reversal in the polarity of the charge on 
Cl. The voltage across C, is converted to 
unidirectional pulsations by the full -wave 
rectifier V,-V4, the load for which is Rs. 
Across Rs there exist unidirectional pulsa- 
tions whose recurrence rate is twice the 
frequency of the original voice currents in 
transformer T. All these pulsations have 
the same peak values. L, -L:-C4 is a 50 -cps 
low -pass filter which smoothes the pulsa- 
tions. Since the pulsations are always at a 
rate much higher than 50 per second, the 
50 -cps filter output is a d.c. voltage whose 
level is in proportion to the pulse (and 
therefore the voice) frequency -the higher 
the pulse rate the higher the d.c. voltage, 
because of the filter's averaging or inte- 
grating function. The frequency of 50 cps 
was chosen because it was found that the 
fundamental frequency of the human voice 
in speech does not change at a rate equiva- 
lent to more than 50 cps. The d.c. output 
voltage, therefore, cannot change at a rate 
greater than this and can be transmitted 
further by any means having a bandwidth of 
50 cps. 

Referring again to Fig. 2, the output of 
F, is also fed to a rectifier whose purpose 
is to supply a d.c. voltage proportional to 
the relative volume level of the funda- 
mental- frequency voice component. This 
rectifier is diagrammed in Fig. 4. It is a 
conventional full -wave circuit with a 50- 
cps ripple filter, again selected because it 
was determined that in speech the volume 
level of the fundamental does not vary 
faster than a 50 -cps rate. 

Note that up to here we have shown 
means for transmitting a signal representing 
voice frequencies as high as 400 cps over a 
path with only 50 -cps bandwidth, and a 
means for sending a signal representing its 
volume over a similar 50 -cps path -a total 
necessary bandwidth of only 100 cps instead 
of the original 320. 

In ordinary speech transmission the re- 
mainder of the usual bandwidth is needed 
to transmit the formant characteristics so 
that the speech will be intelligible. In Stein - 
berg's invention formants are transmitted in 
the same way as the fundamental. 

In Fig. 2 the microphone output is also 
fed to F,, which is a 300 -to -800 -cps band - 
pass filter. While several harmonics of the 
voice fundamental may be in this range, the 
strongest harmonic is caused by the formant 
in the range and this will be the strongest 
frequency component emerging from the 
filter. It is fed to the first formant fre- 
quency counter, a circuit identical to that 
used for the fundamental and diagrammed 
in Fig. 3. This produces a d.c. voltage whose 
value indicates the frequency of the first 
formant. The filter output also goes to the 
first formant rectifier, similar to that of 
Fig. 4, to produce a d.c. voltage propor- 
tional to the relative level of the first form - 
ant. In a similar manner second and third 
formants produce d.c. frequency- and level - 
indicating voltages through their own fil- 
ters, frequency counters, and rectifiers. The 
end result is eight d.c. voltages, each chang- 
ing at a rate not exceeding 50 cps (in terms 
of angular velocities). These signals may 
be combined by any of a number of known 
means into a continuous signal occupying 
only slightly more than 50 x 8 or 400 cycles 
of bandwidth, and transmitted by an ordi- 
nary r.f. transmitter or land line. 

Receiving App 

The receiving equipment is blocked out 
in Fig. 5. The signal from the transmitter 
is received and is separated again into its 
eight components, each a varying d.c. volt- 
age. That representing the fundamental fre- 
quency is fed to a sawtooth oscillator whose 
frequency can be d.c. controlled. The values 
are so adjusted that the output of the saw - 
tooth oscillator is of the same frequency as 
was the fundame tal voice frequency at the 
transmitter. The oscillator output is fed 
through a relay (see below) to a filter F 
whose transmission characteristic is the 
same as that of Fr in Fig. 2. From here it 
goes to a vario- losser. The vario- losser, 
which can be one of several types, is simply 
an amplifier whose gain can be controlled by 
a d.c. control voltage. This one is controlled 
by the fundamental level signal. The Tosser 
output, consisting of fundamental voice fre- 
quency and level corresponding with the 
original, goes to an amplifier. 

The 2nd formant frequency d.c. signal 
goes to a variable filter which contains a 
tuned circuit using a saturable reactor. The 
resonant frequency of the filter is deter- 
mined by the d.c. value so that it is identical 
to the frequency of the second formant as it 
went through F, in Fig. 2. The second 
formant filter's audio input (Fig. 5) is 
taken from the sawtooth oscillator, so its 
output is principally that harmonic of the 
speech fundamental which falls at or near 
the second formant frequency ; this is be- 
cause that harmonic has been emphasized 
by the variable tuned circuit. The level at 
which the second formant is fed to its ampli- 
fier and the common output is determined 
by a vario- losser similar to that used for 
the fundamental, controlled by the d.c. 
second -formant -level voltage. The first and 
third formant filters are similarly controlled 
as to frequency by the d.c. first- and third - 
formant- frequency voltages, and their levels 
are set in their own vario- lossers by the 
level -control voltages. 

The common output, therefore, contains a 
certain mixture of fundamental and har- 
monics, with those harmonics at and near 
the three formant frequencies emphasized 
to the correct degree. The Q's of the three 
filters are chosen so that they will closely 
reproduce the resonance patterns of the 
normal human voice cavities in their re- 
spective ranges. The result is intelligible 
reproduction by synthesis of the original 
speaker's voiced sounds. 

The noise generator produces a random 
noise signal in imitation of the air rush 
present in unvoiced sounds. The relay is a 
polarized unit with the arm normally at 
center. When the d.c. signal representing 
the level of the third formant (2300 cps and 
above) is stronger than that representing 
the level of the fundamental (below 400 
cps), as is the case when unvoiced sounds 
are transmitted, the relay arm is attracted 
by the upper coil and passes the noise gen- 
erator output through the formant filters. 
When the fundamental level signal is 
stronger, as it is when sounds are voiced, 
the arm is pulled down and connects the 
sawtooth oscillator as the sound source. 

This month's article is a bit longer and 
more detailed than usual, as you will notice. 
But not only is the invention we have de- 
scribed interesting because of its appli- 
cability to present problems and its in- 
genuity ; the formant principle on which it 
was made is one that audio people should 
know about, for it is equally applicable to 
the timbre of musical instruments and gives 
us a better idea of why musical instrument 
sounds are dependent on the frequency 
range and linearity of sound equipment. 
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AUDIOLOGY 
(from page 14) 

is that of maintaining the amplifier non- 
oscillatory under all conditions of signal 
and loading. Stated simply, amplification 
around the feedback loop must be less than 
unity at the frequency or frequencies at 
which phase relations are correct for oscil- 
lation. (Exceptions to this rule are of 
relatively little practical interest.) Gen- 
erally satisfactory stability margins are 6 db 
in amplitude and 30 deg. in phase. That is, 
with phase relations correct for oscillation, 
the loop gain should be no more than one 
half ; and for all frequencies at which the 
gain around the feedback loop is greater 
than unity, phase shift should be at least 
30 deg. different from that correct for oscil- 
lation. An amplifier may pass resistive load 
tests with flying colors and fail miserably 
with reactive loads. Some practical details 
of stability measurement are planned for a 
future installment. 

Nature of the secondary feedback prob- 
lem, as presently compared with primary 
feedback, may be more clearly understood 
with reference to the drawings, shown 
single -ended for simplicity. The diagram- 
matic arrangement of Fig. 1 is expanded in 
Fig. 2 to more nearly represent the trans- 
former effects at extreme frequencies, with 
all impedances referred to the primary side. 

Series resistances and inductances shown 
represent winding copper losses and leakage 
inductances, respectively. Central shunt ele- 
ments represent core losses and winding 
self- inductances, and are effective at low 
frequencies only. Terminating and bridging 
capacitances represent the more significant 
distributed and coupling capacities. Magni- 
tudes of some of the principal circuit ele- 
ments vary greatly with different secondary 
taps in use. Also, complex winding designs 
with numerous interleavings may exhibit 
spurious resonances not described with this 
assumed equivalent circuit. Inclusion of this 
maze in the feedback loop is usually the 
greatest claim and yet the greatest weakness 
of the secondary feedback method. 

When the feedback voltage sample is 
taken from the vacuum -tube plate (primary 
feedback), the complex transformer situa- 
tion at high frequencies affects the feedback 
loop only as an element in shunt with the 
point of low impedance as established by 
negative voltage feedback, and loop phase 
shift due to the transformer alone cannot 
possibly exceed 90 deg. But with secondary 
feedback, circuit complexity comprised by 
the transformer is within the loop, with 
source impedance usually equal to the un- 
altered plate resistance of the power ampli- 
fier stage ; compared with phase relaticns 
at mid -frequencies, phase shift at high fre- 
quencies easily exceeds 180 deg. right in 
this portion of the feedback loop alone, and 
the system becomes regenerative instead of 
degenerative. 

To permit operation at all, the important 
transformer high -frequency resonances must 
far outside the audio band. Assuming at- 
tention confined to high -quality equipment 
having extensive feedback, it follows that 
the transformer must be faultless in the 
audio band (within simple compensation 
limits) before feedback is applied. Includ- 
ing the transformer in the loop thus can 
afford little improvement in the useful band, 
even if by some means the stability problem 
is satisfactorily solved. What was promis- 
ing in principle tends to be of little value in 
practice. 

The Case Against Secondary Feedback 

1. For general distortion reduction and 
gain stabilization, considerably less feed- 
back can be applied with secondary feed- 
back than with that of primary form, with- 
out serious sacrifice of stability margins. 

2. In circuits requiring extensive feed- 
back, need for reasonably low plate 
resistance as source impedance for the 
transformer imposes the restriction of using 
triodes, or multiple feedback loops. 

3. General success of the amplifier design 
is dependent upon output transformer char- 
acteristics which are difficult to control 
in design and manufacture, as compared 
with those characteristics important in the 
stability of primary feedback systems. 

These are related and severe disadvan- 
tages of secondary feedback. all due to in- 

r 

elusion of the complex high- frequency 
output transformer structure within the 
loop. To meet rigid requirements on mar- 
gins of stability in both amplitude and 
phase, under any and all load conditions, 
the secondary feedback method is not readily 
applicable, unless only a small amount of 
feedback is needed to fulfill performance 
specifications. 

Principal labor in including the trans- 
former within the loop is directed more 
toward preventing oscillation outside the 
audio band than toward improvement of 
performance within the desired band. The 
price of secondary feedback can be a bit 
high compared with the added value of 
specification advantages resulting from its 
use. Spectacular results may be obtained 
by other feedback means, without sacrifice 
of stability. 

BEST VALUE - IN TAPE 

RECORDING HISTORY! 
HEAR US AT THE SHOW 

Hear and See the new Crestwoods at the Music 
Industry Trade Show, Chicago, July 13 -16. 
Room 756 in the Palmer House. 

NEW &ecdt«weá 303 

Nothing like it at the price 
-little like it at many times 
the price! Unusual high -fi- 
delity performance -50 to 
10,000 cycles frequency re- 
sponse at 71/2" per second 
tape -speed - for only 
$199.50 (taxes not included). 
Smart styling, too. 

HiFi vet et d 400's 
Crestwood engineering 
makes tape recorder history! 
Matches the finest profes- 
sional equipment in hi -fi 
performance -frequency re- 
sponse of 40 to 12,000 cycles 
at7'/ "per second tape -speed. 
Yet costs only $199.50 to 

$299.50 (taxes not included). 
All Crestwoods exceed 
NARTB standards. 

TAPE RECORDERS 

BY D A Y S T R O M 
Open a Brand New 
World of Recorded Sound 

SEND IN COUPON TODAY- 
Crestwood Division of Daystrom Electric Corp., Dept. AE -7, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

Please send me complete information about the new Crestwood models. 

My nome 

Address 

City - - Zone Slue 
J 
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there's a LOWELL Speaker Baffle 
for ANY ceiling height 
Overcome sound- system acoustical and installation problems ... select 
speaker baffles from the complete Lowell line. Correct design, rigid con- 

struction, proper baffle loading and beauty combine to make Lowell 

speaker baffles the sound technician's first choice. 

AL Series Flush Mounting Baffles for LOW CEILINGS. Available in six 

models for 6" to 15" speakers. Diffuser mounting through soft rubber 
grommets eliminates metallic resonance. 

41f2P° 
SR Seiles Chandelier BL Series AL Series 

Baffles Speaker Baffles Speaker Baffles 

BL Series Surface 
Mounting Baffles for 
NORMAL CEILINGS 
Five models for 6" to 
12" speakers. deavy 
gauge spun aluminum 
construction. Perfect 
speaker cone loading. 

SR Series Chandelier Baffles for HIGH CEILINGS Available in four 
sizes for 7" to 12" speakers. 18 gauge spun aluminum housing. Designed 
for railroad stations. etc. 

Please write for specifications and prices. 

LOWELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY 3030 Laclede Station Rd. 
St. Louis 17, Mo. 

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. 560 King St., West, Toronto, Ontario 

Authoritative and 
Enlightening ... 

Acknowledged the Leading Publication 
in the Field of Sound Reproduction 

If you are novice hobbyist, experimenter, or engineer ... if you 
are a lover of music ... and in pursuit of sound, undistorted 
. . . Audio Engineering will be your faithful, reliable corn - 
panion all the way. You will find no more pleasureable and 
stimulating reading than there is in AE; absorbingly interest- 
ing material, valuable and authentic data, workable detailed in- 
structions ... all comprehensively and yet practically presented. 

"What to Do" and "How to Do" will guide your every move 
through this thrilling experience we call Audio. 

Each new issue brings New Ideas, New Slants, and Latest Devel- 
opments ... month in and month out ... twelve times a year. 

BE SURE to get your copies REGULARLY. 

MAIL this 
Coupon 

/O ry 

I 

AUDIO ENGINEERING 
P. O. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 
enclosed is ] Check E Money Order for $ 
Please sane a copy of each new issue of Audio Engineering for the newt 
G 12 mantis; C 24 months to: 

Please Print 

Home 

Address___ 

City Zane State 
.baripden Nee: U.S.A., Canada and Pan Amerkan Union: I 

Sa.00 Z y..r...$5.00. Other reentries: I year ..$4.00 2 years $7.00 
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MAGNETIC HEAD WEAR 
(from page 29) 

this head inductance of 4.2 mh restored 
the head performance to normal. The 
curves of Figs. 4, 5, and 6 depict the 
head performance for inductances of 
3.85, 3.5, and 3.1 mh. These curves also 
show the change in bias current re- 
quired to regain proper frequency 
characteristics. 

e 

111I 
1I OUS 

Fig. 5. Frequency characteristic vs. initial and 
optimum bias current for a head inductance 

of 3.5 mh at 45 ft. /min, 
Figure 7 shows the gradual loss in 

high frequencies as the recording head 
inductance drops from 4.9 to 3.1 mh 
at a constant bias current of 16 ma. 

Exploring the region of maximum 
sensitivity bias of the record head over 
the range of inductances from 4.9 to 
3.1 mh, it was noticed that the initial 
bias current of 16 ma and the reduced 
optimal bias currents in all cases repre- 
sented bias currents corresponding to 
a value either equal to or slightly lower 
than maximum sensitivity bias. How- 
ever, this statement should not be con- 
strued to mean that it is only necessary 

Y 
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Fig. 6. Frequency characteristic vs. initial and 
optimum bias current for a head inductance 

of 3.1 mh at 45 ft. /min. 
to adjust the bias current to maximum 
sensitivity bias to recover the lost high 
frequencies. This procedure would only 
result in an approximately normal per- 
formance. In order to compensate for 

M 11111IM1 
11111 =, 

. 

= 
MIN -----"All 

' 
NNE = 1liiirl mom 11q11r imIIIIIIm11 ° mI1111immI ImIlilii m IIIIIm1 m_iim ,, , 

t ka-m .,¢a 

Fig. 7. Frequency response vs. inductance o 
recording head measured at a constant bias 

of 16 ma at 45 ft. /min. 
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Fig. 8. Head 'nductance vs. sensitivity change, 
45 ft. /min., 400 cps. 

head wear accurately, it is necessary to 
reduce the bias current experimentally 
to a value which will produce the initial 
frequency characteristic. 

During these tests it was also noticed 
that a sensitivity change occurred in 
the test head. The sensitivity varia- 
tions are shown on the curves of Fig. 8. 
Zero sensitivity of the test head as a 
record head corresponds to the sensi- 
tivity of the head with its full inductance 
of 4.9 mh operating at a bias current of 
16 ma. It should be noted that as the 
head inductance is decreased and the 
head sensitivity increased it is neces- 
sary, in order to obtain 100 per cent 
modulation (approximately 2.5 per cent 
distortion at 400 cps), that the signal 
input to the head (signal current) be 
reduced by the amount shown on this 
curve. In exploring the performance of 
the test head as a reproduce head, zero 
sensitivity was assumed as the sensi- 
tivity of the head with an inductance 
of 4.9 mh. As the head inductance was 
lowered, the output from the head in- 
creased by the amount shown on this 
curve. 

The curve of Fig. 9 shows the change 
in the 100 per cent modulation level 
that was noted as the head inductance 
was decreased and the bias current re- 
adjusted for satisfactory high- frequency 
performance. 

Figure 10 has been included to show 
approximate values of optimum bias 
currents which can be used in an initial 
attempt at correcting fbr high -fre- 
quency loss by the record head when 
the head inductance has been reduced 
clue to head wear. It must be under- 
stood that this curve can only be offered 
as an approximation toward the desired 
optimal bias current. Minor deviations 
from it may exist in individual cases. 

All the above -described tests were 
made at a film speed of 45 ft. per min., 
or 9 in. per sec. The attenuation of re- 
corded high frequencies due to magnetic 

.:: mom. .Ñ .....8... .. 
CC::::: G: 

Fig. 9. Head inductance vs. optimum bias cur- 
rent vs. 100 per cent modulation level at 400 

cps, 45 ft. /min. 

TYPE 4200 

llaialee69deet 
This unit has been developed to 
meet present day requirements 
for compactness. The filter requires 
only 31h inches of rack space. 

Features .. . 

LOW HUM PICKUP through the use of toroid coils. The unit may be used in circuits having signal 
levels as low as -40 dbm without the necessity for taking special precautions against hum pickup. 
LOW DISTORTION: The filter may be used at levels up to plus 20 dbm with negligible intermedio 
lation distortion. 
RELIABILITY: All capacitors and inductors are hermetically sealed for lifetime service. Aging effects 
are negligible. 

General Specifications .. . 

DIMENSIONS: Standard rack panel, slotted, 342' high. Maximum depth Ph". 
CONTROLS: Low frequency cutoff selector knob, high frequency cutoff selector knob, on -off key. 

RANGES: Both low and high frequency cutoff controls cover 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 
4000 and 5000 cycles. 

ATTENUATION: Approximately 16 db, per octave on both high and low frequency cutoff points. 
IMPEDANCE: 500/600 ohms, in -out. 
FINISH: Engraved panel finished in medium gray baked enamel. 

(Special colors available upon request.) 
The filter has standard Input and output jacks located on 
the front panel in addition to the terminal block at the rear. 

11423 VANOWEN ST, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

1xe. 
Manufacturers of Precision Resistors, Toroid Inductors and Electric Wave Filters 

REPRESENTATIVES: 
Jack Beebe, 5707 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois 
George E. Harris d Co., Box 3005, Municipal Airport, Wichita, KansaS 
Marvin E. Nulsen, 5376 E. Washington St., Indianapolis 19, Indiana 
Burlingame Associates, 103 Lafayette Street, New York City 

Sunset 3.3860 

For further information 
contact your nearest 
Hycor representative or 

write for Bulletin S 

NOW... PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOUND REPRODUCTION 
RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME! 

THE AMAZING NEW 

IRCH/LO 
SERIES 215 

DIAMOND 
CARTRIDGE / 

Replace any modern pickup with this new cartridge, 
and enjoy recorded music as never before! High 

compliance - freedom of stylus to yield to rapid lateral 
deflections - provides these exciting improvements: 

New shades of tone color from fine recordings! 
New clear timbre in high volume piano chords! 
Rich low -frequency tones never previously heard! 
Arm resonance, "needle talk," rendered inaudible! 
Stylus wear greatly reduced, record quality preserved! 
And above all - TRACKING DISTORTION ELIMINATED! 

High compliance, low -mass stylus assembly and 
smooth linearity of extended range are exclusive 

features of the new Fairchild 215. 

First to achieve 
near -perfect 

lateral compliance 
for optimum Hi -F'i performance... 

with lines 
fo 33d or 

45 or 
sty 

78 rpm records 

owONIY 

3750 
ORDER FROM YOUR AUDIO DEALER -or write direcf to: 

/e R l/l/ iii Q E U/PMENT °a 
9th Ave. 8 154th St., Whitastone, N.Y. 

Manufacturers of the World's Finest Professional Sound Equipment 
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Broadcast Type 

EQUALIZED 
TRANSCRIPTION 
PRE -AMPLIFIER 

PROVIDES Equalization for General Electric Variable 
Reluctance Pickup. 

FEED INTO MIXER SYSTEMS. Output level of -15 VU. 
FULL "NARTB' low frequency response -low distortion. 
FOUR POSITION SWITCH to adjust high frequency response. 
CUEING CIRCUIT FOR HEADPHONES. 

G -E Transcription Accessories Also Include: 
FA -12 -A Transcription Equalizer 
Al -501 Transcription Arm 
RPX -046 and RPX -047. Variable Reluctance Cartridges 

For information write: General Electric Company 
Section 4473, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

High Fidelity Record Reproduction 

6L 

Bess base) 
Cre MODEL 3/521' 

Non -Intermix Model 
LIST PRICE í54.50 
(less base) 

S 'Available in 
1.- cream, brown or 

gray finish. 

7/111 ifirt9H44 
3 -SPEED RECORD CHANGERS 

]N io AND 11 
CH RECORDS 

7, 10, AND 12 
INCH RECORDS 

MODEL 3/522 
Intermixes 10 and 12Inch records 
LIST PRICE $65.00 ú 

48 

RECORD CHANGER BASE 
Wood. Mahogany F mash, heavy 
construction. LIST PRICE S9.50 

On Sole at Leading Dealers. Write for Complete Literature. 

ROCKBAR CORPORATION 211 East 37th Street Nm. York 1F, . N Y 

head wear at other film or tape speeds 
will have the same trend, although it 
does not necessarily follow that the 
same pattern obtained with a 45 ft. 
per min. film speed will result. How- 
ever, practice has shown that in all 
cases it has been possible to regain lost 
high frequencies through a reduction 
of bias current. 

//NNE 

s' 1 w 
a BflllY B!M 
+ 1111 
a 11111M 

IBM 

Fig. 10. Head inductance vs. optimum bias cur- 
rent, 45 ft. /min. 

We would like to inject a note of 
caution : Each change in bias current 
necessitates the re- establishment of the 
100 per cent modulation recording level 
to avoid overloads and resultant in-. 
crease in distortion. 

emi2.104frogsni 

Re.#4.44 
POSITIONS OPEN and AVAILABLE 

PERSONNEL may be listed here at no 
charge to industry or to members of 
the Society. For insertion in this col- 
umn, brief announcements should be in 
the hands of the Secretary, Audio En- 
gineering Society, P. O. Box 12, Old 
Chelsea Station, N. Y. 11, N. Y., before 
the fifth of the month preceding the 
date of issue. 
er Positions Open Positions Wanted 
* ENGINEER, for acoustic and audio re- 
search laboratory of progressive manufac- 
turer located in pleasant New York subur- 
ban area. Must have good background in 
loudspeakers, microphones, transducers, and 
physics of moving systems. Challenging 
opportunity and attractive salary commen- 
surate with expedience and past achieve- 
ments Box 601, AUDIO ENGINEERING. 

* SALES MANAGER. Large Detroit Sound 
Distributor needs sales manager. Experi- 
enced man can start at $R,000- 10.0($) per 

\ 

.1111y 13- 16-MusIc INDUSTRY TRADE SHOW. 
Palmer House, Chicago, Ill. 

August 19 -21 -1953 WEScoN (Western 
Electronic Show and Convention), Civic 
Auditorium, San Francisco, California. 

September 1- 3- INTERNATIONAL SIGHT AND 
SOUND EXPOSITION, combined with the 
CHICAGO AUDIO FAIR. Palmer House, 
Chicago, Ill. 

October 14-17 -Fifth Annual Convention 
of the AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY, and 
THE AUDIO FAIR. Hotel New Yorker, 
New York City. 
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NEW LITERATURE 

Triad Transformer Corporation, 405:. 
Redwood Ave., Venice, Calif. lists more 
than 600 items in a new 28 -page illus- 
trated catalog which has just been re- 
leased. Featured Is an expanded line of 
TV components and industrial transform- 
ers, including toroids, transistor trans- 
formers, and miniatures for use in small 
audio amplifiers. The catalog also contains 
a geophysical section. Request for copy 
should specify Catalog TR -53. 

Electro- Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Mich., in 
Bulletin No. 197, gives full details of the 
Compound Diffraction Projector, a new 
EV- designed p. a. loudspeaker system. Il- 
lustrated and described are the audio dif- 
fraction principles on which the CDP is de- 
signed. Also shown are curves for com- 
paring the polar pattern and frequency re- 
sponse of the CDP with those of existing 
re- entrant -type horns. Copy will be mailed 
free on request. 

Audio ß Video Products Corp., 730 Fifth 
Ave., New York 19, N. Y. is distributing a 
4 -page illustrated catalog which presents 
detailed specifications and prices on the 
complete line of Ampex tape recording 
equipment and accessories. Featured is the 
new Ampex unit which permits up to 
eight hours continuous play with auto- 
matic reversal. 

Wells Salas, Inc., 333 W. Chicago Ave., 
Chicago 22, Ill. devotes a new 16 -page 
catalog to more than 150 types of small 
switches, including toggle and leaf types, 
miniatures such as Micro and Switchette, plungers, roller and wafer models, timers, and circuit breakers. In addition to illus- trations, there are specs and prices. 

Transvision, Inc., New Rochelle, N. Y., illustrates and describes a new, improved 
line of television kits in a pocket -size 
folder which will be mailed free on re- 
quest. Prepared by the company's educa- 
tional department, the folder stresses the ease and economy with which Transvislon kits can be assembled, as well as the value 
of the experience thus obtained. 

Simpson Elctric Company, 5200 W. Kin- 
zie St., Chicago 44, III. is distributing free 
a special publication titled "1001 Uses for the Model 260." In its 50 well -illustrated 
pages the booklet offers detailed data on technical features of the Simpson Model 
260 volt- ohm- milliammeter, as well as specific information on its use on various types of radio and electrical applications. 

Heinemann Electric Co., 340 Plum St.. Trenton 2, N. J., offers a new manual ex- plaining operating principles of basic cir- cuit breaker designs and providing en- gineering data on factors of application. Included in the manual are simplified di- agrams showing the three basic types of circuit breakers in general use, together with brief descriptions. Through colored charts and diagrams explanations of 
temperature factors, inrush current ef- fects, tripping and reset time, and time delay curves are provided. This booklet should be of informative value to any- 
one concerned with circuit breaker ap- plication, and is available upon request for Manual 101. 

Photocircuits Corporation, Glen Cove, 
N. Y., has just published a new 8 -page brochure in which printed circuits, their function, fabrication, and application are comprehensively outlined and described. This modern method of "wiring" offers 
reduced assembly time, circuit repro- ducibility, lower wiring costs, improved reliability and miniaturization, and is particularly suitable for radio and TV chassis, i.f. strips, antenna filters, ter- minal boards, wiping switches, flush commutators, and other uses where cost 
is an important factor. The booklet in- cludes information on methods of ap- 
plication, materials, electrical character- 
istics with tables of values, components 
such as capacitors, resistors, tube sock- 
ets, switches, etc. Assembly methods are 
described and costs are suggested. Copy 
may be had upon request. 

LLAILtal 
The Greatest Name in TURNTABLE S 

For High Fidelity Record Reproduction 

Record reproduction begins with the 
turntable, and there can be no 

compromise with turntable quality 
where the best sound reproduction 

is desired. 

REK -O -KUT has long been famous 
for outstanding disc recording 

equipment and this specialized skill has 
contributed immeasurably to making 

Rex -o -KUT turntables the accepted 
quality standard among professionals 

and music lovers alike. 

REK -O-KUT turntables are available in 

two- and three -speed models priced from $59.50 

at leading Dealer- Distributors. 

Write for Descriptive Literature. 

REK-O-KUT CO. 
38 -038 Queens Boulevard, Long Island City 1, New York 

N E W W I L L I A 

r -gieark/rt 
AMPLIFIER KIT 

FEATURES 
Practically disti, lionless. Harmonic and inle¡weaulation disci, lion 
bath Ins than one hall at l` ±; al 5 watts. 
Frepuency respante 1 db tom 10 cycles to Ill kilocycles. 

Site: lining PEERLESS at ACROSOUND Transformers available. 
girt! Williamson type Ampifier suppfied with matching p,eampifier. 

When selecting an amplifier for the heart of a fine high - 
fidelity, audio system, investigate the outstanding advantages 
Offered by the Heathkit Williamson type Amplifier. Here is 
en amplifier that meets every high -fidelity audio require- 
ment and makes listening to recorded music a thrilling new 
experience through naturally clear, lifelike reproduction of r sound at all tonal levels. Wide acceptance of the Heathkit 
Williamson type Amplifier by the most critical purchasers 
clearly demonstrates that high -fidelity can be coupled with 

' low Cost. For factual information regarding the Heathkit 
Williamson type Amplifier, consult "CONSUMERS RE- 
SEARCH ANNUAL CUMULATIVE BULLETIN 1952 -53." 

This outstanding amplifier is offered with the optional 
choice of the ACROSOUND output transformer or the PEER- 
LESS output transformer. ACROSOUND features ULTRA - 
LINEAR circuitry, which is the exclusive development of the 
Acro Products Company and provides a. greater margin of 
reserve power efficiency and increases power output. PEER - 
LESS features additional primary taps to permit the optional 
choice of either the extended power circuitry. now enjoying 
curtert popularity. or all of the advantages of the original 
Williamson type circuit. 

The construction manual has been simplified to the point 
where even the complete novice can successfully construct 
the amplifier without difficulty. Write for a free catalogue 
containing complete specifications and schematics of the 
Heathkit Williamson type Amplifier. 

M S O N T Y P E 

HEATH COMPANY 
BENTON HARBOR 25, MICH. 
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PRICES OF VARIOUS COMBINATIONS 
W.2 Amplifier Kit (incl. Main Ampli , .- "ith Peerless Output Transform. 

, Power Supply and WA -PI Preamplifier Kit) Shipping $aaQ50 
Weight 39 lb.. Shipped express 11V .my. 
W -21 Amplifier Kit Sint. Main Amplin.r "i h Peerless Output Transformer 
:.nñ Power supply) Snipping $ 15 Weight 29 Ibo. Snipped express 
..rab. 
W-3 Amplifier 

rrross ounici Output 
Main 

" Power Supply and WA- t/a 
`I Preamplifier )(10 Shipping 46950 
Weight ight 39 lbs. Shipped express 11V only. 
W -sil Amplifier Kit (Incl. Main Amplifier 

with Acrosound Output Trans- 1c with 
and Power Supply) Ship. f I r.r 

Trans- 
ping Weight 29 lbs. snipped ex. 4 a 

wApl Preamplifier Kit ly. Shipping 
Weight 7 lbs. Shipped aspres. 

$1975 or parcel Peat. 
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It's Me New 

STEPHENS 15" Coaxial 

and TERMINAL 
Has it! 

The 

COAXIAL 
SPEAKERS 

new STEPHENS 206AX 15" coaxial 
speaker employs a 7'2 lb. Alnico V magnet 
for optimum clarity and freedom from dis- 
tortion at whisper and power crescendo lev. 
els. Improved and extended frequency 
response is due to the new diaphragm and 
high frequency throat structure. Aluminum 
die cost for prevention of warping ...plus 
other outstanding features. A must for 
those who demand the finest in musical 
reproduction. 

Power (opacity 25 watts 
Response 40 to 16000 cycles 
Crossover Frequency 1200 cycles 

Total Weight 32 lbs. 

Price 12200 net 

Also: 

Price ... . 

Newly 
designed 
STEPHENS 
Corner 
Cabinet, 
Model 626 
for 15" 
loudspeakers. 
Ideal for 
the 206AX 
speaker. 

11760 net 

FREE! send for new 

"TERMINAL'S AUDIO CATALOG" 
o complete guide for true 

sound reproduction. 

lermina 

Radio Co, , 
OPEN THURSDAY EVES. TILL 8 

AMPLE PARKING AFTER 6 P.M. 

85 Cortlandt St., New York 7, N.Y. 
WOrth 4 -3311 
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speaker. The basic design of this cir- 
cuit appears in Fig. 12 -5. Although at 
first glance the stage may seem quite 
different from a push -pull arrangement, 
an analysis of the flow of signal currents 
will indicate that the signals from each 
out -of -phase half of the circuit com- 
bine in -phase in the load. As in the 
case of the conventional push -pull cir- 
cuit, the two signals are out of phase 
from the point of view of direction of 
flow from each tube, but in phase from 
the point of view of the load. 

The a.c. loads for each tube in the 
conventional push -pull circuit are in 
series. In Fig. 12 -5 the single, untapped 
load impedance is equivalent to two sep- 
arate loads in parallel. The operational 
results are: 1) Distortion that occurs 
at high -power operation (class AB) due 
to imperfect coupling between the two 
halves of the transformer primary is 
eliminated. 2) The required value of 
load impedance is half of, rather than 
double the single -tube value, due to the 
parallel load connection. This brings 
the optimum load value down to a 
reasonable figure for high -impedance 
speaker voice coils (for example, the 
two triodes of the 6AS7 -G require a 
load of only 280 ohms with this circuit). 
3) Direct current is kept from the 
speaker voice coil without an output 
transformer, or, if an output trans- 
former is used for matching purposes, 
its characteristics are not as critical. 
The need for transformer design that 
provides very close coupling between 
the two primary halves is eliminated by 
the equivalent of perfect coupling, and 
the effects of d.c. in the primary wind- 
ing do not have to be considered. The 
untapped load is also a convenient fea- 
ture for direct coupling to the speaker. 

The disadvantage of this circuit is 
that the normal requirement for plate 
voltage is doubled, although the power 
drawn from the B supply remains the 
,arse. This disadvantage may be over- 

, line by a circuit configuration that 
Keeps the basic load design while plac- 
ing the output tubes in parallel for the 
d.c. supply,' but d.c. must then flow 
through the transformer primary. 

Cathode- Loaded Output Stages 

The primary of the output trans- 
former constitutes a load which is 
placed in series with a source of elec- 
trical power (the B supply) and a 
variable resistance (the tube). Other 
factors being equal, it makes no differ- 
ence in what order the elements of this 
series circuit appear. In Fig. 12 -6, 
(A) and (B) compare a plate- loaded 
circuit and a cathode- loaded circuit, 
both of which have grid circuits that 
operate independently of cathode cur- 
rent. These two stages will have the 
same operating characteristics and will 
require the same value of load imped- 
ance. 

+Ibid. 

The circuit of Fig. 12 -7 is different 
in that the cathode load is common to 
both the grid and plate circuits. All of 
the output voltage reappears, out of 
phase, at the input, since it is applied 
between the cathode and grid return. 
This results in a voltage loss rather 
than gain, referred to as a "gain" of 
less than one, although power gain is 
still possible. Such a circuit is called a 
cathode follower, because the voltage 
from cathode to ground follows the 
grid voltage exactly and in phase. 

The cathode- follower stage will be 
discussed in greater detail in the sec- 
tion on voltage amplifiers. Its charac- 
teristics include extremely low distor- 
tion and lowered internal output im- 
pedance. Used in the power amplifier, 
however, it renders the stage so insensi- 
tive as to require input signal voltages 
of inconveniently high and sometimes 
unreasonable magnitude, and drastically 
reduces efficiency. Although the effective 
plate resistance of the tubes is greatly 
reduced by the 100 per cent out -of -phase 
feedback, the optimum load impedance 
is calculated on the basis of the original 
plate resistance values, (as is the case 
with more conventional feedback cir- 
cuits) and thus remains unchanged from 
the value used with standard circuits. 

Negative Feedback 

Negati. e, inverse, or degenerative 
feedbacks refers to a system in which a 
fraction of the amplifier output signal 
is fed back to the input terminals out - 
of- phase. This reduces the gain of the 
amplifier, but in effect pre -compensates 
the input signal characteristics for the 
distortion that will be encountered in 
Fig. 12-8 (A), illustrates the ampli- 
fication of a stage without feedback, in 
which the generated distortion is indi- 
cated by the notch in the output sine 
wave. In (B), part of this distorted sig- 
nal is fed back to the input and mixed 
with the undistorted input signal, creat- 
ing a new input signal of reduced am- 
plitude, but with an anticipatory hump 
where the notch is to be introduced. 
The result is to partially cancel the 
notch that would normally have been 
present in the output. If the input signal 
is now increased, as in (C), the output 
signal is restored to its original ampli- 
tude. but at the lower percentage of dis- 
tortion. 

Negative current feedback is produced 
when the feedback signal is proportional 
to the output current. Feedback obtained 
from the voltage drop across a small re- 
sistor in series with the load, or from 
an un- bypassed cathode bias resistor 
(which is in series with both input and 
output circuits simultaneously) provides 
such an arrangement. Negative voltage 
feedback, the type normally employed 

5 H. S. Black, "Stablized feedback ampli- 
fiers," Bell Sys. Tech. J., v. 13 p. 1, Jan- 
uary 1934. 
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in power output circuits, furnishes a 
feedback signal proportional to the out- 
put voltage. 

It is especially important that nega- 
tive feedback be taken over the output 
stage of the audio amplifier. A common 
feedback circuit is shown in Fig. 12 -9, 
in which the signal voltage developed 
across the transformer secondary and 
speaker is applied to the voltage divider 
consisting of Rk, and un- bypassed cat - 
ode resistor, and Ri, usually called the 
feedback resistor. All of the stages 
within the feedback loop benefit. The 
polarity of the feedback leads is deter- 
mined experimentally -if they are re- 
versed the amplifier will tend to oscillate 
rather than suffer a reduction in gain. 

Although feedback is most important 
for the power output stage, there is a 
definite advantage in including in the 
feedback loop voltage amplifier stages 
prior to the power amplifier. If feed- 
back is taken over the power amplifier 
alone, the required signal driving volt- 
age- usually between 20 and 70 volts to 
begin with -is raised to the point where 
distortion in the preceding voltage am- 
plifier may become a serious danger. On 
the other hand, with feedback taken 
back over several stages, (consistent 
with stability) no such heavy burden :s 
placed on the voltage amplifier pre - 
ceeding the feedback loop. It is vitally 
important that no control or signal 
switching facilities exist within the loop. 

The percentage of total output signal 
that is fed back to the input does not 
have an absolute significance; its effect 
depends upon the amount of amplifica- 
tion within the feedback loop. A small 
fraction of output voltage may all but 
cancel the input signal at a low -level 
stage, while a much larger fraction of 
this same output voltage may have a 
relatively minor effect if applied just 
prior to the stage from which it is 
taken. The amount of feedback in an 
amplifier is described quantitatively as 
the decibel ratio of amplifier gain with- 
out feedback to the gain with feedback. 

The number of db of negative feedback 
in an amplifier can be measured without 
much difficulty. With a given input signal 
amplitude the output voltage of a feed- 
back amplifier is noted on an oscilloscope 
or an a.c. meter connected across the 
output at some convenient point such as 
the speaker voice coil. The ratio of this 
output voltage to the increased voltage 
that appears when the feedback resistor 
is removed, converted to db by the volt- 
age formula, is the amount of feedback. 
For example, if feedback reduces the 
output voltage by a factor of 10 the 
amplifier has 20 db of feedback. 

The feedback taken over an amplifier 
stage or group of stages is equal to: 

(db of feedback) =20 log (1 -Aß) 
where A = original voltage gain within 

feedback loop 
13= fraction of output voltage fed 

back 
Aft= "feedback factor" (always 

negative when the feed- 
back is negative) 

The loop gain of a feedback amplifier is 

`WILLÌims fi 

HIGH 
FIDELITY 

aesitef, 
l'oint one feature of the Partridge Williamson Type 

WWFB Audio Transformer -you are assured from the 
word 'go' of the performance exactly as intended by the 

designer. Point two -you can get that performance "off 
the shell" from any good radio jobber -for the WWFB 

is now available to all -there is now no need to suffer 
anything less than the best- remember there just is no 

substitute for the Partridge Williamson Type (vide "Audio 
Engineering -Nov 1949). Your assurance is in the fact 

that na WWFB leaves our works without being individ- 
ually tested to make sure it lives 'up to specification'. 

If in difficulty, don't hesitate, write us direct giving 
your jobbers address -we will see that you are supplied 

without delay. 

PRICE 

$26.00 
duty paid 

PARTRIDGE 
WILLIAMSON Type 

PARTRIDGE TRANSFORMERS LTD., TOLWORTH, SURREY, ENGLAND 
_I 

f/7, 
AA 

CAN 

AI 

There's no need to spend several 
hundred dollars -now that our 
custom -engineered speaker cabi- 
net is available! Carefully craft- 
ed of selected 3/4" plywood, 
it's truly o piece of fine furniture. 
Extremely low resonance- excel- 
lent low frequency response - 
freedom from rattle. Comes com- 
pletely assembled with speaker 
mounting hardware, terminal 
strip and acoustical lining. 

Finished in: Black 
Lacquer, Bleached or 
Dark Mahogany. Plain 
or Modern hand - 

painted fabrics. 
Height 37 "; width 
26 "; depth 18 ". 

Above: Cutaway view 
(speaker not included) 

Left: Traditional Model #1.1 

Write for specification sheet 

$49-5° 
CONSUMER NET 

FOB NEW ORLEANS 

CUtS'T0/11 L'LECTRO/I/CS //IC. 
813 Chartres Street Canal 4120 New Orleans 
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reduced by the ratio _ and is 

equal to: 

(Gain with feedback). `q - 1 
1 -Aß 1 /A -ß 

It may be seen from this last expression 
that as A is increased for a given ß the 
final gain of the amplifier becomes more 
and more dependent on the constant ß, 

(approaching the value 1 /3) and less 
dependent on the imperfect physical 
factors that determine A. The sacrifice 
in gain, therefore, permits increased 
stability and increased freedom from 
distortion, frequency discrimination, and 
noise produced within the feedback loop. 

It may also be seen that if the feed- 
back factor Aß becomes positive at any 
frequency the gain and distortion are in- 
creased. The feedback is then positive or 
regenerative rather than negative, and 
after a certain point the amplifier will 
be self -oscillatory. 

The benefits of feedback are not con- 
fined to reducing amplitude distortion; 
any changes of or additions to the signal 
by the amplifying stages are opposed. 
Harmonic distortion over a reasonable 
range of plate current variation, noise, 
and effective source impedance are all 

1 

1 
reduced by the same factor 

Aß 
as gain, and the allowable input signal 
amplitude is correspondingly increased. 

There is a difference, however, be- 
tween the effects of negative feedback 
on harmonic distortion and on noise. 
Distortion voltage appears as a percent- 
age of output amplitude.6 The distortion 
voltage in the output of the feedback 
amplifier shown at (B) in Fig. 12-8 
is reduced, by the factor / Áß, from 
what it would have been without feed- 
back at the reduced amplitude, and the 
percentage of distortion at all levels is 
therefore lowered by this same factor. 
Noise generated in the amplifier, on the 
other hand, is normally independent of 
signal amplitude. The output noise volt- 

age is also reduced by 1 ß from what 

it would have been at the decreased 
output signal level, but the absolute 
value of the noise voltage generated is 
just as great at the reduced level as at 
the original level. Noise is therefore 
reduced no more than the signal, and 
the signal -to -noise ratio at first remains 
the same. 

In order to achieve the same degree 
of improvement in signal -to -noise ratio 
as in distortion it is necessary to take 
the additional step shown at (C) in Fig. 
12-8, that of increasing the input sig- 
nal to the point where the output again 
assumes its original amplitude. This 
procedure does not affect the amount 
of noise generated in the amplifier or 
the amount fed back, so that the full re- 
duction of noise voltage remains in 
effect at the increased output. 

e The percentage of distortion normally 
varies with output amplitude, but this fact 
does not have to be taken into account to 
explain the effect of feedback on distortion. 

Negative feedback also creates a sec- 
ondary advantage when used in con- 
junction with push -pull amplifier stages. 
The characteristics of all of the stages 
within the loop are stabilized and made 
more independent of variable factors 
such as power -supply voltage and tube 
condition, and the maintenance of push - 
pull balance is thus aided. 

Inverse feedback cannot, however, 
help all situations indiscriminately. 
Severely deficient frequency response 
is a case in point. Signal frequencies at 
which amplification is reduced will auto- 
matically feed back less of a cancelling 
voltage, and frequency discrimination 
will be compensated for, but this same 
process may in certain cases increase 
rather than decrease amplitude distor- 
tion. If the original frequency discrimi- 
nation is great enough (as might be the 
case in a poor -quality output trans- 
former) the feedback factor in the de- 
ficient frequency range will be quite 
small, while signal input to the stages 
within the feedback loop will have been 
greatly increased to restore the original 
output signal amplitude. The result, 
with a large amount of total feedback, 
is to overdrive the amplifier in a fre- 
quency range virtually unprotected by 
feedback, and frequency compensation 
is secured at the expense of the much 
greater evil of higher distortion. 

All of the above discussion has been 
based upon the assumption that the out- 
put signal is returned to the input 180 
deg. out -of- phase. This assumption can 
never be entirely true, as some phase 
shift will always occur due to the re- 
active elements in amplifiers. As signal 
phase is shifted within the feedback loop 
the cancelling effect of the feedback 
voltage is reduced, and there is a transi- 
tion from negative to positive feedback. 

The same circuit conditions that pro- 
duce frequency discrimination produce 
phase shift. Specifically, coupling capa- 
citors will have higher reactances and 
produce greater phase shifts at very low 
frequencies; shunt capacitances affect- 
ing the higher frequencies will be pres- 
ent in amplifier networks; and the out- 
put transformer will create both induc- 
tive and capacitive effects. 

The phase shift becomes progressively 
greater at the frequency extremes. As 
the total amount of feedback is increased 
there is the danger of oscillation at ex- 
treme bass or treble frequencies, usually 
in the subsonic or supersonic range. 
Subsonic oscillation is not difficult to 
detect, as it can be heard as "motor - 
boating" or actually seen as a slow back - 
and -forth movement of the speaker cone. 
It is easier for supersonic oscillation to 
go unnoticed. This may be guarded 
against, when building an amplifier, by 
checking with an oscilloscope across the 
amplifier output terminals. The inaudi- 
ble but troublesome oscillations will 
show clearly on the screen, although 
they may require excitation before they 
occur. In both the subsonic and super- 
sonic checks the amplifier should be ob- 
served under conditions of shock ex- 
citation- touching a screw driver to an 
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input grid may provide the test signal. 
A borderline case will not oscillate, but 
will exhibit peaking at the frequency 
extremes where the gain has been in- 
creased, and a tendency towards low - 
frequency hangover or high -frequency 
ringing. The following are counter- 
measures against regeneration in the 
feedback loop: 

1. Increase of the size of coupling 
capacitors within the loop, to reduce 
I t e -ire urnrc plia,c shift. Coupling 

Fig. 12 -9. Common circuit providing feed- 
back over output stage, phase splitter, and 
preceding voltage amplifier. i) is equal to 

Ra /(Rs + Rs). 

capacitors may also be completely elimi- 
nated by the use of direct- coupled cir- 
cuits. 

2. Use of a superior output trans- 
former. 

3. Decrease of the amount of feedback, 
by an increase in the size of the feed- 
back resistor. 

4. Reduction of the number of stages 
within the feedback loop. 

5. Distribution of the output stage 
feedback between major and minor 
loops. 

6. Introduction of a shorter, frequency 
discriminative feedback circuit within 
the loop proper, embracing fewer stages, 
which reduces over -all loop gain at the 
regenerative frequencies. 

While it has previously been pointed 
out that low phase shift and good super- 
sonic- and subsonic -frequency response 
offer no advantages in a sound repro- 
ducing system as a whole, such charac- 
teristics are not only desirable but up 
to a point necessary within the feed- 
back loop. Beyond certain frequency 
limits, however, the danger of oscilla- 
tion disappears because of poor trans- 
mission through the amplifier stages. 
The conditions for oscillation involve 
not only the absolute phase shift within 
the feedback loop, but the amount of 
this shift relative to attenuation in the 
frequency range concerned. 

Part II of Chapter 12 will appear 
next month. 

RECORDING CURVE 
(from page 22) 

eral points should be kept in mind: 
1. The basic crossover point of 500 cps 

has been maintained, although the ex- 
act shape of the curve has been 
altered slightly, due to the differences 
in characteristics of the rubber -line 
recorder and the new feedback re- 
corder. 
Over the range from 300 cps to about 
7,500 cps there is less than 1 db dif- 
ference between the old and the new 
curve. 

3. Below 300 cps the new curve has a 
rising characteristic introduced by the 
low -frequency pre- emphasis not used 
in the former curve. 

4. Above 7,500 cps the new curve rises 
at a rate of approximately 6 db per 
octave while the former curve grad- 
ually flattened off to about 10,000 cps. 

Reproducer equalization for the "New 
Orthophonic" characteristic may be ob- 
tained in a number of different ways, 
depending upon the type of pickup and 
circuit used. Two suggestions are of- 
fered in Fig. 9 where the use of a high - 
quality magnetic pickup is contemplated. 
These circuits are designed to give over- 
all compensation, complementing the re- 
cording curve with a minimum of in- 
sertion loss. In actual practice minor ad- 
justments to compensate for tone arm 
resonance and for high- frequency pickup 
characteristics may become necessary. 

Other conventional amplifier circuits 
may be used equally well, provided the 
crossover frequency and tone control 
circuits are suitably adjustable. 

In order to compensate accurately for 
both pickup and tone arm characteris- 
tics, it is necessary to check the over -all 
system with a suitable calibrated fre- 

, 

quency record. If a conventional fre- 
quency record with constant- amplitude 
low end and constant- velocity high end 
is used, corrections must be applied 
which take into account the differences 
in relative velocity between the record 
and the recording characteristic at each 
frequency. A simpler approach for the 
non -technical person is to use a test 
record made with the recording char- 
acteristic for which correct equalization 
is desired. With a test record of this 
type the over -all output of a correctly 
adjusted reproducer will be essentially 
constant for all frequencies within the 
nseful range of the system. RCA Victor 
now offers "New Orthophonie" 45 
r.p.m. (12 -5 -51) and 33 -1/3 r.p.m. LP 
(12 -5-49) test records of this type 
which are available through RCA Vic- 
tor record dealers and distributors. 

Comments and Conclusions 

In conclusion, it can be seen that, 
while maintaining the same general 
shape, the RCA Victor recording curve 
has been gradually extended in the 
high- frequency range as both recording 
and reproducing equipments have been 
improved. The effective low- frequency 
characteristic remained essentially un- 
changed since the start of electrical 
recording. However, it is impossible to 
give an exact low- frequency curve be- 
fore 1938 because of the extensive use 
of adjustable bass filters and micro- 
phone placement to obtain the desired 
balance. Since 1938 the low end of the 
curve has had essentially constant am- 
plitude below the 500 -cps crossover 
point until the introduction of the "New 
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Now-2 Professional Results 
on ANY Tap : Neeordf r 

The New tapeMaster 
Recording VUmeter 

Yes, now you can professionally monitor 
any recorder . . determine the correct 
recording level control the recorded 
signal to prevent distortion . . . empha- 
size or deemphasize any particular pas - 
sage! Complete in black bakelite case, the 
Vilmeter offers dual impedance for use 
with either high or low impedance cir- 
cuits . and uses a full wave instru- 
ment bridge rectifier. 3%" rectangular 
semi -hush mounting. $1666 net 
With Internal Illumination, $18.62 net. 

Mail 8 Phone Orders filled. 
25% deposit, balance COD 

Send for Free Catalogue 

LEONARD RADIO, INC. 
Awiie Mast 

69 Cortlandt St., New York City 
COrtlandt 7 -0315 

NOW 
Hear This NEW 

D -1130 
15" Speaker 

New pure iron, 
"high intensity" 
casting 
structure 

The Mart of a fine loud speaker iS its pow- 
erful magnetic structure. Jim Lansing 
engineers have been able to produce 
in the new D -130 a more powerful 
magnetic beam across the voice coil 
than ever before possible. This unique 
design extends the high frequency re- 
sponse 25% and materially improves 
the dampening factor. Hear this new 
Jim Lansing D -180 today ... at your 
audio dealer's. 

Jim Lansing -first in fine sound! 

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC. 
2439 Fletcher Drive, Los Angeles 39, California 
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POLYDIRECTIONAL 
Remote Control 

CONDENSER 

MICROPHONE 
Type C -12 

Announcing a new type of 
condenser microphone with 
polydirectional characteristics 
which may be varied by re- 
mote control during record- 
ing. Pattern may be omni- 
directional, unidirectional, bi- 
directional, or intermediate 
positions. Frequency range: 
20 to 15,000 cps. Output 
level: - 42 dbm for a sound 
field of 10 dynes per sq. cm. 
Output Impedance: 30, 250, 
500 ohms. Operates from 
117-volt, 60 cps a.c. line. 

Write for Catalog 

Akustische und Kino - Geräte 
Ces. m. b. h. 

Nobilegasse 50, 
VIENNA XV, AUSTRIA 

Represented in Canada by 

ELECTROVERT LTD., 
Radio City Building, 

265 Craig St. Montreal 1. 

for every application ... 

ATLAS MIKE STANDS 

most complete - 
most diversified 
line in the world! 

3 

From a professional ajja 
boom stand to a lrlr 
flexible goose neck to a tiny. 
fitting- whatever your need in 
mike stands and accessories - 
depend on it, ATLAS has it for 
you. Designed and manufac 
lured for highest stability, 
quiet, ease of operation, dura- 
bility. And backed up 100% 
by ATLAS -world leader in mike 
stands, public address loud- 
speakers and accessories for 21 
years. 
Compare them all at your die 
aributor- You'll make your next 
mike stand on ATLAS. 

54 

ATLAS SOUND CORP. 
1448 -39th Street, Brooklyn 18, New York 
In Comodo aria, Rodeo Corp ltd . Toronto. Oaf. 

Orthophonic" curve with low- frequency 
pre -emphasis and extended high- and 
low- frequency ranges. 

In adopting the new curve it has been 
the hope of RCA Victor engineers that 
a greater degree of standardization may 
follow in both the phonograph and the 
record industry. The departure from the 
former characteristic is not drastic. It 
does, however, permit a reduction of 
reproducer hum and turntable rumble 
with proper low- frequency compensa- 
tion. With the extended low- frequency 
range of many modern wide -range 
speaker systems, this reduction of hum 
and rumble is now more important than 
with home phonograph equipment. Fur- 
thermore, it is felt that the high -fre- 
quency pre- emphasis is set at the opti- 
mum value for high -quality reproduc- 
tion. 

AMONTHLY SUMMARY of product develop - 
mente and price changes of radio elec- 
tronic- television parte and equipment, supplied by United Catalog Publishers. Inc., 

110 Lafayette Street. New York City. pub- lishers of Radio's Master. 
These REPORTS will keep you up- to-date in 
this ever -changing industry. They will also 
help you to buy and specify to best advantage. 

complete description of most products will 
found In the Official Buying Guide, Radio's Master- available through local radio parts wholesalers. 

Recording Equipment, Speakers, Amplifiers, 
Needles, Tape, etc. 
BEAM INSTRUMENTS -added T.annmy "Westminster" wall - 

tpe eneln.nrr: Tannnp "Parliament" corner -type en- 
rin.ure. (Mahogany cabinet at $125.00 net; Blonde 
cabinet at 51:30.00 net.) 

BERLANT ASSOCIATES -Added model 1503 -D dual -track 
recorder at $345.00 net; model 150343 stogie track 
recorder at $345.00 net. 

ELECTROVOX- Discontinued No. W -8A Replacement Needle 
for Webster Electric. 

FISHER RADIO -Discontinued model 50 -C control chamia. 
GARRARD SALES --Added WB(Wood Base) for model T 

3 -Spend manual player at $5.25 net. 
LOUIS BROS.-Added model 515 sloping wall speaker 

baffle for 15 -In. speaker at $6.75 net; model 115 
corner wall speaker baffle for 15 -in speaker at $9.30 net. 

GUAM- NICHOLS -Added new series of Intercom speakers 
and new series of outdoor theater speakers. 

RADIO APPARATUS CORP. -Discontinued AM receivers 
models AR -2, AR -3; FM receivers models M -51, M -101; 
squelch adapter model MS -119. 

RECORDISC CORP.- Diseontlnned record preserver; turn- 
table lubricant; I -hour recording wire spool. 

RECOTON CORP.-DLscontlnued variable reluctance pickups 
models 1550, 155X. 165X, 175X; acoustic tone arms 
models 51, 61. Increased prices on replacement Pho- 
needle Kits No. 150 to $21.75 net; No. 550 to $185.18 
net: No. 650 to $119 70 net. 

TURNER CO. -Added model ADA 95D dynamic microphone 
al $21.00 net. 

ADDITIONAL CLASSIFIED 
LICENSED 630 R.C.A. TV Chassis with or 

without AGC, Standard Coil TV -201 Tuner, 
suitable for use with 16 -in. or 21 -in. Kine- 
scope. Single units $100, quantity discounts. 
Ansley Radio & Television, Inc., 85 Tremont 
St., Meriden, Conn. 

ADVERTISING ARTIST with top agency 
will service audio companies with modern 
creative brochures, ads. Freelance. E. Gilbert, 
SLocum 6 -9617, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

FOR SALE : Disc recording system : Rek -O- 
Kut M5 overhead lathe mechanism with 120 
L.P.I. feedscrew and Brush RC -80 cutter; 
16 -in. heavy -duty Rek-O -Hat recording turn- 
table in excellent condition with cabinet ready 
to mount and use ; all for $180. McIntosh 
50W2 power amplifier with AE2A preamplifier 
and equalizer ; nets for $325. sale price $190. 
Jac Holzman, 189 W. 10th St., New York 14, 
N. Y. OR 5 -7137. 

CLASSIFIED 
Nam: toe per word per Insertion for noncommerelm 
advertleements; 25e per word for commercial adver- 
tisements. Rates are net, and no discounts will be 
allowed. Copy must be accompanied by remittance In 
lull, and must reach the New York office by the 
drat of the month Ina the data of issue. 

THE AUDIO EXCHANGE, INC. buys and sells quality high -fidelity sound systems and components. Guaranteed used and new equip- ment. Catalogue. Dept. 
AE. 

159-19 
9 8iÓsIde Ave., Jamaica 32, N. Y 

WANTED: Western Electric 728 -B or 754 -A speakers. Send particulars to E. K. Goff, Route #1, Winston- Salem, N. C. 

FOR SALE : Custom Hl -Fi cabinet. Beau- tiful, 
aie soablDr.Mistein, excellent 

9 -l40Ó New York City. 

'ALLIED overhead lathe and turntable, per- fect condition with new oversize G.E. syn- chronous motor and mercury switches. Fair- child 542 arm with 2.5 -mil diamond cartridge mounted in exceptionally sturdy custom ply- wood console cabinet. Used less than 1 year, $525. Ampex 401, used 7 months, with RCA 77D mike, in perfect condition. checked by distributor, $750. MUST SELL, original owner leaving country. New York area only, BE 3 -6587. Box CL -1, AUDIO ENGINEERING. 

WANTED: Bound volumes Avoto ENGI- NEERING, 1947 -1952 inclusive. State price and condition. Box CL -3, AUDIO ENGINEERING. 

ALTEC horn. ; çlnRnt. $1w new diamonds PkerigLPBd 
c flrt changer on 200 r oide25e ch. B CL 2, AUDIO ENGI- NEERING. 

SELLING : Altec 004C in original carton, $125 ; Browning RJ -12 with power supply, 
Jen- sen 

McIntosh 

$ 0, local 
prepaid. 

recorder double 
TL-10, 

a tape playee. Makes 
728 Green- field Ave.. Los Angeles 64, Calif. 

SELL : ELECTRO -VOICE SP12B speaker, near new, $18. Carl Derossett, 10 Hamilton Way, Columbia, Missouri. 

SELL : Radio Craftsmen RC -101 television tuner, leis picture tube. Perfect condition. $185, express collect. Ray Kline. Bigelow Apartments, Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 
30% DISCOUNT on factory -fresh, guaran- teed LP records. Send for free catalog and literature. SOUTHWEST RECORD SALES, Dept. AR, 4710 Caroline, Houston 4, Texas. 
FOR SALE : Altee Lansing 800 speaker, bass 803A, treble 802B ; H. H. Scott 210 -A amplifier; two Livingston Universal arms; Piotering Cartridges diamond stylus, 1 LP, 1 ltd ; Rek -O -Kut '1t -12 table ; all mounted ; hardly used. Military service transfer forces sale at 92 Cliff Road. Wellesley HllLs, Mass. Telephone WE 5 -2689. 

SALE or TRADE -Fairchild 541A1 cutter, equalizer, microgroove thermostylue attach- ments -for Hickok 288X. 292X. Box 101, St. Albans, N. Y. 

EÌAANo saNad JERSE BNAURLis here tyn we have It! Bring your two ears to our Audio shop for the musical experience of your life. Waite BINAURAL 
caa 

Audio in stock others. 
your 

225 IN 818th &St., East Orange, N. J. 
SYSTEMS. 

3 -3779. 

transcriptions. Premium rprice 
Old 

fora World and Associated library discs. Bob Nicholas. 1012 45th Way, Long Beach 7, Calif. 

FOR SALE : 11 Iu66 nors 103LX2woofer,, $45; M Prod 1-i. horn, $35 ; Stephens 824 horn, $20 : Stephens Hyson 26 W$22 

with network. 
$1 Partridge WWFB trans., $15 ; Acrosound 300 trans.. $15. All perfect. FOB. Hovland, 151 Hartford Tapk., llamden, Conn. 
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RECORDING TAPE 
(PLASTIC BASE) 

at NET PRICES 
in Cartons of 12 

WHERE ELSE WOULD THERE 
Magnetic 

BE MORE RED ATAPE? 
1200 (t. plastic tape with plastic reel Included. 
Each reel individually hosed. Choice of nationally 
famous top quality brands such as: Reeves ISPN -12 
3.20; Webeor (2906) 3.20; Audio (1251) 3.23; 
Scotch (111 -A) 3.25; Scotch 11.0. (120A) 3.89; 
Irish. Profeeslonal grade (211 REA) 3.30. 

FOR AN INTERESTING HOBBY AND A CHANCE TO 
EXCHANGE TAPES WITH PEOPLE FROM ALL OVER 
THE WORLD JOIN: 
A. Tape -Respondence Internatinnal 

3455 22 St., San Francisco, Calif. 
(Fred Gnotz, Secretary) 

B. Volcespondence Club 
1611 N. Mango Ave., Chicago, Illinois 
(John Schirmer. Secretary 

*** *A *** *** ***** *** * * **F* 
USED RECORDING TAPE (PLASTIC BASE) 

WASHINGTON, D. C.: 

1.99 for 7" -1200 foot 
.99 for 5 "- 600 foot 
.59 for 4 "- 300 foot 
.29 for 3 "- 150 foot 

Plastie reels Included with 
all alms sizes. 

Money heerfully reNoded if you dc 
not find this tape cleanly erased and as 
good as new. (If you are skeptical and 
from Missouri send us 120 In stamps 
and we'll roll you a sample.) 

New empty plastic reels in boxes for easy 
IMulling. 3" 10e; 4" 22e; 5" 24e; 7" 
30e; 7" Professional reel (2%" hub) 75e 
ea. EMPTY BOXES: 3" 30; 4" 5e; 5" 5e: 
7" 10e ea. 

We carry new recorders, recording blanks, tape, tape 
recorders, etc. at large savings. PLEASE LNCLUDE 
SUFFICIENT POSTAGE. 

COMMISSIONED ELECTRONICS CO. 
2503 Champlain St. N.W., Washington 9, D. C. 

PROFESSIONAL 
DIRECTORY 

Custom- Built Equipment 

U. S. Recording Co. 
1121 Vermont Ave., Washington 5, D. C. 

Lincoln 3 -2705 

"EVERYTHING IN HIGH FIDELITY" 
From Primary Components 

to Completed Custom Audio Equipment 

KIE F 
Sound Corp. 

820 West Olympic Blvd. Los Angeles 15, Calif. 
Richmond 7.0271 ZEnith 0271 

"WE HAVE IT" 
HI -FI COMPONENTS EXCLUSIVELY 

HOLLYWOOD 
ELECTRONICS 

7460 MELROSE AVE. 
HOLLYWOOD 46 
C A L I F O R N I A 
WEBeTER 3-B2 0S 

YoLaPtatuy Pe see 

Dr. Pascal Vetterlein, chief engineer of 
Monake & Co., Hanover, Germany, and de- signer of the Minifon recorder, in New 
York for three -week visit. . Al Travis, 
designer of the Tapak portable tape re- 
corder, reports increased business result- 
ing from expanded sales distribution. . 
A. B. Yong, O. C. Bradbury, and W. E. 
Brown have been appointed district credit managers for Graybar Electric Company 
in Los Angeles, Seattle, and Minneapolis, 
respectively. 

Dr. Constantin S. Ssegho, director of re- 
search since 1942, has been appointed vice - 
president of The Rauland Corporation, 
Chicago. . Entire electronics industry 
mourning the untimely passing of Edwin 
I. Guthman, coil manufacturing pioneer. 

Michael Boris, formerly with Cline 
Electric Company, is new assistant fac- 
tory manager of Simpson Electric Com- 
pany, both Chicago. . . Lonis Haustnan 
has switched from administrative vice - 
president of CBS Radio to vice -presidency 
of CBS -Columbia, Inc., where he will be 
in charge of sales and advertising. 

Lawrence J. Cervoise has been promoted 
to general sales manager of Gates 
Radio Company, Quincy, Ill.- replaced by 
John W. Haerle as head of Gates' New 
York office-other Gates personnel changes 
include addition of TJrlin P. Whitman and 
William Wallace Warren as sales engi- 
neers. . Lloyd A. Hammarlund, presi- 
dent, The Hammarlund Manufacturing 
Co.. Inc., New York, has been elected to 
the executive board of the Electronic Man- 
ufacturers Association, which comprises 
most of the electronic manufacturers in 
the New York -New Jersey area. 

Otto H. Schad*, internationally -known 
electronics engineer in RCA's tube depart- 
ment, honored with engineering doctorate 
by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute -pres- 
entation made at commencement exercises 
during which his son, Otto Jr., was grad- 
uated with bachelor of science degree... . 
Calvin Huey is new ad manager in charge 
of branch operations for The Hallicrafters 
Company. . . Walter W. Jonas has been 
elected vice -president in charge of pro- duction of Radio City Products Company 
of Pennsylvania. . . Dr. Ralph L. Power 
has retired from editorship of "The Trans 
mitter" house organ of Hoffman Radio 
Corporation -plans to hang out his own 
public relations shingle after extended 
South Amnrle-:7 varat inn. 

Chicago Transformer Division of Essex 
Wire Corporation announces consolidation 

ith Standard Transformer Corporation - 
11, -w company to be known as Chicago 
Standard Transformer Corporation. Offi- 
cers are: president, Addison Holton; vice - 
presidents, Arni Helgason, L. S. Racine, 
and Jerome J. Kahn, former Stanoor presi- 
dent; secretary, W. F. Probst, and treas- 
urer, M. A. Roesler. Ampex Electric 
Corporation has organized a new research 
division under the direction of Dr. Carl 
Becker, prominent German physicist and 
audio engineer -developmental work will 
emphasize stereophonic sound. 

Pentron Corporation has leased sales 
and display space along what is known as 
the "Fabulous Mile" of Chicago's Michi- 
gan Boulevard.... Stephens Xanufactur- 
ing Corporation has been signed by Nat- 
ural Sound Corporation to supply all 
speakers used in the Hinevos stereo sound 
system currently being installed In the- aters throughout the country. . New 
York's Harrison Radio Corporation has 
moved Jamaica branch store into larger 
quarters -new address is 144 -24 Hillside 
Ave. . Freed Radio Corporation, long 
known for its famous Preed- Eiseman 
trademark, has changed its corporate title 
to Freed Electronics and Controls Cor- 
poration. 
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LEARN TV 
assemble a TRANSVISION 1 in easy stages. 
Pay as Startrot Packsee 
al. Learn while budding a suprb 17' te 21- 
eons TV Sal with latest lea:ures Ideal for 
Frier son. adaptable to UNf 

No technical knowledge reponed 

Cant! desenbes 6 great.TV s 

Write today to Eduutonal Dept at - 
INC., n.r NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y 

GROMMES 
AMPLIFIERS 

Model 50 33 
$5500 

A Id, ruda- .......e Mr .., a... 
. :- :: a ....+. n.-.- d 

. rx .::...ri.,,'.".a... ,...-y 
..y3oa. oe n701100 as rY n W. S. 10.900 

.e. , 

NOW ! 

w 
with SOUNDCRAFT 
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING TAPE 
it's 
nmi î fished 

Perfect reproduction - that's the reason 
you'll want to use Soundcraft Professional 
Recording Tape. Every high is crisp, clean 
-every low clear, full -bodied. Soundcraft 
Tape is Micro -Polished; polished, buffed 
and re- polished to a glossy smoothness, 
to produce greater output uniformity, 
lower distortion, improved high fre- 
quency response, better head contact 
and longer head life. 
If you want quality second to none, be 
sure to ask for Soundcraft Professional 
Tape ... the one and only Micro -Polished 
tag el 

REEVES 

SOUNDCRAFT 
CORP. 
[Sept. B 7 

1C East .52nd Stucco 
New Yolk 22, N. Y. 

'PAT, APPLIED FOR 

Model 
215 BA 

15 Watt 

ALL 1RIODE BASIC AMPLWIER 
Ravens- D to e0,000 CPS hol pon.s. 24 wont. Distortion, 
at ewaws..07,, H. and .2% IA. 2511 fwd. 
ba,I fron 7 ids,, 2 din. mso41 .novas, 

$9 
A 50 

m0vda oo Iowa. drivers. VM 

-..I+xisT PO P C r A I O e 

PIECinOELECTRONICS, 
' ÌgAeNn k . 9101 
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Thousands Now Enjoy 

The HARTLEY 215 Loudspeaker 
After Buying Sight Unseen and Sound Unheard 

So spectacular was the performance of the Hartley 215, that its reputation 
soon reached American shores. Inquiries and orders began to pour in from 
engineers and audio enthusiasts. Wherever the 215 went, it evoked praise. It 
had everything that was claimed for it ... and more. The clean crispness of its 
low frequencies, the natural smoothness over the entire audible spectrum, the 
freedom from strident 'highs', all added up to a thrilling new experience in 
listening enjoyment. 

So rapidly did the story of the Hartley 215 get around, that within a very 
short time several thousands of orders were filled to American users . 

without the benefit of a single American outlet through which the British Hartley 
Company could show or demonstrate its speaker. 

T o meet this growing demand, an American Company has now been 
organized, and it will not be very long before Hartley products will be available 
through franchised dealers throughout the entire United States. 
Net price $57.50 

For complete information regarding the Hartley 215, and the 
new Boflle Speaker Enclosure, Preamplifier, and Main Am- 
plifier, write to Department AE -f 

Prices slightly higher West of the Rockies 

H. A. HARTLEY CO., I N C. 
521 East 162nd Street, Bronx 51, N. Y. 

i 

Naco nead4/ ¡o4 ¿mrned ode ship neK4 

The 2nd Audio Anthology 
No bigger, no better than the original Audio 

Anthology -in fact, it's just the same size and 

a perfect companion to the most authoritative 
book you now have on the subject of home 

music systems. But it contains all new mate- 
rial- reprints of over forty of the valuable ar- 
ticles which have most interested Æ's readers 

during the past two and a half years. 

Board Cover 

Features- 
Amplifiers 

Preamplifiers 

Tone Controls 

Phonograph Equipment 

Loudspeakers 

Speaker Enclosures 

Tape Recorder Amplifiers 

Customary discounts to distributors. 

$3.00 Paper Cover 

CUT OUT -MAIL TODAY 
Book Division, 
Radio Magazines, Inc., 
P. 0. Box 629, Mineola, N. Y. 

Sirs: Enclosed is my check money order for 
2nd Audio Anthology. 

(Please check one) Board Cover Paper Cover 

$2.00 

copies of the 

Name (print carefully) 

Address 

City Zone State 

ADVERTISING 
INDEX 

Akustische und Kino -Geräte 
G. m. b. H. 54 

Amperite Co., Inc. 36 
Ampex Electric Corp. 11 

Amplifier Corp. of America 44 
Arnold Engineering Co. 7 

Atlas Sound Corp. 54 
Audak Co. 31, 35 
Audio Devices, Inc. Cover 2 

Bell Telephone Laboratories 18 

Camera Equipment Co. 42 
Cannon Electric Co. 4 

Chicago Transformer Co. 12 

Cinema Engineering Co. 2 

Classified Ads 54 
Commissioned Electronics Co. 55 
Crestwood Tape Recorders 45 

Custom Electronics Co. 51 
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Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp. 47 
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Hartley, H. A. Co., Inc. 56 
Harvey Radio Co., Inc. 41 
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Hollywood Electronics 55 
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Maurer, J. A., Inc. 13 
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Rauland -Borg Corp. 14 

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. 55 
Rek -O -Kut Co. 49 
Rockbar Corp. 48 

Shure Bros. Inc. 6 

tapeMaster, inc. 39 
Terminal Radio Corp. 50 
Transvision, Inc. 55 

United Transformer Co. Cover 4 
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AT LAST! no more unscheduled 
program break: 

iristi. SOUND -PLATE 
AN ENTIRELY NEW MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE 

It's break- proof. ..just what you're been wanting 

(Produced and Sold Uncer the 
IRISH Label as 22ORPA Red Band 

ORRadio Magnetic Tape) 

No Other Tape Matches 

These Sound -Plate Features: 

SOUND -PLATE 

SOUND -PLATE 

SOUND -PLATE 

SOUND -PLATE 

SOUND -PLATE 

SOUND -PLAT 

SOUND -PLA 

two times the tensile 
ngth of acetate 

not tear or break 

'notes timing problems 
ograms on the nose 

naffected by moisture 
or temperature change 

gineered for high speed 
ation, 15 to 500" per sec 

not affected by static 

has a greater surface slip 

Another Reason WHY SOUND -PLATE 
is Best For Professional Use! 

There are differences in magnetic oxides. ORRodio 
molecular lubricated oxides are more stable in coot. 
ing conditions and turn out more uniform dispersion, 
thus assuring you of the finest recordings possible. 
SOUND-PLATE is mode in the ORRadio tradition 

Here, at last, the sum total of everything you have ever wanted in a 
professional magnetic recording tape. ORRadio IRISH 220RPA 

SOUND -PLATE eliminates your physical problems in magnetic tape 
recordings. It won't tear or break. It has all the excellent qualities 
that have made ORRadio IRISH 211RPA the most popular tape 
among professional engineers. 

Yes, SOUND -PLATE costs a little more ... but, in the long run. it will 
prove to be not only the most satisfactory, but the most economical magnetic 
recording tape yot can use. 

Try SOUND -PLATE at our expense! Buy a reel of SOUND -PLATE at your 
favorite Radio Parts Distributor. if you are not completely satisfied, return 
it to your distributor who has been authorized to refund your money. 

1200 Ft. SOUND -PLATE on Mastic 2400 Ft. SOUND -PLATE on Metal 

Reel $15.50 List Reel.... $33.05 

ORRADIO INDUSTRIES, INC. OPELIKA, ALABAMA 

World's Largest Exclusive Magnetic Tape Manufacturer 

Export Division: MORHAN EXPORTING CORP., 458 B'WAY., N Y. 13, N.Y. 
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ULTRA COMPACT UNITS... O NCER UNITS 
HIGH FIDELITY .... SMALL SIZE .... FROM STOCK 

UTC Ultra compact audio units are small and light in weight, ideally suited to remote amplifier and 
similar compact equipment. High fidelity is obtainable in all individual units, the frequency response 
being ± 2 DB from 30 to 20,000 cycles. 
True hum balancing coil structure combined with a high conductivity die cast outer case, effects good 
inductive shielding. 

A-20 

cemacn..-c.c:i+ . x.0.4 
A-24 . =MI 

1411111=fti: 
. 111111111: 

Type Secondary List 
NS. Application Primary Impedance Impedance Price 

A40 Low impedance mike, pickup, 50, 125'150, 200/250, 50 ohms $16.00 
or multiple line to grid 333, 500 /600 ohms 

A -11 Low impedance mike pickup, 50, 200, 500 50,000 ohms 
or line to 1 or 2 grids (multiple alloy shields for low hum pickup) 

A -12 low impedance mike pickup, 50, 125/150, 200/250, 80,000 ohms overall, 
or multiple line to grids 333, 500 /600 ohms in two sections 16.00 

A -14 Dynamic microphone to one 30 ohms 50,000 ohms overall, 
or two grids in two sections 17.00 

A -20 Mixing, mike, pickup, or mul- 50, 125/150, 200/250, 50. 125/150, 200:/250, 
tiple line to line 333, 500/600 ohms 333, 500/600 ohms 16.00 

A -21 Mixing, low impedance mike, 50, 200, 250, 500/600 200/250, 500/600 18.0D 
pickup, or line to line (multiple alloy shields for low hum pickup) 

A -16 Single plate to single grid 15,000 ohms 60,000 ohms, 2:1 ratio 

A -17 Single plate to single grid As above As above 17.00 
8 MA unbalanced D.C. 

Single plate to two grids. 15,000 ohms 80,000 ohms overall, 
Split primary. 2.3:1 turn ratio 

Single plate to two grids. 15,000 ohms 
8 MA unbalanced D.C. 

Single plate to multiple line 15,000 ohms 50, 125/150, 200/250, 

18.00 

15.00 

A-10 

A-19 

A-24 

A-25 

A-26 

A-27 

80,000 ohms overall, 
2.3:1 turn ratio 

Single plate to multiple line 15,000 ohms 
8 MA unbalanced D.C. 

Push pull low level plates to 30,000 ohms 
multiple line plate to plate 
Crystal microphone to mul- 100,000 ohms 
tiple line 

A -30 Audio choke, 250 henrys s. 5 MA 6000 ohms D.C. 

A-32 Filter choke 60 henrys r., 15 MA 2000 ohms D.C., 

333, 500/600 ohms 
50,125/150,200/250, 
333, 500/600 ohms 
50,125/150,200/250, 
333, 500'600 ohms 

50,125/150, 200/250, 
333, 500 /600 ohms 16.00 

, 65 henrys n. 10 MA 1500 ohms D.C. 12.00 

15 henrys ,.. 30 MA 500 ohms D.C. 10.00 

16.00 

19.00 

16.00 

17.00 

16.00 

UTC OUt10ER components represent the acme in compact quality transformers. These units, which weigh 
one ounce, are fully impregnated and sealed in a drawn aluminum housing I. diameter ...mounting 
opposite terminal board. High fidelity characteristics are provided, uniform from 40 to 15,000 cycles 
except for 0-14, 0-15, and units carrying DC which are intended for voice frequencies from 150 to 
4,000 cycles. Maximum level 0 DB. 

OUNCER 
CASE 

Dia. x 11/." high 

Type 
No. Application 

0.1 Mike, pickup or line to 
1 grid 

0 -2 Mike, pickup or line to 
2 grids 

0 -3 Dynamic mike to 1 grid 
0 -4 Single plate to 1 grid 
0-5 Plate to grid, D.C. in Pri. 
0.6 Single plate to 2 grids 
0.7 Plate to 2 grids, 

D.C. in Pri. 
0 -0 Single plate to line 
0-9 Plate to line, D.C. in Pri. 
0.10 Push pull plates to line 

Pri. Imp. 

50, 200,250 
500,600 
50, 200, 250 
500/600 
7.5/30 
15,000 
15,000 
15,000 
15,000 

Sec. Imp. 
50.000 

List 
Price 

$14.00 

50,000 14.00 

50,000 
60,000 
60,000 
95,000 
95,000 

13.00 
11.00 
11.00 
13.00 
13.00 

15,000 
15,000 
30,000 ohms 
plate to plate 

50,200 250, 500 600 

50, 200/250, 500/600 
50, 200/250, 500/600 

14.00 
14.00 
14.00 

0 -11 Crystal mike to line 50,000 
0.12 Mixing and matching 50, 200/250 
0 -13 Reactor, 300 Hys. -no D.C.; 50 Hys. -3 MA. D.C., 

0 -t4 50:1 mike or line to grid 200 
0-15 10:1 single plate to grid 15,000 

50, 200 250, 500.600 
50,200/250,500 600 

6000 ohms 

n megohm 

1 megohm 

1400 
13.00 
10.00 
14.00 
14 00 

TYPE A CASE 

11/2" x 11/2" x 2" high 
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1110 VARICN STREET 

EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 401A STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB" 
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